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ABSTRACTS
Darlinghurst (a novel)
In 1927 Jim Stephens, young and new to Sydney, finds a job at a daily newspaper.
His first assignment brings him into contact with a young, beautiful streetwalker
called Nellie Cameron, the darling of the East Sydney underworld. Compelled by
desire, he follows Nellie into the dark world of vice and violence that will set the
course of his life for the next thirty years.
In the present day, Sophie arrives in Darlinghurst following an unspeakable trauma.
There she meets Michael, a darkly attractive figure whose will quickly dominates her
own. This encounter triggers a chain of events that draw her deep into the nocturnal
life of East Sydney, where she becomes entangled in a web of sex and danger that
could tear her life apart.
As their stories unravel, Jim and Sophie’s paths dovetail and entwine in subtle and
strange ways; their two versions of East Sydney are distinct but, at the same time,
eerily similar in their allure and treachery. As both characters traverse this urban
landscape, they must learn to navigate it safely, or risk being consumed by it.
The Scarred City: Walking and writing in Razorhurst
This exegesis explores the relationship between walking and writing, with particular
focus on the element of transgression – real or imagined, implicit or explicit –
present in both of these things. Specifically, it examines the supposedly transgressive
nature of walking in cities at night, of walking alone as a woman, and of doing either
or both of these things as a person who writes.
For the purposes of this discussion, I will consider the implications of writing and
walking within the boundaries of East Sydney, the area comprising Kings Cross,
Woolloomooloo, Darlinghurst, Surry Hills and Paddington. This part of Sydney,
once known by the sobriquet Razorhurst, is a site with close conceptual links to
writing and writers, walking, night, women – and to transgression of all kinds and
degrees.
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Darlinghurst

I know you walk beyond me, every night,
With a coy footfall, in a wretched dress
And walk for money, looking miserable!
Your shoes gather God knows what ugly mess,
The wind plays in your hair with lewd delight –
You walk, and walk, and find no home at all.
– ‘I Know, You Walk’
Hermann Hesse, trans. James Wright
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Sophie

In this section of the Eastern Suburbs Memorial Park, most of the graves are neat
and tidy. Blooms of silk and plastic are plugged into grates at their corners or
jammed into jam jars, a few still bright, the rest defeated by the big sky over many
years.
The first grave isn’t hard to find. It’s strange – she has been very close, almost
on top of it, the whole time she has been standing here studying her map. Among the
thousands, the rows and rows of graves, it seems more than improbable that this
should happen. But there you are.
For a few seconds she is unsure. She still isn’t certain she has the right name.
She knows, by now, how hard it is to find someone who made it their business to be
untraceable – there were dozens of possible names, and this one doesn’t seem a
more likely candidate than any of the others.
But then she sees the small brass plaque at the foot of the grave, with its single
word in capitals, and her uncertainty is gone.
This is the place.
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Jim

There are many pictures of Nell in my old, grey head.
In the first she’s just a lass, all dolled up, coming into the Sydney Central Police
Court yellow-haired from out of a steaming morning. Inside, the room is soupy with
hot bodies and she comes in and closes the door. She’s wearing a blue dress,
bluebird-blue. Bare ankles and high-heeled shoes. Looks around and puts a hand to
her hat and unpins it, takes it off, crosses the room, gathers the skirt of her dress,
sits. The magistrate in black robes clears his throat and we all look away from her,
me and the other blokes and the women, too.
Here she is again. It’s a ratty dance hall, it’s very late, she is ten years older.
Still young. Standing bent over her knees with her hands on her thighs. Her skin is
white as the belly of a fish. She’s laughing so hard she could choke. There are three
other people in the room, standing away, none of them moving. As she rounds up
slowly, from the waist, her breasts rise up and you see that she is bleeding. A red
line across her chest, across her breasts above the nipples. The blood blossoms there
and travels down her front. She touches it with her hands and there is blood on her
hands. She puts one hand on the back of a chair. Her whole body shaking with
laughter. She’s laughing at something I said.
One more time, now. We’re in a picture theatre and Nellie is treading on toes.
Her apologies get lost in swelling music. She moves through the dark to sit beside
me with a Coca-Cola bottle in her hand. The picture theatre smells of hair oil and
scalps and beer and breath. Nellie smells of soap. She is beside me. Her hair is light
and windblown, her dress made for summer. The credits roll. She doesn’t look at
me. She looks into the big black and white screen at a bellowing steam engine and at
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the crowd milling around in choreographed chaos. She looks and sits forward on the
leather seat, nice and straight, her hands folded in her lap like a girl at church.
I see her other ways. Sometimes, when I’m awake in the small hours, nights too
hot or too cold, I see a newsreel of Nellie that has no end. She keeps coming back at
me with a dozen different hair colours, with eyes that change from blue to grey to
green. I tell her to go away, I tell her to fuck off, but she comes at me again,
laughing through the gap between her front teeth. I know how it ends; it’s an old
story. Those times I’ve got to get out of bed and drink something – these days only
warm milk, and I stand over the kitchen sink drinking my milk like the foolish old
man I seem to have become.
But the pictures of her will keep coming, and if I don’t do something to shut
down the machinery I’ll forget my own name. I’ll disappear.
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Part 1
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Sophie

A little box has been sitting on her bedside table since the move, three weeks ago.
It’s a ring box, green velvet worn away at the edges, and it’s closed – but Sophie
doesn’t need to open it to know what it contains. Inside is a simple gold chain,
unimportant, and on the chain is a pendant. The pendant is what matters. The
pendant is made from a bullet.
It was given to her on her twenty-first birthday, along with a digital camera, a
set of bedsheets, six books, a framed hand-drawn picture and three bottles of
champagne. It came via her mother – a gift, Elaine said, from Granddad, specified in
the will along with a small inheritance. The money she had expected; the bullet she
had not. It was a small, snub-nosed pellet, welded onto a gold loop by someone with
rough skills.
‘That’s like him, to give you something queer.’ Elaine had smiled. ‘God knows
where he picked it up.’ Like a stray cat.
It was a precious thing, dull-shining and heavy in the well of her palm. She had
seen a bullet only once before, a collector’s piece in a cabinet, a sleek, pointed thing
of brushed silver. This was different but unmistakable. Against her skin it looked
ornamental and harmless.
She would have liked to ask her grandfather where it came from, why it had
been left to her, whom he had never met, even as a baby – to her and not one of the
other grandchildren or his daughters. In a photo on her mother’s fridge her
grandfather is lanky, wizened, horsey. His ears stick out at the sides of his bald head.
He is holding Sophie’s older cousin and though his hands are thin, there is
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confidence in the way he holds the baby; her cousin looks safe. The old man is
smiling.
Her mother often says, You would have loved him, and he you.
After the party Sophie stowed the bullet in a ring box and buried it at the back
of her underwear drawer. She’s a person who loses things – would lose her head,
Elaine says, if it wasn’t attached. Through a forgetfulness she can’t seem to shake
she loses things, things she loves and values, leaving a trail of unrecoverable objects
behind her. Her grandfather’s gift must not be lost – so she hid it from herself, that
night, and let it slip from her thoughts.
Years have passed. There was university, graduation, a string of jobs, nights
out, and then there was Ben, and then there wasn’t. Some friends who came and
went. Others who stayed, even when she didn’t care if they stayed or not, who are
still around now, after everything.
When she left the apartment she’d shared with Ben, only a few weeks ago,
some of these friends helped with the packing. Sophie sat on the couch and
answered questions when an answer was necessary. Some things were thrown away
or given away, but most were tossed into boxes, order sacrificed for speed, the aim
being to get Sophie out of there as fast as possible. As though the flat itself was
contaminated.
She didn’t think of the bullet until later, when she was standing alone in an
unfamiliar room with all the boxes, at a loss to know how to start. She had
remembered it then and there was an hour of anxiety before she found it, taped up in
bubble wrap, in the bottom of a box of kitchen things.
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She is twenty-seven now, her birthday just gone and celebrated by a quiet lunch
with her mother, some money in a card. The boxes are all unpacked. The apartment
still feels new but her things are settling in their places, claiming the territory.
The little box with the bullet and chain has been sitting on her bedside table
since the move.
Now, she is opening it.
She untangles the chain by the light of the reading lamp. The old clasp is stuck.
She raises it to her mouth and worries at it with her bottom teeth for a few seconds.
Taste of rust. It opens. She wipes her mouth on the sleeve of her jumper, lifts her
hair over her shoulder, takes the ends of the chain in her fingertips, lifts them to the
back of her neck, waits until they find each other and releases the clasp.
The chain settles, pulled down by the weight of the bullet that hangs, now,
against her breastbone, just above the hollow between her breasts.
She zips the jumper over the bullet and chain, to her throat, pulls the hood up
over her hair. The jumper once belonged to Ben. It was big even on him, baggy. On
Sophie, it comes down to mid-thigh and hides her shape well. The hood is useful.
She knows how her hair, its length and colour, would invite attention on the street if
she let it hang loose.
On her way out she checks herself in the mirror by the door: she looks like a
thin boy. She takes only her keys, leaving phone and wallet behind.
Sydney has had record-breaking rainfall this month, the wettest April in a
hundred years. The road is slick; coloured neon lights reflected on its surface look
like running paint. Waterlogged paperbarks drip onto the footpaths, onto the heads
of pedestrians. The streetlights in this part of the city are pink, and this with the cold
makes it feel like a different city in a different part of the world.
9

Sophie likes this version of herself – the one that walks at night, along the
melting streets, hood pulled low. She likes the feeling of being out in the city, alone,
late. It’s not safe. Her mother would be horrified. This is why she has decided to
wear the bullet when she goes out: for luck.
Danger is like caffeine; it’s the only other thing that wakes her up properly. She
needs it to know she’s still here. These walks, the homeless bodies curled in
doorways, the smells of cooking and wet air, her cold nose and her breath puffing
out in humid clouds, these things are real.
The daytime is different. The mornings are vague and the afternoons drag. She
can’t remember how days are supposed to be passed and wonders what other people
are doing, these other people who seem so busy, who are always coming from
somewhere and going somewhere with things in their hands. Sophie buys food,
coffee, books, just to fill up the time, just to have something to hold. She is rapidly
spending all the money she has put aside over the last few years, can feel it draining
away like blood.
When it’s gone, she thinks, she’ll get a job. Though she can’t imagine how.
But now, in the pre-dawn hours, when the whole working city is blanketed in
sleep, Sophie is brightly awake. Turning into something new, nocturnal, a sharpeyed animal.
She is awake, she is walking, and she could keep walking all through the night.
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Jim

1927
My interview at The Sentinel was at seven in the a.m. I didn’t know it then, but
Duffy scheduled all interviews at sparrow-fart, the better to weed out the layabouts.
At the crack of bloody dawn on a Monday I was the worse for wear, alright, but I
arrived on time, shaved and scrubbed to a pretty shade of pink.
Floyd Duffy sat behind the desk with his hands locked and tipped his head to
one side, managing to crack his neck and offer me a seat in a single gesture. He was
roughly the size of an outhouse. Ginger of hair, red of skin. High blood pressure. He
was only in his thirties then but I would’ve put him at fifty, no fear.
I took a seat.
Duffy nodded. ‘Right-o.’ He stuck his hand across the desk; I took it and got a
brief crushing. ‘Jim … Stubbins.’
‘Stephens.’
‘Right-o.’ Duffy’s face didn’t care. ‘You come to us from …’ His eyes panned
the room as if the answer had to be lying about somewhere.
‘Tamworth.’
‘Tamworth, was it? Good-o. How’d it treat you?’
Tamworth was the hospital; it was footsteps on tiles and sharp nurses and cold,
uneaten food. A light coffin. Tamworth was my mother, in the ground.
I opened my mouth but he steamrolled on. ‘You’ll be on whatever we need you
to be on, right? Today that’s courts. Central Crim.’
I stared.
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Duffy clucked his tongue. ‘Central Crim Court. Up the road.’ He waved a hand
towards the window. ‘Bullshit, most of it, but enough blood and guts. You might’ve
heard, we’re in a crime wave.’ He looked suddenly mischievous and winked.
I struggled. ‘Do you have a lot of court reporters on the, ah, courts? I mean,
who’s the senior – person in … court reporting? I mean, for the criminals.’
Confusing myself, now.
Duffy showed his teeth, top and bottom clenched together. It might have been a
smile. ‘No, son.’ He shook his head. ‘Not that much fucken money to throw
around.’
‘Ah.’ I nodded. ‘I see.’
Duffy looked at me shrewdly and I waited for him to say something more. He
didn’t. I took a breath. ‘When d’you reckon you’d want me starting?’
He grinned. ‘I’d say about nine o’clock, sweetheart. Time for a cuppa and a
smoke before you get into it. Whacko.’
By the time he’d shown me to a spare desk, speckled with the cigarette ash of
some departed person and facing a window with a lovely view of a brick wall, it was
time to head out to the courts.
The last thing Duffy said to me came as an afterthought. ‘You serve?’
‘No.’ I tried not to look guilty. ‘Too young at the start. And then a weak heart –
from a fever, when I was a kid.’
He nodded. ‘Dodgy ticker. Me too.’
Twelve years later, when he was forty-seven, Duffy’s dodgy ticker would give
out in the middle of the Melbourne Cup. Turned out he’d won two hundred pounds
– his wife used it to buy a fancy coffin. I’d see him laid out in it, snuggled in purple
velvet, looking appropriately pissed off.
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But there was no sign of death in him now. He wrecked my hand again and
took off for the stairs, coat in one hand and notebook, pen and smokes in the other. I
grabbed up my bits and pieces and went the same way. By the time I got to the door
Duffy was gone, no sign of him but a downstairs door swinging.
On the way out I asked a cleaner for directions.
‘Up here two blocks and right on Liverpool,’ he snapped. Maybe he felt I was
implying that he looked the type to know his way to the criminal courts. Which he
did.
At eight twenty the town was already starting to shimmer and burn in the
looming heat. Last night’s storm steamed up off the footpath and up the legs of my
woollen trousers. By the time I reached the top of the hill my body was blooming
with sweat and my clothes were stuck to me. I went up the steps, in through a pair of
heavy doors, down a hallway, another pair of doors, into the courtroom.
Inside, the smell of sweat and unwashed hair made my stomach roll over even
though I was, no doubt, making my own fragrant contribution. No wonder, the stink,
with the people packed in wall to wall like cattle in a pen. The crowd shuffled and
settled, the old chooks moaning and fanning themselves with papers, hatted men
exchanging the necessaries.
‘Too hot for bloody March, dontcha reckon?’
‘Bin a bastard of a summer.’
The chatter melted into a low buzz. Not a breath of air, not a single open
window. Too much for me, this. Should think of finding another job, Jim. Problem
was, I’d never have the patience to learn a trade. Didn’t fancy a mineshaft, either.
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The case was Rex v McCauley. The charge was murder. The papers were
calling it the Summer Hill Slasher and I’d remember it as Maisie’s Case, though it
wasn’t really hers at all.
But that’s incidental.
The real story is this: that afternoon, for the first time, Nellie Cameron walked
into a room I was in, and she was wearing a blue dress.
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Sophie

It’s a grey day, warm and airless, a bad day for the suburbs.
Mim is driving to Ben’s grandmother’s house in Ashbury, Sophie in the
passenger seat, out through the inner west to a cul-de-sac of liver-coloured brick
bungalows with pruned roses in their front yards, little tiled porches and doors with
faux-antique brass knockers and musical electronic doorbells. In the backyards there
are veggie gardens, netted fig trees or prickly pear, elderly dogs – you can’t see
them from the road, but Sophie knows they’re there.
On a pretty day this could seem like a nice place to live. She used to come here
often, not long ago, on weekends after a christening, on birthdays. They were rowdy
family gatherings, everyone talking at once except for the old man who would sit,
nodding and smiling, in a corner. Last week she heard from someone that he had
finally gone into a home – too much for the old woman, after all these years.
Sophie hasn’t spoken with the grandmother about today. The only
communication has been a text message from Ben’s sister, with a date and time and
some brief instructions, toneless. Sophie’s things must be moved or they’ll be
thrown into a skip.
The house was always hard to tell apart from those on either side. Mim pulls up
in the driveway and Sophie gets out and lurks for a moment by the gate. There’s a
set of patio furniture on the porch she recognises; she was there when Ben’s father
bought it and she helped unload it from the back of the car.
Her boxes are stacked at the furthest end of the porch from the door, four of
them. They look bad, water-damaged and gnawed on, but that’s not surprising.
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They’ve been sitting in the garage for more than five years now – things from before
she went travelling with Ben, before they lived together, books and bits of china and
personal objects she hadn’t been able to throw away and had been planning to put in
storage. Ben had insisted that it was okay to leave them with his grandparents, said
they’d pick them up as soon as they got back from Europe, but that hadn’t happened.
So these things she’d once cared enough about to hold on to were left to rot and she
had forgotten about them.
And now there is a need. The old woman selling the house, maybe, being
moved into a small tidy unit. Then again, maybe she has just had enough of Sophie’s
things taking up space in her garage, with all that those boxes might inflict on her
old heart.
Close up the boxes are filthy, speckled with mildew and cockroach droppings,
dead spiders in dusty threads clinging to the cardboard. The books inside will be in
bad shape, probably ruined.
Mim helps to load everything into the boot and doesn’t complain about the dirt,
even when her white top is left with black smears across it. She’s good like that. The
two of them heft and haul the boxes in silence. It takes a few minutes, and then it’s
done, and Sophie stands on the footpath.
The house is silent. The old lady keeping quiet or, more likely, taken out for the
day by one of the sons or a son’s wife.
Nobody would want a scene.
On the drive home Mim puts the radio on but doesn’t talk, and Sophie is
grateful. Grateful not to have to talk and grateful not to be alone. It would be nice to
stay in the car all day, Mim’s passenger, driving around listening to classic hits. But
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the traffic is light and in twenty minutes they’re back in Darlinghurst, pulling up in a
no-parking zone.
A few more grim minutes with the boxes.
Mim offers to stay, but Sophie says, It’s okay, even though it’s not okay, not
really. A short walk back to the car, a swift kiss and thankyou, and the car is pulling
away. Sophie waves from under an umbrella. The tyres hiss on the wet road and she
watches until Mim turns a corner and disappears.
Inside, she faces the room. The clouds have thickened outside and it’s dark for
the middle of the day, the apartment damp and chilly. She turns on the two corner
lamps and the kitchen light, the radio, and a small fan heater that rattles. It’s better,
but the mouldy boxes don’t improve the atmosphere.
The first time she saw this place, with the immaculate real-estate woman, it was
a clear and breezy day. Sophie had loved it then, its polished floorboards and
pressed-tin ceilings, its smells of plaster and old wood. Before they went into the
second room she had made up her mind. Ben loved it, too, had gone from room to
room grinning. Between them, with her grandfather’s bequest and some help from
their parents, they had a deposit. Ben was working full-time, and Sophie would get a
job, too. They had travelled and now they would live together. If Sophie felt any
unease, it was no big deal, and she didn’t let it show. She smiled back at Ben.
But the papers had to be processed, which took much longer than expected. It
was April when she finally moved in, and things had changed. She came alone. The
cold had settled in.
On that first night, dark and wet, Sophie stood in the doorway and the flat
seemed bigger than she remembered. The stack of furniture and boxes against one
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wall, her incursion, seemed feeble. And the place smelled of mice; the windows had
been shut up for months.
That night she left the boxes and put herself to bed, on the bare mattress, with a
blanket wrapped around her. The cold woke her in the middle of the night and she
thought she should get up, find some warmer clothes, but she didn’t. Outside, the
city tossed and turned. Sophie lay awake for hours, shivering, and then slept and
dreamed of their old apartment. When she woke again she didn’t know where she
was.
The next night, sleep didn’t come. On the third, at midnight, she got up and
went out for a long walk through the streets of Darlinghurst, East Sydney, Surry
Hills. She came home at three and slept like a baby until midday.
The days have stayed grey and cold since then, and she has kept up the routine,
the night walks. She has no trouble sleeping through the mornings and has nowhere
to be.
Now, Sophie eyes the grimy boxes and can’t bring herself to touch them.
Her phone rings – a reprieve.
Mim has decided that Sophie needs a night out. She’s going to drive back into
the city as soon as she’s finished her hair. All Sophie has to do is walk around the
corner, to a bar, the Victoria Room. Sophie knows the place – she and Mim have
been there together before. All she has to do is show up.
Mim’s kind of night out means Sophie will spend the whole time on the
defensive, trying not to drink too much. Mim keeps saying how Sophie just needs to
get back in the game. Shake it off; move forward. She’ll buy rounds and rounds of
cocktails and scan all the men in the bar on Sophie’s behalf.
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On the other hand: another night in the flat with her four boxes in the corner. It
will be cold again.
She tells Mim she’ll call her back. She takes a long shower, prickling her skin
pink under the sharp pressure of water. It’s too hot, uncomfortable. She puts her
hand to the hot tap to turn it down, but she turns it up instead, and makes herself stay
until she can’t stand it anymore.
When she comes out of the fogged bathroom it’s darker outside, getting late.
The rain has stopped. Mim might already be on her way.
She goes to the bedroom and stands looking at herself in the mirror. Her skin
looks raw and tender. Her eyes are bright and unfocused. In her wardrobe, still with
its tag attached, is the dress she bought yesterday from an expensive boutique with
no obvious name. The dress is black, tight but not short, sexy but shy of slutty. She
puts on her gold necklace with its pendant, her lucky charm. In the heat from the
hairdryer the chain bites her neck. Nice sting.
The cold has sharpened by the time she locks the door behind her and goes out
quietly, into the city, the half-lit night.
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Jim

The public, all the penned cattle, had come to hear the details the papers hadn’t been
able to publish. The last words, the colour of the dress, the precise location and
nature of the wounds. There might be photographs, even. Every seat taken and
blokes crowding in at the back of the room, standing, stretching their necks to see.
The woman next to me kept shaking her head and clicking her tongue and talking
softly. ‘Nasty business, rotten business.’ I couldn’t figure out if she was talking to
me or the bloke on her other side, or to no one at all.
I began to wake up a bit. Whatever was going on in this room, it was
something. A story. I started imagining myself handing it in to Duffy; the raised
eyebrows and approving nods as he scanned the page; the thump on the back. Then
Duffy presenting me to the other reporters, waving my story in the air. ‘You see this,
you bastards? This is a fucken story.’
And then the girl came in, and my imagination dropped its bundle.
She walked through the doors at the side of the room without seeming to touch
them, a snappy pace, the clicking heels. Irish hair and a blue dress that must’ve been
the only bit of blue in the room. That dress looked like it loved hanging on her body,
I can tell you.
But young. In spite of the shape, the little waist and the legs, the arse, the
breasts, the woman’s dress. Not a woman, for all that.
The voice of reason: too young to be looked at that way, Jim, ’less you want to
wind up in the dock yourself.
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I kept looking. She had her back to me now. A seat had opened up for her at the
outer edge of the front row. She turned and grinned at the whole room, flashing the
gap between her front teeth, and sat.
The judge, halfway through reciting the Rules of the Court, seemed to have lost
his thread. Had to shuffle some papers around for a minute, clear his throat, touch
the wig.
I was thinking about my trouser legs. I knew, without looking down, that there
was an inch of sock showing between the hems and my dusty shoes. Also the white
shirt my uncle had given me, too big and yellow under the arms and at the collar,
disgraceful. I’d go out and buy myself a new suit on my first payday, something
dark, something that fitted. And maybe some patent-leather shoes. What’s the good
of a new job if you can’t dress the part?
The girl was sitting next to an enormous woman with a tiny hat perched on her
fat head. The girl leaned and whispered something to her. The woman stared straight
ahead and lifted her nose about an inch. That old snotty move. The girl just grinned
at her and said something else, and laughed. She crossed one leg over the other and
turned her eyes to the judge, who had pulled himself together.
That might have been the longest day of my life. The air was thick with breath
and the smell of hot bodies, stupefying. A clock high up the wall was dragging its
hands through mud. If it hadn’t been for the razor, we might have all sunk into a
communal coma.
But the razor put paid to that. It emerged without warning and with a flourish,
in the pink hand of the police prosecutor. It was long, thin, wrapped in transparent
wax paper. The prosecutor passed it to the jurors.
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‘Ladies and gentlemen,’ he said. ‘If I might draw your attention. The murder
weapon.’
The first juror held it up to the light and the whole room shivered like a wet
dog. The blade must have been cleaned. We stared and, for a full ten seconds, the
girl went out of my head.
Just an ordinary bathroom object, run of the mill. But how it could turn you
cold when you saw it in this room, in this company. When it was wrapped in wax
paper.
A policeman testified to the razor’s origin, and the crowd was awake again,
alright, sitting up straight with open ears. The prosecutor made the most of it. Cause
of death was haemorrhaging, resulting from six incisions and one puncture wound.
And no, all seven wounds were not necessary. The first two would have done the
trick.
Through all this Duncan McCauley sat quietly in the dock, looking embarrassed
and ridiculously young. He had his hands in his lap and spent a lot of time looking at
them, while a thousand glances from the gallery bounced off the top of his sandy
head. His suit fitted even worse than mine, and his trousers and coat were different
shades of brown. The more I looked the worse it seemed to get, frayed at the hems,
moth-holed all the way up one sleeve. At his breast, a red-ribboned medal had been
pinned on. It was crooked.
The prosecutor kept talking and the room got hotter. My head was starting to
ache all over, as though my brain had swollen up and was trying to bust out of my
skull. I closed my eyes for a long moment, and then I opened them again and
watched the girl. I was watching her when they spun their web of blood and guts,
and she didn’t go pale. Her face was clear and unreadable. When everyone around
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her started to slump and hunch on their benches, giving in all over again to the heat
and the droning, she stayed straight and grew taller by default.
A recess was called and I looked up at the clock. It was only ten forty-five. I
felt like I’d lived through several decades since entering that room.
I found a bench off to one side of the courthouse and put my forehead on my
knees. A good idea to stay still, at least as long as the planet seemed to be spinning
on a slant. I took some slow breaths. My brain still felt hot and spongy, but the
pressure of my knees on the backs of my eyelids, the breeze tickling my scalp and
the back of my neck, were wonderful. I could’ve stayed like that forever and I’d’ve
been alright.
Someone sat down beside me.
I righted myself and the planet tilted again. ‘The girl in the blue dress,’ I said.
My voice came out drunk.
She looked at my clothes. ‘You a copper?’
‘Not me, love.’ I shook my head. Grown-up tone. Up close she looked maybe
sixteen. ‘I’m with The Sentinel.’
She stared at me like I was off my tree, then her face cleared and she laughed.
‘The paper, hey.’ She stuck out a hand. ‘Nellie Cameron.’
I took the hand, moved it up and down, the world still refusing to hold steady
for me. ‘James Stephens.’
‘Pleased to meet you, Jim.’
A pause.
Then, ‘I knew Maisie from school.’
Schoolgirls. That young. I shook my head at the ground. ‘Sorry.’
‘’S alright.’
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‘Know her well?’ A useless question.
She shrugged. ‘Gave me my first smoke.’ She laughed fondly at the memory,
the way an old woman would. But her face was serious when she looked up at me
again. ‘Reckon they’ll hang ’im?’
I shrugged. Right now, I didn’t care what they did to McCauley. ‘They’ll give
him twenty years, easy.’
She raised her eyebrows.
Something rustled in a nearby bush and we both looked across. Rats, I thought.
City full of bloody rats.
‘Lizard,’ she said. ‘They sound bigger than they are.’
We sat in silence a minute longer and I tried to think of something else to say.
Then she stood up and stretched her arms, touched her hair. ‘Well – better get back
in, hey. It was very nice to meet you, Jim Stephens.’
We shook hands again, very civilised, nice manners. And she was off, a blue
shape dividing the crowd, up the steps and through the door.
Of course I should have asked questions. Why wasn’t she in school? Where
were her parents? I went back into the courtroom meaning to take up the
conversation but she was up the back now, wedged in, no way to get to her without
climbing over a dozen pairs of legs.
The session resumed and ate up the afternoon, and then it was over for the day
and people were everywhere. I couldn’t see her. I looked around for a few minutes
and gave up – there was a job I was meant to be doing. So it was down the baking
hill, back to the office, the dusty desk. Somewhere along the way, my headache
gave up the ghost.
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I worked for the rest of the afternoon in an office where people came and went
and made jokes and seemed not to register my presence at all. I kept my head turned
down and my hand moving, only half sure of what I was doing. I’d never written a
criminal story before; I’d hardly even read any. In the bush there were bad deaths
enough: farm accidents, train accidents, fires and drownings and drunken brawls. A
murder once in a blue moon, over pay or a woman. The city, of course, would be
different – my aunt had warned me, before I left on the train. ‘The war’s long over,
Jim,’ she’d said. ‘But don’t expect no bloody peace in Sydney.’
When the story was done, I went into Duffy’s office. He was sitting at his desk
with one finger held up for silence, his face a study of anxiety. A voice on the
wireless trumpeted: … andthat’sBlackMagiccominguptheinside …
Duffy jumped to his feet.
Andhe’smakingarunuptheinsidepassesYouBeautyandPampalonaandMisterMyst
ery’sdroppingbehindhe’sinfourthandBlackMagictakesthelead …
Duffy clenched his fists and squatted slightly, like he was about to jump into
the air, but he didn’t. His eyes bulged.
Andthey’recomingupthefinallegandit’sBlackMagicallthewaybyamile! Black
Magic! Black Magic takes the race and does he do it in style!
Duffy’s face was the colour of a ripe plum. He thumped the desk, grabbed me
in a hug, pushed me away and did a quick dance. ‘You little ripper! You ripping
little bastard! Black Magic, you fucken angel!’
It looked like this might go on for a while, so I dropped my story on the desk
and backed out of the office as quietly as I could. Walking away, I could still hear
him behind the closed door. ‘You fucken little ripper!’
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The next morning I went to the courts early but she wasn’t there. The day
ground along and I boiled my brain again, trying to listen to the wigged ones
droning on, felt ten years older when I walked down the steps at the final
adjournment.
On the third day, what would be the last of the trial, I went early once more,
having decided to push straight through from the previous night’s work. I had
stubble on my chin and my shirt was a crumpled mess, but it was alright, because I
saw her again.
By then, I knew who she was. I may’ve been the last person in Sydney to find
out.
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Sophie

The Victoria Room is close to Sophie’s apartment. It’s easily missed from the street,
just a pair of doors wedged between an expensive Italian deli and a drop-in centre
for the homeless. Inside, the stairs are burnished dark wood and thickly carpeted,
and at the top of the staircase, turning left, you’re suddenly in an enormous room
and it could be the British consulate of some long-ago colonial outpost: fringed
lamps, potted palms and antique furniture, ottomans and couches, upholstered in silk
brocades and velvet. A long beaded curtain separates the bar from the restaurant,
waiters passing to and fro in white shirts, black waistcoats and pants, black ties.
Behind the bar, a row of bartenders gracefully handle a galaxy of backlit glass
bottles, amber and green.
The first time Sophie came here she was dazzled. Nothing like this in her
hometown, nor in any of the other little towns in the Highlands. She was awed by
the glamour of the décor and the sleek clientele, the European-looking staff. But
then Mim had got rapidly, messily drunk, and picked up one of the bartenders and
brought him home with them.
Sophie was staying the night at Mim’s, without any other option, and Mim’s
walls were thin. She spent a long night on the foldout couch, trying not to listen to
the sounds coming out of the next room. In the morning the bartender had hung
around, pale and stubbled, and Sophie had been forced to make conversation though
she could barely look him in the eye.
The shine had gone off the Victoria Room, after that.
But it’s not so bad, after all, tonight. Maybe enough time has elapsed. The room
is beautifully lit, the music is languid jazz from a trio in the corner, and the
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bartenders are mixing cocktails with mesmerising fluidity. Mim is already here,
reclining on a pink ottoman with a drink in her hand. Sophie is relieved to see that
she is wearing a simple black dress, somewhat longer and less revealing than
Sophie’s own. She crosses the room and drops a kiss on the top of Mim’s head. Her
hair smells of shampoo and dye.
‘Nice hair.’
Mim touches it. ‘Not too dark?’
‘No. Very striking.’
Mim looks at Sophie and her brown eyes are wide. ‘You look devastating. But
you need a cocktail to complete it.’
Sophie pauses. The night is yawning open in front of her, dark and full of
obstacles. A drink will ease the anxiety that is nipping at her ankles. It will give her
something to do with her hands.
She shrugs. ‘Okay. Something sour. With gin.’
Mim winks and is gone, leaving Sophie alone on the edge of the ottoman with
her purse in her lap. She can’t find the courage to replicate Mim’s easy sprawl. She
looks around the room, purposefully, as though trying to locate a missing person.
It’s not such a classy crowd tonight. Close to the bar is what looks like a whole
football team, thick necks sprouting out of white or pink collared shirts, triangular
bodies – huge shoulders, small hips. She lets her glance pass over them quickly, not
wanting to risk eye contact – though Mim, she thinks with an inward smile, will be
happy. Mim likes beefy men.
Nearby is a cluster of girls in too-tight dresses with straightened, obviously
highlighted hair, out of place but covering their unease with loud voices and
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squawking laughter. They are ignoring the footballers, but standing much closer to
them than they need to.
In the corner, a small group of men in business suits, inexplicable on a Sunday
night. A funeral? They look dishevelled, as if it’s been a long day. They’re quiet
and, from the look of the glasses scattered across their table, drunk.
Otherwise it’s just people like herself and Mim, young women in twos and
threes, student types of both sexes and maybe a few musicians and actors, rough
around the edges in a very specific, preapproved way.
There is one man by the bar, at the edge of the mob of footballers, who draws
Sophie’s eye back in that direction. He’s not talking to anyone but seems at ease,
standing a little apart from the group. She measures him: very tall, but without the
apologetic droop of most tall men, nicely built, slender and balanced. He is wearing
a snowy white shirt, open at the throat but not too far, dark tailored pants, polished
shoes. A man who cares for his appearance in a way Sophie associates with a
different generation. A way her mother would love. This man is young, thirty at the
most, and has dark hair brushed back from his temples (old-fashioned again), light
skin, dark eyes and brows. Italian, maybe, or Spanish.
A man to catch the eye of a painter: all light and shade, angle and plane.
He looks up and sees her watching and smiles. It’s a good smile, though from
this distance she can’t tell what it’s meant to convey. She doesn’t smile back, but
doesn’t look away, either.
And then Mim is back with two drinks and her own smile, and a wink, blocking
out the man at the bar. ‘Not a bad smorgasbord, eh?’
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Sophie shrugs lightly and takes the drink. The glass is tall and fine, cold with
condensation, a dust of salt around the rim. The cocktail is pale and cloudy, sedate
in contrast to Mim’s, which is pink and fizzy and has little flowers floating in it.
The second round is Sophie’s, the third, Mim’s. Only fair for Sophie to buy the
fourth – absolutely the last, she says, getting up. The cocktails are expensive and she
shouldn’t be spending the money, though with each round she finds herself less
concerned.
She casts occasional glances in the direction of the white-shirted man, but he’s
never looking her way. She doesn’t want to risk Mim catching on, so she gives it up.
Some way into the fourth cocktail Mim totters off to the bathroom and Sophie
is left alone. This time, when she turns her head, he is looking right at her. She raises
her eyebrows and he grins, walks away from the bar, comes towards her.
He stops in front of her. She puts a hand to the couch next to her and he sits. He
smells vaguely spicy: black pepper and woodsmoke.
‘You’re the most beautiful woman in the room.’
It’s a cheesy line but the delivery is not cheesy, it’s calm and deliberate. Sophie
doesn’t blush or object. ‘Thank you.’
‘You’re welcome. Can I get you another drink?’ Again, no edge of sleaze or
wheedling in the tone. Just the offer, take it or leave it. No mention of Mim.
‘My friend’s coming back.’
He shrugs one shoulder. ‘I’ll get her one, too, if you like.’ A pause. ‘But I’d like
to talk to you alone.’ He is watching her as he speaks, the dark eyes frank and
intense. The eyes say, there’s no one else in this room, for me.
‘I’m Sophie,’ she says. She holds out a hand. The gesture is strangely regal, she
thinks, but now she can only wait with her hand in the air.
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‘Michael,’ he says. He considers the hand a moment, then lifts it to his lips and
kisses it. ‘It’s an honour to meet you, Princess Sophie.’
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Jim

By the third day, I knew the whole story – or, at least, as much of it as anyone knew.
Duffy had filled me in, made me take notes.
Nellie Cameron was a rising star, a prize moll, a soiled dove. Number-one
streetwalker in Sydney, raking in a fortune, and landing in front of a judge more
often than she took hot baths. She’d run away from home a year ago, at fourteen.
Caught a tram from the North Shore to the city and seduced the tram conductor
instead of paying the fare. The police found the pair of them in a Kings Cross flat a
few weeks later, restored the conductor to his wife and sent Nellie to a reform
school, where some nuns briefly tried to make her see the error of her ways and
failed.
We love her at The Sentinel, Duffy said. We love that she causes a lot of trouble
in the part of town where men carry razors and have scars on their faces, because
that kind of trouble sells papers.
She was Norman Bruhn’s girl. Bruhn was a roughneck gun-for-hire to the
bigger fish: Devine, Leigh and Jeffs. These were familiar names. Tilly Devine and
Kate Leigh were rivals, both of them notorious, even in the sticks. They’d built their
empires on the backs of girls, sly grog, cocaine. In the pictures I’d seen, Tilly had
Shirley Temple ringlets and a face as hard as a tortoise’s arse. Kate was older and
fatter, a toad in a fur coat. Phil ‘the Jew’ Jeffs was of the same ilk, but slicker. He
ran a bunch of bootleg clubs where you could get anything for the right price, and
from all reports he’d kill you with a smile on his face and then take the spare change
from your pockets.
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The word on the street, according to Duffy, was that Bruhn had been getting
greedy, biting hands. Just a matter of time before he swallowed a bullet in a dark
alley. Nell Cameron would probably go the same way. Nothing unusual in that:
she’d picked the wrong horse, was all. Happened all the time. One of the other
blokes at the paper had already drafted a pair of obituaries.
I took all this in without saying much; there wasn’t much to say. The words
turned backflips in my brain and wouldn’t settle into anything like sense. I
remembered the girl who’d said, Pleased to meet you, Jim, and couldn’t make head
nor tail of it.
When I went back to the courts on the third day of the trial, I was carrying
Nellie’s history on my shoulders. But it lifted away when I saw her there. She was in
the front row again. The stories had to be overblown, gossip and rumour and
hearsay. Nothing to do with this girl, who sat so straight in her seat and wore the
smart blue dress. Duffy should’ve known better.
Relief flushed through me and left me light as a feather. I turned my eyes back
to the court proceedings, which had started without me.
There were only two witnesses left to give evidence. Luciani was a fruiterer,
owned the shop in Erskineville where McCauley had worked. He was an old bloke,
wobbly, black fuzz coming out of his ears. In a shiny brown suit, he told the jury
how McCauley could never have done anything violent, ‘’less he’d bin forced inna
it’. Then there was McCauley’s old dad, who made a nice picture for the cameras.
He wore war medals pinned to his coat pocket, just as his son did, and he sat straight
in his chair and begged for mercy for his ‘good boy got led astray’.
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Closing statements were made, a couple of tonnes of sentiment on each side,
and the judge instructed the jury. I wrote down what he said because it struck me as
queer.
‘Gentlemen, you are here to do a job, and remember as you go that no decision
you make can bring anyone back from death. The question you must ask of
yourselves is, therefore: what is to be served by imprisoning or executing this young
man? Do we act in the spirit of vengeance or in the merciful spirit of God? Mrs
McCauley is now, sadly, beyond aid. Mr McCauley is not. His life is in your hands.
You may retire.’
I saw Nellie outside on the steps, cameras flashing all around her, pressmen
bowing and scraping. She called out across the space between us, ‘Still think he’s
getting twenty years, Jim?’
The hacks looked from the girl to me and back at the girl, cameras aimed like
weapons. I shook my head.
She laughed and held up a palm: wait. One last pose, a flash of a smile and she
was walking away from the cameras, walking up to me. Her skirt was trying to get
away in the wind. Close up, her eyes were green glass. Freckles on her nose. She
held out her hand and I took it.
‘You should come and see me sometime, Jim.’
‘That’d be nice.’
She laughed and turned away, gently pulling her hand from mine.
Before she got too far I remembered. ‘Where do I find you?’
‘Just ask around, hey! I’m famous.’ She tossed the words over her shoulder and
I could hear the grin in her voice.
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It took the jury less than thirty minutes to find the defendant not guilty. There
was applause. At first I thought I’d heard it wrong, but then McCauley turned to face
the gallery and he was smiling. Maybe Nellie had guessed, because she hadn’t
bothered to stay for the verdict. At any rate, the shock of it drove her temporarily out
of my head.
I went down the hill with the late sun glaring in my eyes. I sat at my desk to
write a story about another girl, the girl who was dead, and the man who had killed
her and gone free. By the time I’d finished, the day was gone.
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Sophie

It’s the kind of building an up-market drug dealer might live in: it shoots up out of
the dark street, all blue-silvered glass, one tapered corner piercing the sky.
Someone’s idea of the future, about ten years ago.
Inside there are bladed green plants in tall urns by the door, scarlet walls, black
tiles on the floor. In the elevator it’s all mirrors, the two of them everywhere you
look. Embarrassing. Sophie has her shoes in her hand. Her feet were worn out with
dancing in the high, ankle-breaking shoes, and she liked the thought of walking into
his place barefoot. Carefree. Now that she sees herself reflected she is thin and
ruffled, and – she suddenly knows – very drunk. Insubstantial, beside the man.
Whose name is Michael.
It’s a long ride, a long way up, the numbers lighting up along a panel above the
door from zero to twenty-four. The lift travels smoothly. Sophie can only tell they’re
moving by the feeling in her stomach.
On the twenty-fourth floor it’s possible that you could feel the building move in
a strong wind.
The hallway is carpeted, white-walled, silent as a bomb shelter. Behind a white
door is the apartment: wide, low, encased on three sides in glass. Sophie thinks of
Bladerunner; in a building like this, a lovely doomed robot playing the piano.
They go out to the balcony first, where he touches her, but she is looking at the
city. A million-dollar view, Sydney laid out glittering. No sign from here of people.
Cars, boats, buses seem to move of their own accord.
Inside, the carpet is pale and thick as the coat of an arctic animal. Sophie’s bare
feet are in heaven. Small round lights are planted in the walls at regular intervals,
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not lights but a lighting scheme. The living room is sunken and a low black leather
couch runs the length of it. An open kitchen glows dull with whites, stainless steel,
sharp edges.
The place is impressive; Sophie acknowledges this. But not her kind of place.
It’s an apartment designed to be seen at night: in the daylight there would be dust on
the glass table, finger smears on the stainless steel. From the kitchen comes a faint
smell of old garbage, bin bags taken out too late.
Sophie explores the space, silent-footed on the carpet, while the man reclines
on the couch, legs wide open and stretched out, hands interlocked behind his head,
watching. She can see him, his dark legs and snow-white shirt, in her peripheral
vision. Can feel him watching, is meant to be aware of it. It’s part of the game
they’re playing with each other.
She knows there are these games, knows vaguely how they run, it’s built into
her, but she isn’t sure she’s up to playing. The room is unsteady and she’s having
some trouble keeping her balance, thinking about the wind and how high they are.
Too-tall building. Things are slowing down; her movements feel delayed and her
voice sounds like someone else is speaking through her mouth as she praises the
apartment, the view.
A part of her brain is aware that she shouldn’t be here and that she doesn’t
really want to be, that she’d be better off at home in bed. Just a handful of blocks
between here and the flat, her own bed. And yet, here she is, in the apartment with
the amazing view.
‘Come here,’ he says. He’s still lying on the couch.
The man – Michael – is impatient for things to proceed. Fair enough. Sophie
hears Mim in her head: He didn’t bring you here to show you the view, sweetheart.
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Sophie walks back across the room, stands in front of him. He pulls his legs up,
shuffles back on the couch, making room, and she arranges herself on her side,
angles her body along his, feels his hand struggle under her ribs and push through.
Then she is lying, spooned by this man called Michael, his arms around her
waist and his hands on her stomach. It’s absurd, the intimacy. She wants to laugh,
but keeps her mouth closed.
Her head is a balloon full of water.
Michael’s impatient hands are on the move, changing things. He touches the
pendant at her throat, holds it. She feels the back of her neck, the tops of her
shoulders, tighten.
‘This is a bullet?’
‘Mm.’
‘That’s pretty insane.’ His inflection makes a compliment of insane.
‘Thanks.’
He turns the bullet over. ‘Where’d you find it?’
She doesn’t want to tell him so she kisses him instead. It works; he drops the
subject, gets carried away. He takes her to the bedroom, which is more of the same –
the low black bed, the sharp furniture.
The rest is worse than okay. She is tossed around, feels like a prop. He is
completely silent, harsh, staring past her shoulder and compressing her chest, her
lungs. Discomfort turns a corner and becomes pain. She starts counting, gets to three
hundred and something before it’s over. There’s some bleeding; she wonders if it
will take long to stop. It doesn’t.
He is up and locked in the bathroom within a minute of finishing, and she rolls
onto her right side, knees to her stomach and arms around her knees.
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She doesn’t know if she’s supposed to stay. Most of her wants to be home but
she’s so tired now, still drunk, and the bed is soft. She could sleep.
But Michael is out of the bathroom, standing in the doorway. He’s fully dressed
again, the white shirt somehow uncreased; he picks her clothes up off the floor,
hands them across to her.
Meant to leave, then.
He watches her get up, naked, and start dressing. Standing on one foot to put on
her underpants she overbalances, almost falls, puts a hand out to the cupboard. It
takes forever to get the silly dress back on: the straps.
Michael walks her out to the elevator and presses the button. ‘You’ll get home
okay?’
‘Yep.’ She makes a smile. ‘You don’t need to come down.’
He nods, seeing the sense.
The numbers above the elevator doors start to go up and Sophie feels a weight
lifting from her body.
The elevator arrives. Michael leans, kisses her cheek, puts something in her
hand. Fifty dollars. ‘For the cab,’ he says.
The doors are closing.
She says, ‘Thank you.’
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Jim

‘What is this, Stubbins?’
Duffy leaning over my desk, waving a bit of paper. Close enough that I could
smell the beer on his breath. He put the paper face-up on my desk, stepped back, the
better to glare at me.
I stared. It was my Suburban Slasher trial story, but Duffy knew that. My name
was on it.
‘Why might I be giving it back to you, d’you reckon?’
That old sinking feeling. ‘Spelling mistakes?’
‘Spelling mistakes.’ He looked through the window at my brick-wall view.
‘Spelling mistakes, he reckons.’
‘You said leave it on your desk.’
‘I know what I bloody well said.’ He glared at me. ‘Right-o. We need to
straighten out a few things, my boy.’ He rocked on his heels, took a breath. ‘I dunno
what they taught you in bloody Tamworth, but in this city the ones who read the
papers are blokes. Means, that’s who buys the papers. Are we following, son?’
I nodded.
‘Ladies,’ he jabbed his finger into my desk, ‘read the ladies’ section of the
paper. They do not care for the news and they do not,’ jab, ‘buy the paper, ever.’
He paused to let this sink in.
‘And we,’ here he waved an arm at the room, ‘write stories for the people who
buy – the bloody – papers. If we didn’t do that, no one would buy the bloody papers.
And that would mean, not to put too fine a point on it, we’d all be fucked.’
My ears were flaming. ‘Makes sense.’
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‘Too right it makes sense.’ He took another breath, squared his shoulders like a
boxer. ‘Now you, you will take this shite to Kenny Fitzpatrick. Quick-bloody-smart.
Tell him I said fix it.’
He leaned back, rubbed a hand over his pink eyes, squinted at me. ‘And do a
better bloody job next time, wouldja, Stubbins, so I don’t have to give you the
fucken boot.’
In the end, under the headline ‘Wife Was Living the High Life’ – under my
name – this is what went to print:

Duncan John McCauley Jnr, 29, was yesterday acquitted on the charge of
murdering his wife, Maisie Anne McCauley, 19, on 2 January.
After three days of testimony the jurors at this trial returned within the hour with
a unanimous verdict: NOT GUILTY. Mr McCauley left the courtroom amid cheers
from his many friends and well-wishers. The vindicated man allowed himself a small
smile as he left the court, his ordeal finally at an end.
The tragic tale of Maisie McCauley’s demise begins last November, when the
deceased broke off from her husband suddenly and without explanation. Testimony
was given that Mr McCauley repeatedly sought to make peace with his wife.
Tragically, his pleas fell upon deaf ears. Father of the accused, Duncan John
McCauley Snr, gave evidence that his son had become ‘very low’ when his wife
refused to countenance a reconciliation.
On 2 January, Mr McCauley travelled by train to Summer Hill, where his wife
was temporarily residing with her aunt, and Maisie agreed to take a walk with him.
Mr McCauley testified that he took his wife’s hand and begged her to return to their
marital home.
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‘She laughed at me,’ Mr McCauley stated. From this point his memory fails him.
He declared to the court, ‘I cannot recall my actions from that moment.’
Mrs Denise Gray, working nearby in her front garden, heard a series of
screams. She ran into the street, where she discovered a woman lying on the road,
bleeding from multiple wounds. Mrs Gray returned home to telephone for an
ambulance, but upon its arrival the injured woman was pronounced to be dead.
Police arrested Mr McCauley at a nearby hotel and found a razor in his possession.
He went willingly with police and was later charged with murder.
At trial, the true character of the deceased was revealed before a packed gallery.
According to several witnesses, Maisie McCauley had recently been seen in the
company of a variety of men and women of ill repute. The deceased had thrown off
the shackles of marriage and motherhood the better to embrace the ‘wild, immoral
life of inner-city nightclubs and speakeasies’.
In contrast, persuasive evidence was given of the strong moral character of Mr
McCauley, a decorated serviceman. It was shown that the attack was entirely out of
character – not a premeditated slaying, but the desperate act of a man driven
beyond reason.
That Maisie McCauley was a victim is undeniable. But she was not the only
victim in this case, and nor was she the victim of an evil individual. Rather, she and
her husband became two more victims of the plague of vice and loose morals that
has overwhelmed this city in recent years. Until this plague is brought into the light
and our streets are washed clean, the death count will continue to rise.
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Sophie

Sunday night. Bayswater Road is lit up like a circus, the only part of the city where
it’s still the weekend.
Sophie stands on a corner with some of Michael’s friends, in her short black
dress, wishing she had brought a coat. There have been dinner and drinks and she
has been witty and bright all night long, to match the sparkle of Michael’s friends,
but now there is talk of clubs and hints about pills and she is thinking of bed.
After those first hours spent with Michael in his glass tower, she had not
expected him to call. When he did she didn’t know what to say. The drunken night
had faded fast from her thoughts and she’d hurried it along.
He said, ‘Come out with me tomorrow.’
It wasn’t a question. He picked her up in his car and there was a dinner, drinks
in a dark bar, then back to her apartment. The next day a lunch. A movie, another
dinner, more drinks. Everything punctuated by sex. He has three tattoos and she
knows now where they are, has been informed of the individual significance of each
of them.
This is their fourth date in a week. As she has for all of them, tonight Sophie
spent a long time dressing and making up her face before Michael picked her up.
She thought about the coat and decided against it.
The friends were unexpected; Michael didn’t say it would be a group event, and
Sophie was floored at first. But the alcohol has helped smooth things over. She has
acquitted herself well.
There is a feeling, now, that they are at a crossroads in the night. It’s cold. Most
of the girls – very young – in Kings Cross, in their tiny dresses, don’t seem to notice
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the temperature drop. They’re reinforced by mixed drinks. In their stripshow heels
they totter about like babies learning to walk. Every so often there’s a squeal of tyres
and the sustained cry of a car horn as someone lurches into the traffic, laughs, and
lurches out again.
Michael doesn’t want to go home.
There is a girl here, eighteen, somebody’s little cousin. She’s wearing a
leopard-print slip dress, cut low enough to see the bow on her pink satin bra,
between her breasts. Her hair hangs down her back, streaked and straightened. The
cousin is down from the country and she wants to go clubbing. Michael wants to
take her, he’s pushing for it. The three of them have quietly become the focal point
of the group: Sophie, Michael and the girl – Carly? Caitlin?
The smart thing to do would be to walk away, now, alone. Everyone is
watching.
Sophie says, ‘I think we should go home.’
All the others cast their votes for dancing. Michael clearly wants to go with
them, but won’t say so, not directly. Sophie looks at him and tries to forget about the
others.
‘I’m pretty tired.’
‘I’m not.’
‘You want to go?’
‘Well – y’know. Maybe.’
She gives him what she hopes will come across as a cheeky smile. ‘I think I
should go home.’ She hesitates, feels her smile walk out on her. ‘And I think you
should come with me.’ Embarrassing, to say this to him. Saying it in front of these
people makes her want to never see them again.
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Michael shrugs. ‘Okay, princess. At your service.’
There are quick goodbyes, no one meeting her eye, and then she’s walking
down the street and flagging down a cab.
Michael follows. He climbs in beside her and drops an arm over her shoulders
like nothing is wrong, stretches out his legs. Sophie looks through the window at the
pulsing street, the beautiful people coming apart at the seams, and waits for the car
to move.
It takes a long time for the taxi driver to manoeuvre them out of the Cross and
onto William Street, where they finally pick up speed. The city centre is tall and
clean up ahead, expensive, all lights and glass. But the inside of the cab smells bad
and the vinyl under Sophie’s thighs is clammy.
‘It’s cold,’ she says.
He looks at her. ‘You should have worn more clothes.’
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Jim
After the Maisie story went to print under my name, I didn’t have the balls to go to
Nellie, though I knew by now that I could find her in Palmer Street if I chose to
look. Palmer Street and a bit of William, that was her beat. I steered clear. They had
been friends, after all.
And there was something else. Fifteen years old, Duffy said. Part of my brain
said, alright, Duffy would know. The other, louder part said, Someone’s made a
mistake in their adding-up.
I went out to wherever Duffy sent me, notebook in hand. Since the McCauley
affair he’d been giving me all the little out-of-the-way stories, and I was starting to
feel like an errand boy, though I was getting better at negotiating the spiderweb of
trams and trains that spanned the city. Wherever I went, I kept my eyes peeled for a
fair head or a blue dress. Sometimes I thought, for a second, I’d spotted her – but
always there was something wrong, a too-wide backside or a too-scrawny arm, and
I’d let out a breath and keep walking.
I’d found a flat of my own – such as it was – through a bloke at the paper
whose sister had gone to England on holiday and got married instead of coming
home. It was in Liverpool Street, Darlinghurst. Not so much the heart of the city as
its armpit. The flat boasted two tiny rooms, ‘fully furnished’: a bed, toilet, sink, gas
cooktop, a single chair and a table. I spent my nights rereading my battered old
classics and drinking whiskey, trying to get a taste for it. Autumn burned out faster
than it should have.
And then it was winter.
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It was late, and I was reading at the table by the light of a bare bulb that dangled
overhead. The day had been warm, unreasonably so for June, and muggy. The flat
was holding the heat like a Dutch oven. Outside, it started raining, not hard.
Through my tiny kitchen window the rain smell came in.
I put my book down and found my shoes. I was getting better at the whiskey by
now, and walking in the rain in the middle of the night seemed like a fine idea.
Evidently nobody else thought so. There were few souls about on the streets,
just the girls who attended the corners, and they were always there. No cars. The
rain so soft it was almost nothing. It settled on my clothes and there was a breeze
that cooled my skin where it touched and in the breeze you could smell the sea. The
streets were shining and the heat lifted up and away from them in sheets of steam
like an exorcism. A few lights shone behind windows and doors, and a white cat ran
along a high paling fence, ears flat. Other creatures ticked and whirred in the night,
but there was not a human sound to be heard. For the first time I felt something for
this city, for its strangeness and its strange inhabitants.
And then three cracks. A breath. Two more.
In the penny detective stories it always sounds like fireworks, or popcorn, or
thunder. But in life it doesn’t. It sounds like nothing in the world but gunfire.
I stood still for a moment, listening. Nothing. I went to the end of the block and
turned left, into Charlotte Lane.
I should have turned right, into another street, any other street.
In Charlotte Lane two men were running, and they were running in my
direction. I froze. Both of them held something in their hands, and I knew what I’d
heard. They got close and I saw the guns clearly; I backed against the wall and
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turned my face away. But they went by me without a word, without breathing,
almost as dark as the moonless night itself.
Fifty feet from where I stood, another man was lying in the street, where the
rain still drifted down. He was making noises and twisting like he was skewered to
the road.
Another man appeared at the end of the lane. He was wearing dark clothes and
a cap, and he, too, had something in his hand. He came into the lane, stood, waved a
torch. The light hit the twisting man on the road. The man in the cap shouted, the
way police shout, at the backs of the running men. The men kept running. He started
after them, tripped, knelt, got up. The running men were gone.
Then he saw me.
I raised a hand.
‘You!’ He pointed the torch. I put the raised hand to my eyes. ‘Don’t bloody
move, right?’
I nodded into the glare.
‘Just stay where you are! Where you are!’
The repetition wasn’t necessary.
The copper sidled closer to the body on the road, which was still turning itself
over and bending into shapes. It was making louder noises now, and when it saw the
copper’s face it cried out, ‘They got me, fucken cunts. They got me, fucken got me,
they got me.’ The voice travelled easily to where I stood. It wasn’t yelling. It
sounded amazed.
‘Who got you?’
‘Those fucken cunts. Got me.’ The body rolled onto its side.
‘Oi! Who shot the gun?’
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‘Fucken cunts.’
A siren sounded, so far away it could have been on another planet. The body
kicked and lay still, but it kept muttering, ‘Fucken got me, they got me, got me, got
me, got me.’
The copper turned and trotted towards me. Not too close. He blinded me with
the torch again and told me to keep my hands in the air. When he said that, he
sounded like a proper Hollywood cop, like he’d been waiting to say it for a long
time. I did as I was told.
‘You got a weapon?’
I didn’t have one, no.
‘Keep those hands up.’ He patted me down with one hand, leaning as far back
as possible.
A pause.
‘Alright.’
I took that to mean the hands could come down, but as soon as I moved my
arms he leapt back and flashed his baton at me. ‘KEEP THEM IN THE FUCKEN
AIR!’
‘Right-o.’ Hands back up. ‘Sorry.’
Behind him, the body spat.
I took a breath. ‘You think you should call an ambulance?’
‘Shut up.’ I couldn’t see the copper’s face behind the torch but the voice was
young. He was waiting; the siren was coming and he wasn’t about to overstep the
mark.
‘Look, he’ll die.’ I made my voice reasonable. ‘If you don’t get him to hospital,
he’ll die pretty quick.’
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The siren seemed to be getting further away now, and I wondered if it was even
meant for us, or for some unrelated crisis. Something burning, maybe.
‘Did you call the station?’
He looked at me. The torch came down and I blinked like a newborn. I tried
again. ‘Why don’t you get him in a taxi? I’ll help.’
‘Eh?’
‘A taxi.’ I pointed. Behind him, the body was moving again, but slower, like a
sea creature drowning on land. It gargled. The copper was looking at it now, and I
could see the side of his face. We were both dusted with rain.
‘A taxi.’
‘Yes. I’ll get one. I can get one.’
‘Alright.’ He was standing very still, looking at the body. Then he looked back
at me and his eyes were black. ‘What are you waiting for? Get me a taxi, boy.’
I ran. In the soft rain that was like sweat, up the street, left, left again. A taxi
curved round a corner and I waved my arms. Not too hard, not to seem crazy. The
car pulled over and I gave directions and he drove off. I ran after him, back to
Charlotte Lane where the copper was heaving the body off the road and there was a
long black smear under it. It was a big body. I took the legs, the copper held him at
the armpits, and we yelled and strained and got him in the back seat. The copper got
in the front, the driver got in the other side, swearing in a quiet stream, and they
were gone.
I stood and watched them go. The copper, I thought, should’ve taken me with
him, should at least have got my particulars. Name and address. But he was young.
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I wanted a drink now, but I couldn’t go into a grog shop, not with the blood.
Not even in Darlinghurst. So I went home and sat at the table, and sometime before
dawn I fell asleep with my head on the backs of my hands.
The next morning, The Sentinel was buzzing like a hive. Duffy was beside
himself.
‘Simmons,’ he barked. ‘Where the fuck’ve you been?’ He shoved me back
towards the door. ‘Get moving. Fitzpatrick’s waiting for you in Darlo. Make sure he
gets some decent fucken crime-scene pictures, wouldja, not just a bunch a girls with
their clackers showing.’
‘Darlo?’
‘You goin’ deaf, sunshine? Charlotte Lane. Fucken Bruhn,’ he said, shaking his
head and grinning. ‘Shot to buggery. Last night.’
Bruhn. ‘He still alive?’
‘Alive? He’s dead as a fucken doornail. A good job, too.’ He winked, did a
little jig. ‘Bastard sells more papers that way.’
Fitzpatrick told me Nellie had disappeared. Gone into smoke, we used to say. A
couple of weeks later she turned up on the arm of Frankie ‘the Gunman’ Green.
Frankie Green, who knew how to paint the town red in more ways than one. He and
Nell made quite a pair. I steered clear, but I saw the pictures: the best-dressed thug
and moll in town. If Nell was mourning Bruhn, she was doing it in her own singular
way.
In the days following the Bruhn killing, it was Duffy who came up with the first
of Nellie’s monikers along the theme that would trail her all her life. There’d be a lot
of them, but this one was as good as any. It set the tone.
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The Kiss-of-Death Girl, he called her. Though she hadn’t been there, that night.
I knew. She could’ve been a million miles away when Bruhn was knocked off and it
wouldn’t have mattered at all. The name would have come, sooner or later, and
anyhow, she’d live up to it. The Sentinel would celebrate every time she did. The
Kiss-of-Death Girl.
It sold papers.
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Sophie

Three days go by and he doesn’t call. No messages – nothing.
A call on the fourth day is not Michael but one of his friends, from the night in
the Cross, Kirra. Sophie remembers her as pretty, soft around the edges, curly
honey-coloured hair. Big eyes and dark lashes, possibly artificial. She had been
more sensibly dressed than Sophie – though there had been something vaguely
suggestive about the outfit, a well-cut trench coat and long boots. She had been the
friendliest of the group and had seemed smarter than the others.
Kirra wonders if Sophie would like to catch up, maybe coffee in the afternoon,
wherever she likes.
They meet at a place near Sophie’s apartment, a hole-in-the-wall café with
scruffy waiters and with milk crates for chairs. Sophie deliberately arrives a few
minutes late, dressed in a hand-knitted red scarf and a long cardigan with sleeves
that cover her hands.
Kirra is wearing the same coat as before, a cream satin trench, and a different
pair of boots, patent leather. Every inch of her shining. She kisses Sophie’s cheek,
squeezes her arm like a big sister. Sophie is two years older but you wouldn’t guess
it; Kirra carries herself like an older woman.
‘Got off work early.’ She smiles. ‘Told them I had a migraine.’
Kirra works in something with people. PR. Sophie thinks she might be studying
as well, but can’t remember what. She says it’s nice to see her, and wonders if Kirra
has been sent by Michael. Possibly she’s about to be dumped by proxy.
But no. They order lattes and Kirra says how pleased she is about Sophie’s new
role in Michael’s life. Sophie has her feet on the ground, exactly what Michael
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needs, and he’s obviously crazy about her. She says they all think it’s great. Sophie
assumes ‘they’ are the friends she met in the Cross.
‘We just hope you’ll stick around.’
The suggestion that others haven’t. Or that Michael has shaken them off,
whether they wanted to stick or not.
‘I haven’t heard from him for a few days.’
Kirra laughs. ‘Don’t stress.’ She shakes her curly head. ‘He’s hopeless, you
know. Takes on too much and forgets what day it is. Sometimes I don’t hear from
him for weeks!’
But you’re not sleeping with him, Sophie thinks.
Kirra smiles cheekily. ‘He’s bananas about you. And I should know.’
How, exactly, should Kirra know?
The conversation turns to work. Sophie tells Kirra she’s not sure what to do –
no point concealing it. Study has lost its appeal and she hasn’t worked for a month,
not since she moved into the new place, since she quit her job at the restaurant. She
tells Kirra she’s been looking for something local. Not true. What she’s really been
doing is spending half of each day sleeping and the other half in cafés, reading
books and drinking too much coffee. Sometimes going to a movie, sometimes two
or three in a row.
Some impulse, a need to confide, prods at her. She starts to tell Kirra about her
nocturnal walks, the nights spent wandering around Darlinghurst and Surry Hills
instead of sleeping. Lately she’s started branching out into Potts Point and
Woolloomooloo, straying further and further from home.
Then she’s talking about the news. Last week, a young man was stabbed in a
street in Woolloomooloo, and died sitting in the gutter. The next day, the skeletal
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remains of an elderly woman were found in Surry Hills, in a terrace in Kippax
Street. They estimated she had been lying dead in the house for seven years. No one
had cared enough to check on her.
Kirra looks disgusted, shivers in her light coat, says, ‘God, what a place.’
Sophie says she likes her neighbourhood.
‘Be careful, though.’
Sophie smiles. ‘Okay.’
Kirra brings them back to the subject of work. ‘Look. I don’t know if you’re
interested, but I’ve got a few contacts. People it’d be worth calling. About work.’
She leans forward. ‘Best thing about PR, you get to know everyone worth knowing.
And a few you’d rather not.’ Another cheeky smile.
‘Thanks,’ Sophie says.
Kirra mimes a signature in midair, for the waiter. She looks over Sophie’s
shoulder and says, ‘Really. Let me make a couple of calls for you. It’d be a
pleasure.’ The waiter brings the bill. Kirra cocks her head, scans it, puts down a
fifty. ‘Depends how fussy you are, of course.’
Sophie isn’t fussy. She says as much, and Kirra gives her a smile as shiny as a
new dollar.
Later, Michael calls. He’s cheerful, unapologetic, and Sophie wonders if she’s
been worrying for nothing.
‘Kirra loves you,’ he says. ‘I think she wanted to take you home.’
Kirra and Michael have been speaking about her.
She says, ‘I have a home.’ She means it to sound playful, joking, but it doesn’t
come out that way. It doesn’t sound like a joke at all.
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Jim

The days got shorter. No one had enough warm clothes. The girls on the corner of
my street jumped from foot to foot in their skirts and bare ankles, and their mouths
got harder round the edges.
The cops gave it a good crack but the bottom line was too many people had
wanted Bruhn dead, there was practically a line around the block of people waiting
to have a go. And rather than celebrating the removal of the city’s nastiest bludger,
we at The Sentinel hawked the story as one more case of violent crime running
rampant. Impotent police force, politicians on the payrolls of gangsters and thieves,
et cetera. The Sentinel demands that something be done about this soiling of the
good name of Sydney, this rabbit warren of vice and vendetta: Darlinghurst, East
Sydney, Woolloomooloo, Surry Hills, Kings Cross. Someone at another paper
dubbed the whole area Razorhurst, and the name had legs. The more we screeched
at the lawmakers, the more papers flew out of the hands of the paperboys.
Advertising money poured in from the manufacturers of powdered soap, cough
medicine, rat poison. Duffy didn’t go so far as to crack a smile but he shouted a bit
less. No one got a pay rise but no one got the sack, either.
The story I wrote about Bruhn’s murder was a big success – I could tell by the
way Duffy refrained from saying anything about it. From then on it was me and
Kenny Fitzpatrick, roaming Razorhurst like a pair of stray dogs, documenting every
slashing and shooting, every drug conviction in the courts, every fight in every backalley bar.
We didn’t have to look hard for drama. Sydney was simmering. The bosses,
Tilly and Kate and Jeffs, were at war. Blood would be running faster in the streets
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soon, and that was top news for us. Never mind that we would be right there,
standing in the middle of it, when it got interesting. And then? What good will your
notebook be then, Jim?
In the daylight, with Kenny at my side and a couple of beers under my belt, I
was fearless. I’d seen the worst, seen it twisting and dying in a dark lane. These days
I chased thugs down the street to get stories; I went out to Long Bay and interviewed
murderers and fallen drug barons. I was told that I could be cut into bits or blown
away if I made bad people look bad in the paper, but in the back of my mind I knew
they didn’t know my name and wouldn’t remember my face, and they couldn’t
touch me.
In the daylight, nothing could get to me.
Nights, though. When I slept at all, I slept badly and dreamed of men coming
around corners with dark objects in their hands and black insect eyes. The dreams
were so bad, the flat so full of their residue, I’d find myself walking out in the
middle of the night – into the dark streets, where the real danger was. I’d walk all
over Darlinghurst and sometimes into Kings Cross, Surry Hills, Woolloomooloo, for
hours, drifting up alleys and streets named after important dead men. Outside, I
wasn’t afraid. The walking seemed less real, somehow, than the dreams – maybe
because of fatigue, the waking world starting to go out of focus like an overexposed
photograph. I’d keep walking until my body wasn’t prepared to walk anymore, then
go home and sleep like the dead for a few hours, and then I’d get up and go to work.
I didn’t have the energy to think – much – about girls. Nellie was Frankie
Green’s. No question, now, of going to see her. No decision to be made, or not
made. She might never get away from him and that, I supposed, would just be what
it was. I didn’t go chasing other girls. I was too buggered. Besides, I wasn’t one of
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those blokes who couldn’t walk past a bird without needing to picture her in her
birthday suit.
Kenny Fitzpatrick was another story.
He turned up on a windy night with a blonde on one arm and a redhead trailing
along behind. The blonde looked alright from a distance but up close she seemed to
be held together by her satin dress. The redhead was younger, maybe twenty, not
bad looking if you didn’t get a good look at her teeth, and you weren’t likely to
because she wasn’t one for smiling. She had on a short dress and grubby white
boots. When Kenny introduced us she looked at me like I’d just killed her dog.
I stared at the back of Kenny’s greased-up head as we went down the street,
him with his hand on the blonde’s arse. The redhead was called Petunia and I’d been
told to call her Pet. It was Kenny who’d told me; Pet herself hadn’t spoken a word
and didn’t seem likely to. The silence didn’t bother me.
Just as I was starting to relax, Pet snorted. Then spoke. ‘Got a cold,’ she said.
‘That’s a shame.’
She snorted again. ‘Can’t shake the bloody thing. Bin blocked up for a month.’
I made a sympathetic sound while my stomach turned over.
‘Doctor reckons it’s an allergy or some fucken thing. I never had an allergy
before. Told him he doesn’t know his arse from his elbow.’
I didn’t think, somehow, that I was the first to hear how she’d put the doctor in
his place. ‘I get allergies sometimes. Hay fever.’
She ignored me. ‘Reckon if I don’t get better soon I’ll have to move up north,
get some fucken sun and that.’ She turned to me. The white powder caked around
her eyes and nose might have been hiding some nice freckles. ‘You could come if
you want.’
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I almost laughed, but didn’t. I mumbled something about work.
She shrugged. ‘Take it or fucken leave it, mate.’
I was spared the need to respond to this ultimatum by our arrival at Jack’s, a
backyard shack with steel bars across the windows. Kenny and his girl were already
inside, sitting at a dark corner table with a jug of beer, in their own private cloud of
smoke. They were engaged with each other’s faces and didn’t look up, so I bought
Pet something pretending to be a gin and tonic and sat there while she drank it in
three mouthfuls.
The blonde, Maree, surfaced briefly to reunite with her beer. Lipstick all over
the place. She gave me a sharp nudge in the ribs. ‘Got a good one there, soldier.’
She winked. ‘Knows a few tricks, does our Petty. Taught her m’self.’
I smiled blandly. We all drank like we were in a contest. Within an hour I was
feeling pretty alright, and Pet had become more animated, if not friendlier. She had
red patches on both cheeks and swore at the world at large, with special mentions
for doctors, judges and postmen. I was enjoying the way her lips moved and the
little flicks of her head she kept doing to get the hair out of her eyes. Every time she
wanted to make a point she thumped her glass on the table, with the result that I was
running back to the bar every five minutes to replace her drinks, spending a week’s
wages along the way.
Eventually, she seemed to run out of steam. ‘Bit fucken hot in here, isn’t it?’
I agreed. Actually I liked the warmth after all the damp, chilly nights I’d passed
in my flat. But I wasn’t going to disagree with Pet.
‘Come on then, skinny.’ She rose from the table, picked up her drink and tossed
it back, thunked the glass down, grabbed me by the forearm and pulled me to my
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feet. We swayed. Pet laughed in my face, two parts gin to one part hot air. Then she
lurched away from the table and out the door.
I took a moment. Gathered myself. Followed.
She stood waiting on the footpath, and she looked pretty good there, under the
streetlamp. Surprising, how her red hair shone in the light.
We went back up the hill to my place and she had my shirt undone before we
were through the door. She put her hot hands on my chest and scratched me with her
nails. It didn’t hurt. I got her by the wrists and held them behind her back and looked
at her face, the powder flaking off, the raw nose.
I thought, Fine.
Later, we lay in a comfortable tangle, my knees folded under hers, her head on
my arm. She was smaller than I’d thought, under the dress, all sharp bones and taut
white skin. Quick and lithe in her movements, though, like a fox. We lay in blessed
silence – no snorts or swearing – with me awake, she asleep.
In the morning I gave her the money she asked for, plus a bit more that I
couldn’t afford.
‘I’m not a good-time girl or anything,’ she said, looking at the door. Her face
was so white in the daylight she could have passed for a geisha, or a corpse. ‘I just
need to pick m’self up with a bit a something this morning, hey?’
After she’d gone I had a bath and there were scratches across my chest, one on
my backside, a couple of bruises on my thighs. My lips looked swollen.
Still.
I touched my wounds and thought, She was nice to me.
I thought about the small, hungry body. It wasn’t the body I wanted. I didn’t
want to see her again.
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But she’d been nice to me, all the same.
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Sophie

In a fluorescent-lit private room in the university library, Sophie sits on one side of a
dove-grey laminex table. Kirra perches on the edge of the table facing her, legs over
the back of a chair, in a short skirt. Sophie has to turn her head to avoid seeing
Kirra’s underwear.
The room is on the second floor in a corner, tall windows above the street.
Outside it’s bright, windy; the inner-city footpath is churning with people who
dodge each other on the way to wherever they’re going, some yielding, some
charging ahead.
Kirra has given up an afternoon to help Sophie prepare for her interview.
Sophie thanks her but Kirra just flaps her hands. ‘My pleasure, lovely. I get a buzz
out of helping people.’
Sophie smiles; her dad used to say that she was a very serious little girl and so
she had tried to smile more, but still he would catch her frowning when her guard
was down, and he’d shake his head and say my serious daughter. She smiles now for
Kirra and doesn’t let the effort show.
They talk about Michael. Kirra says he’s flat out with a million projects and has
just bought himself an awesome scooter. They talk about the warming weather.
They talk about the job, and Kirra gets excited. ‘Shar is expecting your call,’ she
says.
Sophie doesn’t know who Shar is but she nods and grins, trying to match
Kirra’s enthusiasm.
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‘There are two roles going. Both at the same place – where I work sometimes.
It’s my sideline.’ Kirra pauses, looks thoughtful. ‘It’s, like, a sort of gentlemen’s
club. Very exclusive.’
Sophie doesn’t know what a gentlemen’s club is, but she can tell from Kirra’s
tone that she should. She says, ‘Okay.’
Kirra goes on. ‘From what Shar says, the first job’s pretty basic. It’s on the
front desk, secretarial sort of thing. You could do it standing on your head.’
‘Really?’
‘’Course you could.’ Kirra picks up Sophie’s hand, squeezes, lets it go, frowns.
‘The money’s not amazing though. It’s award wage, twenty bucks an hour.’
That’s about what Sophie was paid at her last job, though there were tips, too.
She tells Kirra and Kirra’s smile jumps up a notch.
‘If you’re keen on tips, you should think about the other job. It’s a lot more
money at the base rate, plus tips on top of that.’ She shrugs. ‘It’s harder work,
though. And there’ll be more competition. You’d be making up to three thou, just
for a weekend.’
This last comes out lightly, casually, but something flutters in Sophie’s
stomach. She’s not stupid. Important to keep her face neutral, though, for now.
‘Okay.’
Kirra looks pleased. ‘It’s great, great money. But you know, not everyone can
handle the work.’ She waits for Sophie to say something, ask a question, but Sophie
can’t think of one. Kirra says, ‘It’s, like, hostessing. Entertaining, all face to face.
You’ve got to be pretty switched on.’ She pauses. ‘Shar wasn’t sure, she’s very into,
you know, right personality for the job. But I said you’re such a fun person, you’d
be great at it.’
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Sophie can’t remember ever having been called a fun person before. She
wonders if it could be true. A few nights ago Michael called her hot – another new
word. Pretty, yes. Beautiful, many times, by one person. But never hot, never fun,
till now.
‘I don’t have any experience.’
‘You’ve done customer service. You know how to deal with people.’ Kirra
waves a hand dismissively. ‘They train you in everything else. And like I said, it’s
all personality. You could have heaps of experience and still be crap.’ She laughs.
Sophie doesn’t know what to say.
They practise some interview questions. Kirra takes the role of employer.
Sophie plays along, answers carefully and Kirra smiles, nods a lot, looks impressed.
At the end, she has some notes. ‘Just be as confident as you can. If you’re not
sure, fake it – they love that. Shar likes a girl who can sell herself!’
The joke sits heavily in the air.
Then Kirra laughs and her laughter drives it out of the room.
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Jim

It was September when I saw Nellie again, winter long gone and Sydney shining in
the sun, putting on a show.
I had left the office early for once, ostensibly to wander the streets of
Razorhurst in search of a story. It had been a slow day. I’d been mooching around
the place, trying to look busy, until Duffy had had enough. ‘Go for a walk,’ he
snapped. ‘No one likes a fucken goody two-shoes.’
I wandered into the Botanic Gardens and sat in the shade of a big old Moreton
Bay fig, hung like a Christmas tree with dozens of sleeping fruit bats. The gardens
sloped down to a low stone wall, and beyond that Sydney Harbour was silver and
blue and flecked with small boats. I sank back against the slope with my head in the
shade and my legs in the sun.
When I woke, I knew it was late. The city was turning gold with sunset. I got
up, shook off the grass and the chill that had settled in my clothes, and set off
towards home. Still half dreaming, but they were nicer dreams than I’d known
lately. My feet took me down along the curve of the bay, up across the soft green,
across a footbridge and a road. I hadn’t gone far when the park already seemed a
long way behind me.
Woolloomooloo: the wharves, the hustle and swearing, the carts and cabbage
leaves and chips of broken crates underfoot, the smells of burning oil and greased
steel and smoke and beer and men. Even the gold light couldn’t make it beautiful.
I picked up my pace, and was speeding past a corner pub when a small man
came flying out backwards, crashed into me, and grabbed hold of my shirt to keep
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from falling on his arse. The smell of whiskey came off him like steam off a new
turd. Inside the pub, the songs and laughter carried on, untroubled.
The man stood up as tall as he could – he was roughly the size of a jockey. He
had on a suit shiny from too many hot irons, and a brown felt hat that hid the top
part of his face. Sallow skin, dull black hair. A white scar ran from one corner of his
mouth up over the cheekbone to the ear.
He let go of my shirt with a shove and stood back, looked at me, sneered. I
tipped my hat an inch and turned away.
An impact on the back of my neck filled my ears with the sound of roaring
water. I lurched forward, nearly went to my knees, staggered on and up, stood. I
turned and caught another fist to the chin. It was a poor shot and clipped the bone in
a way that might have hurt the hand more than it hurt me. Still, I felt the first wash
of pain coming on, and it was no joke.
The little man was standing back, squaring up. He was unsteady on his feet and
there was sweat on his face, but his eyes were pinned to mine and there was nothing
in them but black. Around us, the street had gone still.
I raised my fists, mostly for a shield. I wasn’t a fighter. A schoolteacher had
once called me a pansy in front of the whole class, the bastard, for preferring books
to footy. But I was only targeted for lunchtime thumpings a few times, and even
then I could tell the other boys’ hearts weren’t in it.
This was different. This little mongrel was coming at me and there was nothing
I could do and no one would help me. I was a man, after all.
And then the pub doors swung again and out comes the girl. I knew who she
was but there was no room in my head for names. I only noticed her at all because
the little man had turned at the sound of her voice.
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I could see the side of his face. It was changed. He looked at her for a long
moment and then he looked back at me, cocked his chin like a little bantam, raised
his fists high.
The girl called again. ‘Frankie.’
He turned. He looked at her and I looked on, but I couldn’t see what passed
between them. She didn’t look at me, not once.
‘Frankie.’
I felt the urge to run and then, on its heels, a stronger urge to stay right where I
was. This resulted in a queer, arrested lunge that drew all eyes back to me. The little
man laughed and let his fists fall. My face burned.
‘I would say you are a bit of a fairy, brother.’ His voice was soft and high, his
words precise. He grinned, a sallow rubbery grin that did nothing for his looks.
‘Lucky for you. Frankie Green does not touch fairies.’
I looked at the sea.
‘Look at me, please, when I am talking to you.’
I turned my face in the direction of his voice.
‘Next time, princess,’ he turned his head and spat neatly next to his right shoe,
‘watch where you are fucking walking, won’t you?’
I would not speak. I would keep my mouth shut, and if he hit me again, so be it.
This was the closest I could get, in those moments, to courage. Already I was
ashamed of myself.
Nellie came up behind him and wove her arms around his waist, put her lips
against his neck. ‘Let’s go home, Frankie. I think you should come home with me.’
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Even with the shock humming in my bones and the pain and relief running
through me, I was wishing those words were for me. That those words, that voice,
could ever have been for me.
They walked away, her arm around his scrawny waist, his arm dropped across
her shoulders. I watched them go up the hill. And let my heartbeat slow. And waited
to see if she would look back over her shoulder.
I watched until they went around a corner and out of sight. She didn’t look
back.
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Sophie

Michael turns up at eleven with sushi and Japanese beer. He’s wearing one of his
white cotton shirts with the top two buttons undone, dark jeans. White teeth, black
eyelashes.
Kirra has said Michael and Sophie would have beautiful babies.
Sophie hasn’t been out walking tonight; she knew he was coming but not at
what time. She has showered, washed her hair, shaved her underarms, legs, plucked
her eyebrows, dressed, put on makeup. She was ready hours ago. She has been
sitting on the couch since then in her carefully chosen clothes, immaculate, waiting
with her laptop on her knees. The room is cold but she hasn’t bothered to turn on the
heater.
She hasn’t been out walking much at all over the last couple of weeks. Michael
has a habit of turning up late and without warning, and if she misses him it can be
days before he calls again. She’s never been like this with a man before. Part of her
is laughing at the way she’s carrying on, but it’s not a part she listens to much these
days.
When the buzzer rings she jumps up and runs to the bathroom to squeeze eye
drops into her eyes. The drops tighten the blood vessels, squeeze away the redness.
In a couple of seconds the whites of her eyes are pure again, the green rings of her
irises standing out like ink on paper.
She crosses the room and opens the door. Michael kisses her on both cheeks,
puts a plastic bag down on the coffee table and pulls out trays of sushi, napkins, two
pairs of chopsticks in paper sleeves, soy sauce in tiny fish-shaped bottles, pink
pickled ginger in a little tub.
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Sophie goes to the kitchen for glasses of water and plates. When she returns he
is lying back on the couch, legs spread wide, diamond-socked heels on the coffee
table, a sushi container resting on his crotch. He’s already eating, scattering ginger
and squirting soy over everything and expertly wielding his chopsticks. Squares of
raw salmon, seaweed rolls, wads of rice, vanish neatly into his mouth.
‘Starving,’ he says.
Sophie laughs and nods as if she, too, can think of nothing but food. She’s
naturally a slow eater but she picks up speed in Michael’s presence so as not to be
left chewing when he’s finished.
He looks across at her. ‘I like a girl who can eat.’
‘I’m a good eater.’
‘You’re a very good eater.’
After the sushi there is sex, on the floor. They’ve done this before and Sophie
wants to put down a towel first, but Michael’s in a hurry.
‘You need to get more spontaneous, princess.’
The floor is polished timber boards, and arching her back against them rubs a
patch of skin away from a knob at the base of her spine, just as it did the last time.
The spot burns. She has to concentrate to keep herself from flinching. Later, she’ll
dab it with Dettol and the pain will flare again. She’ll put a Band-Aid over it so she
won’t get bloodspots on her clothes.
Afterwards, Michael wants to go for a drink.
Sophie fixes her hair and makeup as quickly as she can in the bathroom and
straps on her highest heels. It will be cold outside but she chooses a lightweight,
belted black coat that shows off her legs, and she resists the urge to wrap a scarf
around her bare throat and chest.
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The pendant hangs just above her breasts, exposed. Michael likes the bullet, she
knows. She is aware, too, of the way it draws the eye to her cleavage.
Michael puts a protective arm around her shoulders as they walk down the
street; at the bar, he pulls out her chair. He orders a top-shelf scotch for himself and
a Cosmopolitan for her, and responds in detail when she asks about his day, his
week. When she runs out of questions there is a short silence. Michael breaks it,
eventually.
‘How’s the work front?’
She says she’s looking into a few things.
‘Kirra says you’ve got something lined up. An interview.’
She nods, and wonders when he has been speaking with Kirra and what else
Kirra has said. ‘I’m not too sure I’m going to go.’
Michael looks at her. Sophie looks down at her hands, knuckles pink from the
cold. There is a silence, longer than before.
‘You’re not sure?’
Sophie looks up and smiles. ‘I’m not sure it’s for me.’ She shrugs. ‘You know?’
‘Not really.’ He swallows the remainder of his drink, lifts the empty glass to
show a passing waiter. ‘Have you told Kirra you’re not planning to bother going?’
‘I didn’t say that.’
The waiter comes back. Michael drinks the second scotch in silence, looking
around the room. His eyes linger on certain points out of her sight and she imagines
the girls, the hard-bitten polished girls, the ones who seem to appeal to him. She
pictures herself as she must look to him now, pale, almost transparent.
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Michael finishes his drink and waves for the bill. When it comes, he lets it sit
on the table. He has always paid for everything when they go out; she doesn’t even
offer anymore.
This time he says, ‘Don’t suppose you feel like picking up the cheque, hey?’ He
pushes the little black folder towards her. She looks at him. He laughs. ‘Never
mind.’
He pulls out a black credit card, flicks it across the table. It falls and Sophie
leans down to pick it up off the carpet. She straightens and hands it back to him; he
leans forward and whispers, ‘Too precious to take a job when it’s offered, but she’ll
have another cocktail.’
Sophie’s face is frozen, stupid. ‘I only had one,’ she says.
He laughs again and offers her a small bow over the tablecloth. ‘Never mind,
princess.’
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Jim

She sent a bunch of roses to the office. When I arrived at eight o’clock they were
already there, ten yellow roses and a red ribbon, sitting on my desk. A small
envelope beside them with my name printed on the front, and inside: Sorry F’s a
bastard. NC.
Someone grabbed the note out of my hand. Kenny. He gambolled around the
office, reading aloud in a prissy voice until Duffy stuck his head out from his office
and told him to shove it up his arse. Kenny gave back the note, now smudged with
sweaty fingermarks, and grinned like a fat kid in a bun shop.
I put the roses in the drawer of my desk and left them there, and work went on,
and Kenny forgot they’d ever existed. But at the end of the week, late, when
everyone else had gone and I was finally alone in the office, I took out the brown
bundle and carried it back to my flat, shedding debris all the way. It was a pretty sad
spectacle by the time I got there, but I put it in a beer glass anyhow, and put the
glass on the table.
The next day I found myself on Palmer Street. I’m sure I had some good reason
to be there – but whatever it was, it’s long gone now.
She wasn’t hard to find. At the first corner I came to, three girls were arranged
on the stoop of a dark brick building, sunning their faces and a good deal of the rest
of themselves. Nellie had her skirt hitched up, legs stretched out down the steps, feet
bare, eyes shut. The sun had prickled the tops of her thighs pink.
The other two girls saw me coming and adjusted themselves accordingly, but
Nellie didn’t even open her eyes, not until I was close enough to throw a shadow
over her. The other women probably said something to me.
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‘’Lo, Nellie.’
She opened one eye, shaded it with her hand. ‘G’day, Jim.’ She didn’t miss a
beat. ‘What a pleasant surprise.’
The other girls tittered.
‘I was passing by.’
She smiled. ‘Wondered when you might get to doing that.’
I felt myself redden. The girls laughed. Nellie flapped a hand at them and said,
‘Bugger off.’ She patted the spot beside her, still lying with the back of her head on
the top step.
I sat and looked around, up the street, across the road. I thought about Frankie’s
eyes and the razor he was said to carry in the inside pocket of his coat. Tried to
reverse the specific downward direction of my blood flow. But the sun was warming
Nellie’s whole body and I could smell her. Soap and bread, she smelled of those
things and of the rusty fragile tang of sweat. No perfume tampered with her smell,
then or ever.
We sat quietly for a while. When she spoke it was in a half-asleep voice. ‘I
don’t reckon you make a lot of money in your line of work, Jim.’
It wasn’t a question, so I didn’t answer.
She tilted her head away from me slightly, opening the side of her throat to the
sun. The shift made the hem of her skirt lift a tiny bit more. My blood surged
southwards again.
‘What’s in your pockets?’
‘Pardon?’
‘In your pockets. Simple question.’
I dug. ‘Five shillings and a box of matches.’
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She sighed. ‘Can’t take five shillings, Jimmy. Frankie’d skin me alive.’
And me. He’d skin me alive. I closed my eyes.
When I opened them she was sitting up, holding out her arms. I got up, grasped
her wrists and pulled her to her feet. She unhitched her skirt and brushed it down,
buttoned her blouse at the throat. She picked up her shoes and put them back down
on the footpath, side by side, held on to my shoulder for balance as she stepped into
them one foot at a time. I stood with my hands deep in my pockets, keeping
company with my five shillings.
When she looked at me there was a smile on her face and the gap in her teeth
was a sweet black hole in the universe. ‘Right-o. Five bob in his pockets, he can buy
the girl a beer at least.’ She winked. ‘Specially when Frank Green’s visiting his old
mum in Penrith.’
I smiled.
In William Street the wind hit us full force, but Nellie just blinked and got a
tighter grip on my arm. All along the way we copped looks and mutterings, and I
wondered how long news would take to get to Frankie. I knew there was a good
chance I was signing my own death warrant. The thought followed on a few
moments later: could be I was signing hers instead.
But if Nellie could walk with her chin up and her arm in mine, who was I to
give a damn?
I grinned like a lunatic grins when they’re walking him to the gallows.
No one, mate. That’s who.
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Sophie

She goes to the interview. Why not? They probably won’t offer her the job, and if
they do she can always turn it down.
This whole block of Woolloomooloo is terraces, some crumbling and flaking
away, others properly done up in heritage colours with cottage gardens in front.
Number sixty-three is as elegant as Kirra has described it, a restored double-fronted
terrace with silent, curtained windows and a paved front courtyard with a fountain.
There’s a small porch and a glossy black door, an old-fashioned brass doorbell set
into the wall beside it.
Sophie presses the brass toggle. After a few seconds she hears soft footsteps.
The door clicks and swings inwards, and a smiling woman holds out her right hand.
When Sophie takes it, the left hand comes up and closes over hers for a moment,
presses warmly.
The woman is somewhere between Sophie’s age and her mother’s, and is what
is called well-preserved, with ash-blonde bobbed hair and short fuchsia fingernails.
Apart from the nails she’s all in black, dress and heels and a soft-looking scarf at her
throat.
The woman says, ‘Sophie.’
Her name is Sharon. ‘Shar. I hate Sharon – so eighties.’
Shar leads the way down the long hall. There are soft lamps mounted on the
walls at regular intervals, but it’s dark after the brightness outside, and Sophie blinks
fast to adjust her vision.
Shar stops along the way to poke her head through a doorway. She asks
someone to bring a pot of oolong, two cups. She leads Sophie into a small room
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with a high pressed-tin ceiling and a delicate chandelier hanging above a dark
wooden desk. Shar’s office. Everything in the room is tasteful, in sympathy with the
graceful elderly building. There are two leather chairs, one on either side of the
desk.
Shar pulls one out for Sophie and settles herself in the other. ‘So. Sophie. It’s
lovely to meet you.’
Sophie says the same, returning the loveliness.
‘Kirra has told me all about you.’
What does that mean?
A soft knock on the door precedes a soft, round girl, Chinese or Vietnamese.
She is carrying a silver tray with a white teapot and two handleless cups, and she
smiles at Sophie with perfect small white teeth and puts the tray on the desk. Her
skin glows like unbaked bread. Sophie wants to touch it.
Shar touches the girl’s forearm and says, ‘Thanks, Lin.’
‘No worries.’ No trace of an accent. Lin pads out of the room and eases the
door closed behind her.
Shar pours tea and pushes one bowl-shaped cup across the desk to Sophie.
Sophie picks it up – hot. She puts it down again.
Shar holds her cup with both hands and blows on the tea, sips it delicately. She
opens a black leather-bound notebook, presses her lips together, and releases them
with a small puff of air. ‘I’d like to just have an informal chat if that’s okay, Sophie.
Nothing serious.’
Shar smiles and Sophie smiles back.
‘I think Kirra told you, we’re actually looking for a couple of girls to join our
team. We’ve just had one person move overseas and one go on maternity leave.’
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Sophie nods.
‘It’s a very small family here, Soph.’ Shar abbreviates the name with the ease
of an old friend. ‘We don’t often take on new girls. And then it’s only on
recommendation, someone we know, we don’t advertise. Kirra vouches for you.
Says I’d be crazy not to hire you, a gorgeous girl with a magic personality.’ She
scans Sophie’s face. ‘I can see she was right about you being beautiful.’
Sophie’s skin tingles. She says something again about Kirra being a lovely girl.
‘She’s a honey.’ Shar nods. ‘But all the girls here are beautiful in their own
special way. All very comfortable in their bodies.’ She pauses to sip her tea. ‘Our
clients are a diverse group of gentlemen and they appreciate beauty of all shapes and
sizes.’ This sounds recited. ‘Marnie, she’s just moved to New York, was a similar
type to you: lovely willowy girl. She had a lot of admirers, I can tell you. We were
sorry to see her go but we wish her all the best, of course.’ This last part comes out
on a single breath.
Sophie nods and says, ‘Of course,’ as if she too wishes this willowy girl, shaped
like herself, all the best.
They talk about the other girls; Shar speaks of their qualities, their dreams and
pursuits, as though speaking of her own daughters. Her face is warm and mobile,
with a crinkling at her eyes and the corners of her mouth when she smiles.
It’s a long time before they talk about Sophie, and then Shar doesn’t ask any of
the tricky questions Sophie is expecting: Why did you leave your last job? Tell me
about your strengths and weaknesses.
Instead they talk about Sophie’s parents, about her mother’s old ghost hound,
about the farm. Sophie finds herself telling Shar about all kinds of things – her new
apartment, her favourite café, even about Michael.
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Even about Ben.
When Sophie talks about Ben, Shar listens quietly. When Sophie stops, she uses
a phone on the desk to ring for more tea, and soft Lin pads in and out of the room
again. An uncertain amount of time passes.
Finally Shar stands. ‘Time for me to get moving, I’m afraid, Soph. I could sit
and chat with you all day.’
Sophie believes her. She feels the same way, that she could stay in this warm
room all afternoon and into the evening and drink tea and talk. She says so, and Shar
blesses her with another smile and holds her arm as they walk out of the room.
‘You’re a sweetheart, Soph. Kirra was right.’
They agree to speak on the phone in a couple of days. Sophie offers to leave her
number but Shar says not to worry, she already has it, from Kirra. She leads Sophie
out of the room and down the hall and opens the door.
Sophie is blinded by the brilliant three o’clock light. She stands on the footpath,
squinting back at the doorway where the shape of Shar blends into the shadowy hall.
Sophie holds a hand over her eyes and waves.
Shar lifts a hand, her face a pale smudge, and closes the door.
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Jim

Every Wednesday afternoon, for two months, she let me collect her from the same
stoop and we’d walk together to the Tradesman’s Arms. We’d have a few beers. I
did my best to keep up; Nell could put them away like a champion.
I made excuses to get away from work and had a deal with Kenny Fitzpatrick
that involved some bribery and a lot of grovelling, but even so, at the end of the
second month I was getting worried. Duffy had been sniffing around. So far he’d let
me off the hook because my work was better than ever; Nell was putting me in the
know, tipping me off when there was going to be a robbery or a brawl, on the
understanding that if I ever went to a copper she’d cut off my bollocks. The Sentinel
was scooping them all clear out of the water. But Wednesday afternoons weren’t an
easy time to disappear, and I knew I couldn’t get away with it forever.
For all the work it took to see Nell, ours weren’t romantic interludes. The
Tradesman’s Arms was a long way from the Ritz – it was as dark and dusty as a
mineshaft. On a Wednesday afternoon it was peopled by a set of rundown old
blighters and a few scraggly women who hung about, hopeful or hopeless. No
music, just the strident voice of the wireless, trumpeting the Randwick races like the
future of the world depended on it. I once made the mistake of suggesting a change
of scenery, and Nell gave me a long look. ‘You want to go out on the town with me,
Jimmy?’
I knew what she meant by that. Even the first few moments in the Tradesman’s
Arms scared the devil out of me – I was so bloody blind after the bright outside
light. The thought often came to me in those moments that I wouldn’t see Frankie’s
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face, or what he held in his hand, when the time came. You might think it’d be
better not to know. Probably true. But I wanted to see him coming, all the same.
Still, beer and Nellie had a way of pushing Frankie out of my head. Or, at least,
of making me more philosophical about things.
Everyone’s got to go sometime, after all.
On that Wednesday, Nellie was in a cracker of a mood, chattering like a little
bird and laughing at everything. In her neat blouse, with the freckles and the gap in
her teeth, she looked like she’d just escaped from boarding school – which, in a
way, was just what she’d done. I felt like a schoolkid myself, drinking for the first
time, and with the kind of girl boys like me only ever saw from a distance.
‘You know what you are, Jimmy?’
‘What’s that, Nellie?’
‘Hard-boiled.’
‘What?’
‘Hard-boiled. Like a shamus.’
I raised my eyebrows. ‘Bullshit. I’m soft-boiled at the most. Scrambled.’
She laughed and shook her head. ‘You’re hard-boiled as they come. You’re a
proper hard-boiled hack.’
‘You’ve been reading those books again.’
‘So?’
‘You should stop. You should use them for toilet paper.’
‘Can’t – they’re Armfield’s. She’d chuck me in gaol.’
Armfield was the lady copper, Sergeant Lillian Armfield. She and Nellie shared
a weakness for penny crime novels, the bloodier the better. You’d think they’d both
get enough of that in their lines of work. Nellie had picked up a few new words,
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some of which she’d allocated to me: hard-boiled and hack being particular
favourites. For herself, of course, it was femme fatale. The first time she’d dropped
that one I’d tried to put her straight.
‘What usually happens to the femme fatale at the end, Nell? Happily ever
after?’
She’d winked at me. ‘We’ve all gotta go sometime, Jim.’
True.
That last afternoon, we let the time drag on longer than usual, into the danger
hours. We were having a good time, and for the moment I couldn’t have cared less
who heard about it. But Nell knew what she was about. When the greased-up
barman lit the lamps, Nellie shook herself and said she’d best be getting home.
Frankie would be back soon and she had to be stone cold sober and cooking his
sausages when he walked through the door or he’d skin her alive.
It was an expression she used so often that I had a vivid, grotesque image
lodged in my mind of what it might look like.
Nellie saw my face and laughed. ‘Don’t bother your noggin, Jimmy. I’ve got
him wrapped,’ she curled the fingers of one hand and extended her pinky, ‘around
this.’
I shook my head. She grinned and shrugged, finished her beer, picked herself
up and smoothed herself out.
‘Don’t go home, Nell.’ I meant, Come home with me instead.
She looked at me sharply. Then she laughed.
I stumbled on. ‘I’d marry you.’
She stopped laughing. ‘You would, wouldn’t you?’
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I forced myself to hold her gaze. ‘Yes.’ I felt utterly miserable. ‘But you
wouldn’t.’
‘No.’ She shook her head, still smiling. ‘Wouldn’t do it to you, Jimmy. I like
you too much.’
This cheered me. I felt flattered and suddenly hopeful; I thought she was being
coy. I didn’t understand, then, that she meant exactly what she said.
It would be the last time for a long while we’d sit together and talk.
If I’d known that then … What? What would you say, Jim? Would you kiss her,
shake her, make a scene, knock some sense into her? Or would you still sit on your
hands, knowing what you know now? Would it make a skerrick of difference, either
way?
Back on the street, the beer was still humming in my blood and I was
bulletproof. I offered my arm. Nell looked at it, at me. Not the face of a schoolgirl
anymore. She shook her head. ‘Better not, hey, Jimmy.’
My mood shifted again and I kicked the kerb. It hurt like the blazes – I
might’ve broken a toe – and I swore as fluently as I knew how.
Nellie didn’t say a word.
She let me go with her as far as Darlinghurst Road, as she always did. We were
quiet most of the way. I didn’t trust myself not to say something unkind and I knew
she’d walk away if I did. I wasn’t ready for that.
Then she started humming to herself. A familiar tune; it was one she often
whistled, an old music hall number from before the war. I never knew where she
picked up those fossils – she was a child of the jazz years but you’d never have
known it when she whistled.
Somewhere on William Street she started to sing in a low, theatrical voice:
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‘All the world seems sad and lonely, Nellie Dean;
For I love you and you only, Nellie Dean.’
She glanced at me sideways and laid a hand over her heart.
‘And I wonder if on high
You still love me, if you sigh
For the happy days gone by, Nellie Dean.’
She drew out the last note with quavering emotion. I wouldn’t look at her; my
mouth was twitching. ‘You’re a bitch, Nellie Dean.’
She laughed and gave me a slap on the backside. ‘That’s the way, Jimmy. You
old hack.’ She lifted onto her toes and kissed me swiftly on the cheek. Her face was
close to mine for a few seconds and then it went away.
‘Take care, Nell.’
‘I always do.’
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Sophie

‘The sexiest thing on three legs, Soph. Oh my God yes.’
Sophie laughs.
A month has gone by since they last saw each other, and Mim has a whole
newsreel of scandal. Four new men over four weeks, two of them overlapping and
still somewhat on the scene. Mim loves the challenge of juggling them, a challenge
only heightened by the fact that their names are Nick and Rick.
It’s a perfect morning. They have met for a late breakfast at a café on the sunny
terrace of the Museum of Contemporary Art, on the edge of Circular Quay. The
food is expensive but they both love the place for its view. Across the water are the
gaudy colours of Luna Park, the giant laughing face like a hallucination. Closer in,
solid ferries in patriotic green and yellow grumble and lumber in and out of the
wharves, fat with passengers.
Sophie hasn’t been here for a long time and is surprised at how happy she feels.
Once, they came every weekend, before Sophie met Ben and forgot about everyone
else, before Mim fell in love with a married man, got pregnant and had an abortion,
had a breakdown, recovered.
Crazy Mim. And yet it was on Mim’s doorstep that Sophie turned up, out of the
blue, five months ago. Mim who looked after her, who didn’t ask questions, though
Sophie was a mess.
Sophie hasn’t forgotten.
They talk about Mim’s men and the sun moves higher into the sky-blue sky.
Afterwards, they talk about Sophie.
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Casually, Sophie tells her about the job, the interview, the big house in
Woolloomooloo.
Mim laughs.
By the time Sophie gets to the end, to the part where Shar says she’ll call soon,
Mim is in stitches. She laughs so hard she almost cries, holding her knees,
sputtering.
Sophie feels her own face change colour, too. She laughs to keep Mim
company, but her own laugh is smaller.
Mim shakes her head, gasping. ‘That’s brilliant! I can’t believe you got sucked
into – that place – oh my God.’ She loses it again, big hiccoughing laughs.
It takes some time for Mim to start breathing again, to read Sophie’s face.
A general discomfort settles over them. Sophie still has a smile glued to her
face. Her cheeks feel hot. Mim looks at her oddly. Sophie looks at her coffee, at the
harbour where a seagull is hovering over a patch of water, hopeful.
Mim shakes herself. ‘Sorry.’ The next words are very careful. ‘Soph? Are you
seriously – seriously – thinking about it?’
Sophie shrugs, face stinging. ‘I’m not sure, you know.’ She keeps smiling.
‘Thinking of giving it a go.’
Mim’s eyebrows rise. The laughter is finally gone from her face. ‘Right.’
A pause. The burning in Sophie’s cheeks is threatening to move to her eyes.
Pull yourself together, Sophie. She gives Mim what feels like a reassuring smile
and leans closer to her friend. Her friend sitting very still on the other side of the
table. ‘It’s okay. I know it’s a bit. A surprise.’
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Mim says nothing. She’s looking at her hands. Sophie is alarmed to see that
Mim’s eyes have become pink and wet. Her own eyes sting in sympathy; she blinks
fast. Mim isn’t looking at her.
‘Mimi, it’s fine. Really. Not such a big deal.’ This last comes out too loud. She
drops her voice to a normal level. ‘Anyway,’ she leans further across the table, ‘I
haven’t even been offered the job.’ This is not a lie but Sophie is sure the offer will
be made, has known it since she met Shar two days ago.
But she seems to have said the right thing. Mim looks relieved. She sits up
straighter, shrugs her shoulders like she’s dislodging something, looks Sophie in the
eye. An uncertain smile creeps back across her lips. ‘So you can say no, Soph. They
can’t force you into anything, right? You’re free to just say you’ve changed your
mind. Found another job. Hey?’
‘’Course. Totally my decision.’ Sophie knows she should stop here but she
adds, ‘I’ll do what’s right for me.’
This sounds evasive, even in her own ears, and Mim isn’t happy. She changes
tack with a speed that throws Sophie off balance. ‘What about Michael?’
Sophie doesn’t know how to answer. ‘What about Michael, what?’
‘He know you’re thinking of doing this?’
Sophie nods, makes herself look relaxed. ‘Actually it was his friend, Kirra, who
told me about it in the first place. She works there sometimes. She’s nice, you’d like
her.’
‘Kirra?’
‘Mm.’
‘She’s a hooker?’
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The word hits Sophie like a brick to the stomach. She hasn’t allowed it, or any
of the other names, to take shape in her mind.
Kirra is not a hooker. Mim doesn’t even know her. Sophie feels an acidic anger
climbing her throat and can’t stand the expression on Mim’s face. She looks away
and breathes and laughs softly, a deliberately patronising laugh. ‘It’s not that kind of
place, dear. It’s a gentlemen’s club. Very exclusive, very safe, all above board.’
She’s impatient, having to explain it all. ‘Kirra’s studying and working in PR, she
just does the odd shift there to make some easy cash – that’s all.’ She adds, ‘The
money’s amazing.’
Mim laughs. ‘It should be. The money should be amazing.’
Sophie fights with her anger, surrenders, feels her tension fall away at the
moment that it wins. The feeling is like pleasure. She looks Mim in the eye. ‘Why
are you being like this? I thought you were more open-minded.’
This time it’s Mim who blushes, her olive skin pinking right up to the hairline.
‘I am open-minded, Sophie. I think you’re just being incredibly naïve.’
‘Just because I haven’t fucked half the population doesn’t make me naïve.’
Mim laughs. ‘I can’t believe you’re saying that to me. Are you forgetting which
one of us wants to be a prostitute?’
Sophie’s chest is tight; her breath comes in short, difficult inward heaves. She
feels like a child again, frightened into an asthma attack by the approach of a bully
in the playground. She forces herself calm but her eyes are clouding up in spite of
her. Her voice, when it comes out, is small. ‘It’s not like that. You don’t get it.’
They sit in silence, nursing their injuries, holding them close. Their breakfast
scraps lie dormant between them. The morning is over.
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A waiter brings the bill. They split it without a word and when they get up to
leave, Mim says she wants to go and look at a new exhibition first, upstairs in the
gallery. Her voice is detached and she doesn’t ask Sophie to stay.
Sophie says she has a few things to do, which isn’t true. She has kept the day
clear, thinking they would linger at the Quay and maybe go shopping in the
afternoon, drawing out their time together the way they always have.
When they step out of the museum, the sun drops away momentarily, the air
cools. Sophie looks up. Away in the middle distance, over a cluster of skyscrapers, a
solid bank of thundercloud is rolling slowly towards the harbour, eating up the sky.
The clouds will split into the brutal kind of Sydney storm that can sneak up in the
middle of a hot, still day like this. Soon.
Go home, Sophie, she thinks. Get home before the sky falls in.
They part with a brief hug, because not to embrace would be to acknowledge
the weight of the pain.
Mim steps back and holds Sophie at arm’s length for a moment, looks into her
face. ‘I’m sorry. I just don’t feel like this is you, standing here, in front of me.’
There is a pause, and Mim speaks again. ‘Please. Promise you won’t do this.’
Sophie says she hasn’t made up her mind. She smiles in what she hopes is a
reassuring way. Lighthearted.
Mim looks at her. ‘I wish you’d stop smiling.’
Sophie tries. She tries to stop smiling, but she can’t.
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Jim

Nellie wasn’t on the steps the following Wednesday afternoon. Or the next. The
girls just laughed when I asked where she’d gone, or stared at me with big dumb
cow eyes and said, ‘She ain’t here.’
I found excuses to go looking for her whenever I could. Not often: my job still
ate up almost all of my time, left me only a few scraps, and for most of those I was
so chewed up, such a wrung-out rag, that I wasn’t much use to anyone. For the first
time I started to hate it, the job, the office, the paper itself. Duffy in his bloody little
office like a great bloody rat watching over a nest of baby rats. My stories were no
good anymore, and everyone knew it. My best source was gone.
Duffy called me into his office one afternoon. I’d been halfway out the door
and thinking of bed – I was feverish with a head cold – and I came in scowling. He
was scribbling on someone’s hard work and didn’t look up.
‘Won’t you take a seat, Stebbins?’ He waved a delicate hand towards the empty
chair.
I said, ‘It’s Stephens.’
Duffy looked up. There was a few seconds’ silence and then, ‘What do I care
what your fucken name is, lad?’ He went back to his scribbling.
I waited; he let me wait. When he finally started talking, he didn’t bother
looking up, and his words were mumbled – as if he was only giving them a fraction
of his attention. ‘Fitzpatrick tells me you’ve been chasing a bird with whom we
might be familiar.’
I said nothing.
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‘’Course, it’s none of that bastard’s business what you do. None of my fucken
business, either.’
Again, I kept my mouth shut.
‘If it was me I might want to give it a minute’s thought, but.’ He glanced up at
me, his eyes watery and shrewd, and looked down again. ‘Might want to think, a
pretty bird’s a pretty bird and by all means I should find m’self one and show her
what’s what till my balls drop off.’ Duffy paused, pen scratching. ‘But then I might
want to think, too, that there’s no use being a fucken fool about it.’
After a minute more of watching him scribble, I understood that he’d said all he
was going to say. I stopped at the door and looked back, but all I got was a nice view
of the top of his head, the pink scalp showing through his hair.
I went home and went to bed. I thought about Duffy, and then about Frankie
Green. They hadn’t pinned a murder on him yet. But we all knew what he was.
I thought of the photos I’d seen in court, black-and-whites of bodies in
laneways, bedrooms, grubby kitchens. The people in those pictures never looked
like people – they looked more like sacks of laundry. Of all the pictures, it wasn’t
the most violent deaths that stayed with you longest. It was others, bland domestic
scenes. The way some of them got to you with the details: the angle of a foot, the
way a pair of spectacles caught the light, a white curtain blowing in a corner.
In the pictures of my own death, would anything stand out strongly enough to
burn into the memories of those whose job it was to look at them?
At eleven o’clock I decided it was too hot to stay inside. I left my coat on the
back of the chair and went out, wandered down the street. Before I’d got far I
regretted the coat – it was cold now, cold as the bottom of the sea, and the sweat on
my skin was catching the chill in the air and making it stick to me. I shivered right to
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my bones, shivered through my heart, lungs, intestines. My headache sharpened. I
walked faster, to get the blood moving. I was not looking for her. I was just walking,
and it was fine.
I kept on not looking for her for hours, cold and sweating and with my head a
bubble about to burst.
I wanted someone to take care of me.
Then there was a house. The windows all lit up and music playing. Someone
called and waved me in and gave me a drink, and it was warm in there, warm with
bodies and a stove in the corner. So I sat in an armchair and drank, hoping to chase
away the swimming pain in my head, the lead weight in my limbs. The warmth
flushed through me and I put my head against a wall.
When I woke, it was dark. The room was nearly empty and the stove had gone
out; it was cold. I knew without checking that my pockets were empty. My clothes
were wet where they touched my skin and my skin burned. My skull was paper-thin.
I got up and staggered down the hall, groping along the wall towards the back
door. Didn’t get there. I fell to my hands and knees and vomited, waves of it, for
longer than should’ve been possible. At the end I was shaking like a dying dog and
my clothes were ruined.
Fear of being found there, like that, cut through exhaustion. I got up. On my
way out, I passed a small mirror in the hall. I looked into the mirror and my face was
the worst I’d seen – and by then I’d seen some very bad faces.
Outside, the sky was turning yellow at one edge. It would be morning soon.
I got home and took off my clothes and washed my face over the sink. I put on
my uncle’s old pyjamas and got into bed, and after a while the bed was warm. The
trembling in my limbs eased, then went away.
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I slept without dreaming, long and well. It was dark when I woke, and quiet in
the flat. I read my watch by the light of the moon. Eleven fifteen. I’d slept right
through the day. Duffy was going to kill me.
I got up carefully and checked myself over. No broken bones. In fact, I felt fine
– after all, I was twenty-seven.
The kitchen light was on and my notebook was on the table where I’d left it. I
drank some water from cupped hands at the sink, and looked out the window, and I
saw something.
I froze.
A snowy owl, perfectly still, sat balanced on the power line that ran past my
window. I stood with my hands cupped in front of my face, dripping water on the
floor, and stared. The owl regarded me with yellow, prehistoric eyes. He blinked.
Then a lifting of white wings. Then gone.
I sat down at the table and opened the notebook. I wrote it down, about the owl,
his eyes and wings.
I didn’t want to forget it, see. It was something for remembering.
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Sophie

A very short dress and death-defying platform shoes. She feels like a giraffe coming
out of the changing room. But the sales assistant smiles in what looks like real
admiration, and Kirra claps her hands.
‘The legs! A fucking crime not to show off those legs.’
Sophie ends up buying the shoes and two dresses: halter-necked, an electric
blue and one in a slippery silver-black fabric that feels like eel skin. Unlike anything
she’s ever owned before, these shiny dresses, these dangerous shoes.
‘Next, Natasha’s.’
They take a taxi to Bondi Junction, something Sophie wouldn’t have dreamed
of doing – they’re so close to Central Station. But Kirra is paying and Kirra can’t
handle public transport. ‘The smell, Sophie, oh my God.’
Natasha’s is a spotless white-tiled palace and Natasha herself is a big, nononsense Russian woman with enormous breasts and blonde hair scraped back off
her forehead. Her skin has an oiliness that she would no doubt describe as ‘dewy’.
Kirra is led away by a young, ponytailed blonde, and Sophie finds herself alone
with big Natasha in a muffled, darkish room with no windows and an overwhelming
smell of lemongrass from an oil burner by the door.
Sophie says this will be her first bikini wax and gives a nervous laugh.
Natasha doesn’t take up the laugh, just tuts and tosses her head like an
aggravated horse. Sophie’s lack of body-vigilance is offensive to her. She keeps
tutting as she spreads hot wax along Sophie’s bare, delicate skin, as she presses two
white fabric strips down onto the wax and paws at them fiercely.
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When she rips the first strip back and away, plastered with green jelly and pubic
hair, Sophie yelps against her will and grabs at the towel covering her upper body.
Natasha is unsympathetic: she rips off the other strip, presses both strips back
down again, rubs at them, rips them away, presses them down, rips them away.
Needlepoints of blood appear on Sophie’s skin, now the colour of raw pork.
Natasha jabs at them with a cotton ball and bustles out of the room, telling Sophie in
a heavy accent, as she goes, ‘Get up at your own time and see me to the front.’
Sophie lies still under the towel for a few breaths, the draught from the air
conditioner stirring the fine hairs on her naked upper thighs. Then she sits up and
examines her newly configured pubic hair. A small strip, trimmed as short as mouse
fur, has been left in place. A perfect rectangle. From her own viewpoint it seems to
elongate her genitals; she has never seen them look like this. She wonders why
people want it so neat. Like a hedge. When she pulls on her underpants the cotton
feels like cardboard against her stripped skin.
Another hour later, they are free to go, and coming away from the white palace
is a version of Sophie with red toenails and blackened eyelashes under arching,
shrewd brows.
The day has shifted; a coastal breeze is scissoring through the sunny afternoon.
Kirra takes Sophie’s arm, the skin under her eyebrows pink and sore-looking,
and steers her up the street. ‘Cocktail hour,’ she says. ‘I think we’ve earned one.’
They sit in the window in a leather booth and drink gin and tonics, watch the
people going by, the joggers and beach bums. Kirra talks and Sophie listens, happy
to let the afternoon slide away into dusk, the outside world turned gold and copper
by the sinking sun.
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After the first, Kirra proposes a second round. Sophie is already warm and
languid. ‘Why not? We deserve it.’
‘Fucking right we do.’ Kirra swears like all rich girls swear, like it’s an
accomplishment.
It’s dark by the time Sophie finishes her third cocktail – another round they felt
they deserved. Kirra’s is long gone.
A Silver Service taxi takes them away from the sea and back into the rabbit
warren of Darlinghurst. The cabbie drops them off in front of the Salvation Army
home, a nineteen-seventies concrete block. A tiny old man in a dressing gown is
sitting on a caged-in porch, eating noodles and dropping most of them in his lap. He
doesn’t seem to notice.
Kirra chooses a restaurant, all soft music and snowy linen inside, the smell of
garlic and red wine. They order a bottle of champagne and then a bottle of red,
Kirra’s voice getting louder with every glass. She laughs at everything Sophie says.
Sophie’s own cheeks are burning with the wine, the joints in her arms and legs
loosening nicely. Her neck feels like rubber.
The waiters fuss, flatter them. She can see herself and Kirra through the eyes of
the old men: two beautiful girls, possibly wealthy, definitely drunk. Could be good
tippers, who knows?
Sophie will start work on the coming weekend. They talk about it in spy code.
Kirra reminds Sophie again not to use her name. At the club, Kirra is Veronica.
Sophie wonders what her own new name will be. Kirra makes suggestions and
Sophie laughs and nods. But she is only half listening. She thinks of the rectangle of
fur and of Michael, and smiles to herself. She hopes she’ll see him tonight. Maybe
even a striptease, something else she has never done before. Why not?
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Kirra laughs. ‘That’s a naughty smile.’
Sophie tells her. About Michael, the fur, the striptease.
‘Ha. You’ll knock his socks off.’ Kirra pauses, tips her head to one side,
frowns. ‘Just remember, you want to dim the lights first. And take it slow; don’t
give too much away upfront. Play some R&B. Nothing too fast – nice and slow and
sexy.’ She pauses. ‘And make sure you never break eye contact. That’s the absolute
worst thing you can do. Completely fucks it.’
Sophie looks at Kirra, crestfallen. She lets her forehead drop onto her hands,
which are resting on the table. The room is too hot. She wants to go to sleep.
Kirra says, ‘I’ll write it down for you. How about that?’
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Jim

‘Circular Quay. Now.’
Duffy had that look he got when there was something going on. Red and white
and sweating – it looked like he was about to have a heart attack.
‘Right. Just give me a minute to –’
‘Now, Simmons. Now.’
It was a beautiful day, all big sky and featherlight breeze. As the tram curved
down towards the Quay, the harbour stretched out in front of me, a great glittering
showstopper. The kind of day and the kind of place where nothing could go wrong –
but it had. So badly wrong that I expected there’d be some who would never trust a
perfect day again.
Fitzpatrick had already arrived and was running in circles. It took some
shouting to find him in the crowd – the wharves were packed, with more people
pouring in every minute, all converging at the water’s edge and staring out to sea for
no reward. You couldn’t see anything from here. The accident had happened
somewhere between Garden Island and Watsons Bay, in one of the quieter parts of
the harbour. Someone said there’d been a lot of kids on board.
‘G’day, Kenny.’
‘We need a fucken boat.’
He filled me in; the only way to get close to the wreckage, apparently, was to
get hold of a boat.
‘Alright, let’s get a boat then.’
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Kenny sputtered, ‘I’ve been trying to get a fucken boat for half a fucken hour.
They’re all fucken taken. Not one little fucken dinghy anywhere.’ He looked like he
might cry.
‘Right-o. Keep trying, I’ll be back in a sec.’ I’d seen something. A smallish
motorboat was pulling in at the end wharf, and it was loaded with police – wet
police.
I ran. The coppers were already out of the boat and dispersing, but I homed in
on a straggler. Duffy had taught me this: ‘Cops, unions, soldiers, any kind of mug if
it’s in a group, you pick off the smallest and weakest, you separate it from the others,
you bring it down.’ He’d learned this by listening to stories on the wireless about the
hunting habits of big cats in Africa. Like most of Duffy’s methods, it was crude, and
it worked.
A little fellow was lingering by the boat as if he didn’t know what to do next. I
approached casually. ‘Have you seen the wreck, sergeant?’ He was young – younger
than me, short and dark, thin in the face. In my shabby suit I must’ve looked like a
kindred spirit.
‘Nothing to see, much. She’s all gone below.’
‘The ferry?’
‘Yessir. Liner’s barely got a scratch.’
The ferry was the Greycliffe; the liner was the Tahiti. At the time I didn’t fully
understand what the sergeant was saying, but later it would make sense – the Tahiti
was three times the size of the Greycliffe, she’d gone right through the middle of the
little ferry, cut her in half. The two halves had sunk like stones, and the Tahiti had
been left calmly floating on the surface. She’d picked up some of the survivors.
‘Have they brought in the passengers?’
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He flinched. For the first time I noticed how ill he looked – his face was yellow
and sweating. ‘Some of them. Still fishing some out.’
I sensed that he was leaving something out, and I thought I knew what it might
be. ‘And the bodies?’
He looked me in the eye and his face was suddenly, openly distraught. He
struggled to speak. ‘At the Man-O’-War steps. That’s where they’re bringing ’em in,
living and dead.’
The Man-O’-War steps were on the east side of the Botanic Gardens, a fiveminute dash from where we stood. I saw, now, the eastward push of the crowd,
moving like one animal to where they were ‘bringing ’em in’. I thanked him and
turned away – the others might already be there, might already be away and filing.
Duffy had sent a handful of us down here, and I knew it was a test.
Kenny popped out of the crowd at my side, panting. He was shaking his head,
too out of breath to speak.
‘Forget the boat,’ I said. ‘Man-O’-War steps – they’re bringing in bodies.’
Kenny was off, sprinting ahead.
I was ready to take off after him, but a sudden, sharp impulse made me pause
and look back over my shoulder. A hundred feet away, the small dark copper looked
very small indeed. He was standing stone still where I’d left him, staring in my
direction. His arms hung at his sides.
I turned around and walked back. I didn’t know why; I still don’t.
When I was right in front of him he kept staring through me for a moment,
blank-faced. I passed a hand in front of his nose. ‘Sergeant.’
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He lurched. I stepped forward and caught him by the shoulder, stopped him
from falling, and he straightened up again. He shook his head. ‘Constable. I’m a
constable.’
‘Sorry.’
‘’S alright.’
I steered him by the elbow to a bench close to the edge of the water. The sound
of little waves slapping against the sandstone couldn’t be anything but soothing. We
sat in silence a few moments, then I extended a hand. ‘Jim Stephens. I’m a
journalist.’
He shook my hand. ‘Constable Ernest Wallace.’ He blinked. ‘Ernie.’
Another pocket of silence, and then he started to talk.
‘My brother catches that boat, most days. Greycliffe. Works at the dockyards.’
He took a breath. ‘We were about town last night and he drank himself rotten – I had
to carry him home. Bigger’n me, too.’ He paused, looking out to where the bridge
was stretching into the air out of nowhere, two halves that would one day meet in the
middle and make something grand.
‘Why he wasn’t on the boat, see.’ He looked at me quickly, squinting. ‘But I
was that angry with him, we had a blue. If I’d got my way, he’d a gone home sober
and he could be at the bottom of the harbour now.’
I’d stowed my notebook in my pocket, but now I brought it out again. I held it
up to show the constable, and he gave a small nod. I started to write.
We sat together till the sun had gone down, the constable talking almost
without pause – measured, steady. I didn’t say a word. When he talked about the
wreckage, the bodies floating on the water, I held my mouth shut. I kept writing,
longhand. I wrote down what he said, as he said it – nothing more. The constable
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watched my pen move. When I struggled with the pace, he’d slow down to let me
catch up. He told me everything he could remember, all of it. He saw it all, again, for
me.
When it was too dark to keep writing, I stopped. The constable noticed. ‘I’ve
been going on,’ he said.
I shook my head and held up the notepad. ‘You want to read this? Before it
goes in the paper?’
He shook his head. ‘I’ll trust you. Looked like you got it down alright.’
The beautiful day was gone now, the breeze off the harbour turning bitter and
the water dark. The crowd had thinned. The constable and I shook hands and walked
in opposite directions.
I went back to the office to type up my story, and then I went home.
In the minutes before sleep I saw the harbour again. In the centre of the big dark
water, a small galaxy of lights burning and flashing as the searchers pressed on into
the night, and beneath them, pale limbs floating among fish and weeds and beer
bottles in absolute silence. I watched them from a growing distance and, at the same
time, I was seeing something else, higher up in the damp unpopulated streets, where
Nellie would be alone in another silence, walking up and down.
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Sophie

Sophie comes out of the bathroom with steaming hair and warm, damp skin. Her
silver dress is a little pool on the bedroom floor, where Michael tossed it an hour ago.
She wanted to take it off for him, slowly, like Kirra said. But when she
answered the door in the dress and her new shoes Michael picked her up without a
word, carried her into the bedroom, yanked the dress over her head so fast he grazed
her shoulder with the zip. ‘Leave the shoes on,’ he said.
Sophie picks up the dress that is no longer new and hangs it in her wardrobe
beside its blue sister.
Michael is sitting on her bed now, naked and comfortable, his back against a
pile of pillows and his long legs sprawled in front of him. He’s turning something
over in his hands.
She looks at what he’s holding and her stomach drops.
He gives her what he must think is a dazzling, game-show-host smile. His
eyeteeth curve like fangs. With those teeth and his white skin, the thick hair on his
chest, he looks like a teenage girl’s fantasy of a werewolf.
The CD has a hand-drawn cover.
She was in bed, it was her birthday and she had taken the day off work. Ben
came in with a tray, the tray laid out with a takeaway coffee cup and a chocolate
croissant on a saucer and a pink rose in a water glass. He had gone out early for
these things, he wasn’t a morning person but he’d gone out early in the middle of
winter, and she had woken and found him gone. Had been scared, then, until she
heard the front gate. There had been a fight the night before and she was scared that
he was gone. But then the gate, the breakfast, the flower from their garden. He
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kissed the top of her head and gave her a present, the CD, with his drawing on the
front of the two of them, stick figures, holding hands.
Sophie looks at Michael like she has never seen him before. ‘Give that to me.’
He laughs. ‘Come on, love, just jokes.’ His eyes are full of fun. ‘Struck a nerve,
hey? Was he the one that got away?’
She stares at him.
Michael squints at tiny handwriting along the bottom of the drawing. ‘All My
Love Is for Sophie.’ He pronounces love as ‘luurve’. ‘Like them mushy, hey,
princess?’
Sophie forces herself to look away from his hands. She turns her back to him,
tips her head forward and grinds at her wet hair with a towel. When she looks up,
Michael is still holding the CD, reading the back cover now where the songs are
listed.
He whistles a bar of one, a Beatles song everybody knows. ‘Mind if I borrow
this?’
She turns away again, talks into the mirror. ‘I don’t think you’ll like it much.’
She can see him in the mirror, watching her. ‘And why’s that, love?’
She shrugs. ‘It’s not your kind of music.’
‘D’you think you know me that well?’ He has told her more than once that no
one really knows him; no one ever will.
So she says, ‘No. I hardly know you at all.’ Her wet hair has chilled, now, and
hangs in cold tentacles around her face.
He puts the CD in his hand-tooled leather satchel and she feels sick. He gets up
off the bed, comes up behind her, takes the towel from her hand and drops it on the
floor.
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She watches him in the mirror.
He lifts a hand to the back of her head and tightens his fist in her hair. His
fingers drag on the wet tangles and make her eyes water; she squeezes them shut,
bites her teeth together hard. She takes quick breaths through her teeth.
He pulls her head back and bends his head down and puts his lips to her neck,
and sucks. Tomorrow she will have a hickey on her throat, like a sixteen-year-old
girl with a bad reputation. She will have to hide it from Shar on Friday.
Then she is being pushed backwards, big hands pressing her shoulders back and
the towel falling off, leaving her bare, and she is lying on her own bed but she could
be anywhere in the world or nowhere at all.
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Jim

Duffy nearly had a coronary when he saw what I’d written. As he flicked through
the first few pages – there was a whole sheaf, a cluster of little copy-paper leaves –
his face got redder by degrees, and his lips got so thin they disappeared. I waited for
the explosion, standing a good few feet back, but just as he’d reached his ripest
possible hue, he turned and walked away without a word.
I found out, years later, that he spent half an hour pacing his office, debating
whether or not to sack me. If we hadn’t already covered the story – John Bradbury
was one of the first on the scene at the Man-O’-War steps – I would’ve been out on
my arse, no fear. As it was, my interview with the constable ran on pages five and
six, and it was all there, every word. His story was exactly as he’d told it, verbatim,
not a single word of my own included in the text. It was like nothing the paper had
printed before – nothing, for that matter, that any paper had printed before.
The following day the letters started coming.
Duffy called me in at the end of the week. ‘That interview,’ he said. ‘You
make it up?’
I was shocked. ‘Of course not.’
He regarded me. ‘Thought you might’ve made it up.’ He shrugged. ‘I reckon
it was a bit,’ he flapped his hands in a fruity way, ‘airy-fairy. But the punters seem
to like that sort of thing. The ladies especially.’
Coming from Duffy this was a barb, but I let it go. ‘Thank you.’
‘What’re you thanking me for? You wrote the fucken thing.’
I knew better than to answer.
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Duffy went on, ‘You’re to give me another one by next Tuesday. Whoever
you want. If it has legs, we’ll start it up as a weekly bit.’
I smiled, and Duffy immediately bridled. ‘Don’t think this makes you special,
darlin’. You’re not Charlie fucken Dickens. You’ll be doing all the other work, same
as before. Start cutting corners and I’ll have your arse.’
‘Fair enough.’
It wasn’t, but that was alright. The interview with the constable was the first
thing I’d written for the paper that had felt good in the writing. I wanted more of that
feeling.
The Christmas of ’27 came and went and I saw very little sign of it apart from
a mangy bit of tinsel someone had nailed to the office door. I wrote three more
interviews in the same style as the constable’s: a nurse on the emergency ward at St
Vincent’s; a schoolteacher who’d seen – along with forty kids – a fellow run down in
the street; a morphia addict. This last was pretty bleak, and I didn’t really believe
Duffy’d print it. But there it was, in the Wednesday edition, every cheerless word.
People loved it – they wrote to tell us how much. There was something in it, this
technique, the strange long interviews and the stories they drew out of people.
But, as promised, I had to keep writing the straight news stories as well.
Mostly I just went where Duffy sent me.
It was late in December, another stinker in a week of stinkers, that he sent me
up to Devonshire Street. I was happy to go – the office seemed to be baking from
the inside out. Kenny was off somewhere, so I took a camera with me. Duffy said
there was trouble brewing in Surry Hills, a fight, some kind of big deal. On my way
out the door I heard his voice behind me.
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‘Watch yourself up there, Stubbins. You might see more than you’re bargaining
for.’
It was Duffy at his cryptic bloody best, and I let it slide off me. Whatever was
about to go on in Surry Hills, I guessed I’d seen worse.
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Sophie
On the day she is meant to start at the Woolloomooloo house, Sophie wakes early.
The bed is empty. Michael was in it the night before but he left in the dark, he had
somewhere to be. He didn’t mention the job, last night, though he knows. She didn’t
mention it either.
She will start, if she starts, at seven in the evening. But there’s a whole day
before then – fourteen hours of it. She tries to go back to sleep but it won’t happen,
so she gets up, puts on her coat, finds her sneakers. It’s still raining outside but she
leaves her umbrella where it is, propped beside the door.
The rain is warm. She walks along the near-deserted street with her head
down, dodging puddles and drips. Her shoes need cleaning – she should buy some
shoe polish, that white stuff her mother used to use on school sports days. She should
do that now. The supermarket in Kings Cross is open twenty-four hours.
After the empty street, the supermarket is alive with people. There are the
employees, groggy and pink-eyed, some of the women with still-wet hair scraped
back into ponytails and tied with elastics that will cut right through it. Aside from the
staff there is a smattering of shoppers, mostly youngish women in lycra and running
shoes, earphones plugged in, buying water and juice; or derelicts – all kinds, quiet,
bombastic, peaceable, wrathful, tidy and in disarray. Every one of them in a world of
their own, they float around under the stark lights like small clouds without
connecting, altering their course seamlessly if connection seems imminent.
The last group is made up of middle-aged men, all single. These stand out
because they don’t avoid the others but rather seem to redirect themselves to cross
paths with whoever is nearby. It’s hard to say how you can tell they’re single –
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something in the way they’re dressed, in their pallor and in their confidence in
moving through the supermarket aisles. Sophie passes one of them at the deli
counter, a forty-something man, slightly overweight, wearing trackpants and a
tucked-in t-shirt and talking in a loud cheerful voice to the girl behind the counter.
‘Got much planned for the weekend?’
The girl, black hair slashed across her forehead and lips pale, shrugs and
thumps a fat salami onto the tray of the meat slicer. ‘How many.’
The man’s voice is different the second time. ‘Six, please.’
An impossibly thin woman with black circles around her eyes struggles
through the entry turnstile, dragging a screaming toddler by the upper arm. They
come closer and Sophie tries to appear engaged in selecting a packet of biscuits.
From the corner of her eye she can see that the boy is wearing only a t-shirt and a
bulky nappy. He is dirty and red in the face, his screams so hoarse and desperate they
must be tearing his throat. The woman stays silent until the boy rips a packet of chips
off a low shelf and hurls it at her.
She jerks to a stop, snaps around to face him and her wasted face is dreadful.
The boy falls silent. ‘Jayden,’ the woman spits. ‘I’ll fucken belt you. You do that one
more fucken time and I’m gunna leave you here, you piece of shit.’
Jayden snivels.
‘Wouldn’t fucken miss you, neither.’
She drags the boy on. At the end of the aisle the sound of his screaming rises
again, higher pitched and louder than before. The woman ignores him; they turn a
corner and disappear.
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Sophie wanders from aisle to aisle. It takes a long time to find the stupid shoe
polish, and then there’s no white. There’s black, dark brown, tan, navy and, for some
reason, orange. She wonders if they still make the white one.
She should buy something. It’s not easy to walk out of a supermarket emptyhanded, there are no exits apart from the checkouts. Everyone will think she’s a thief.
She walks back along the aisles, scanning. In the end she chooses a bag of almonds,
something she can fill her pockets with, for her night walks.
Further down the aisle, a skinny old man in loose trousers and a stained
jumper is holding an empty shopping basket and looking at the shelves. He picks up
a can of no-brand tuna and puts it in the basket. Then he bends down and cranes his
neck to put his eyes close to the shelf. He is reading the price, stamped on the yellow
tags that run along the bottom of the shelves. It takes a long time. Then he straightens
slowly, takes the can out of his basket and places it back on the shelf, where it was.
He shuffles away, down the aisle, with his empty basket clutched in one hand.
Sophie’s eyes burn. She blinks and tightens her jaw.
She follows the old man at a casual pace, catches him easily. He doesn’t look
at her but keeps inching forward, eyes straight ahead. She puts a hand on his forearm
and he turns his head slightly on his neck but not all the way, not enough to really
see her. She holds out a folded twenty-dollar note, holds it in front of his chest, close
enough that he should be able to tell what it is. He looks down and puts out a
swollen-knuckled, red-blotched hand and takes the note. He doesn’t look at her, but
puts the hand to his trouser pocket and pushes the note down. He shuffles on.
She is worried he won’t remember that the money is there, that it will stay in
the pocket of his trousers, untouched. There’s nothing she can do. She watches him
go on, hoping he’ll pick something off the shelves to show he understands, but he
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doesn’t. He just keeps walking and she watches him go until he rounds the end of the
aisle, the basket still empty in his hand.
She goes to the checkout. Ahead of her is the man with the salami; she
expects him to start chatting up the checkout girl, but he doesn’t. He keeps his head
down and pays and is gone without a word.
If this supermarket were the world, there would be too much pain in it to
bear. And Sophie watches the news, has seen the blown-up bodies and the bloated
children starving in the dust, she knows the world is probably even worse than this.
On the way home, the rain starts falling properly, heavily. Somehow not as
warm as before, even though the sun has come up behind the clouds and it’s light.
Sophie goes into her building and into the flat, pulls off her clothes, steps into the
shower and scalds her body clean. Her legs are sore. She feels like she has walked
for miles but there is still a day, a whole day, ahead of her. She is tired but she knows
she won’t sleep.
So she cleans. All day, with brushes and steel wool and chemical pastes and
sprays, she cleans the flat. She scrubs the walls and bathroom tiles. She wipes the
dust from every surface and then wipes them again when the dust settles back. She
sweeps and mops and cleans the windows with scrunched-up newspapers that leave
black ink all over her hands. She scours the musty kitchen cupboards and leaves
them open to air. She sprays bleach onto the mould on the bathroom ceiling and feels
a light fall of the spray on her upturned face. Bad to be breathing in the bleach –
worse again to inhale the mould. She should wear a mask or a scarf over her mouth
and nose at least, but she doesn’t. She breathes it all in.
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Ben cleaning the bathroom in yellow gloves. Cleaning the kitchen, the
bedroom, putting her shoes away. ‘I was going to get to it,’ she said. He smiled and
went on scrubbing. ‘I like it. Getting rid of the bad stuff.’
In this way the day is passed.
It gets dark. Sophie showers again and rubs cream into the raw skin of her
hands and stands naked in the bedroom.
At the foot of the bed she has laid out the blue halterneck dress. Beside it, a
black strapless bra and matching G-string. The dress she has only worn once, in a
changing room; the lingerie she has never worn at all. It was a gift from Kirra, on a
recent outing – Kirra had looked through Sophie’s underwear drawer that morning
and laughed.
At the other end of the bed, on her pillow, her pyjamas are sitting in a folded
pile. They’re eggshell-blue, combed cotton – another gift, this from her mother and
Jed. Expensive, probably, purchased from one of the snooty Highlands boutiques
Elaine is always making fun of. A small luxury. The first time she wore them they
felt as soft as the fur of a baby animal against her skin.
She stands at the foot of the bed and looks at the pyjamas, and at the dress,
back at the pyjamas. She sits on the edge of the bed.
She sits there too long; by the time she makes her choice, she is shivering.
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Jim

It was a scrappy yard behind a scrappy terrace house, hard to find. I got there late
but not, apparently, too late to put a bet on. All around the edges of the backyard the
bookies were trawling the crowd, trumpeting odds.
‘I’ve got three-to-one for Lady Nell, Lady Nell’s at the three to one!’
Surely not.
‘Last bets, boysangirls, last chance to make ya pile!’
Men and women were throwing money at the bookies, sweat-faced, squawking.
‘Ten quid on Aggie!’
‘Black Ag for two pound!’
The bookies stuffed money into tea tins and scribbled notes on their pads.
There were maybe a hundred punters crammed into the yard, larrikins and
bartenders, factory workers pale with sawdust or flour, wives, kids, drunks, more
streetwalkers than I’d ever seen in one place in the daylight. Surry Hills locals all,
and all done up like Christmas chooks. Then the reporters, and the icing on the cake,
a handful of coppers with their bellies hanging over their belts.
It was six o’clock and the sun was still high and hard. A space had been cleared
in the middle of the yard, timber pickets hammered into the dirt and strung around
with rope to mark off a circle.
The other reporters were scuttling about like beetles in felt hats. They mobbed
around a fat woman I recognised – Kate Leigh. She was flanked by a pair of mugs
and frocked up to the nines. The Toad Queen. She had a bottle of beer in one hand
and a sausage roll in the other, and was screeching at the journos to get out of her
fucken way as she couldn’t see a fucken thing.
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A voice roared over the din. ‘Ladeees an’ gennelmen, boys an’ girls … ARE
YOU READY?’
The crowd roared and turned in on itself, all faces to the picketed circle. Two
hundred stamping feet sent up a brown fog of dust.
‘The rules are: no blades, no metal!’
The crowd stamped.
‘No pitchers!’
The newsmen swapped looks; I fingered the camera at my chest.
‘An’ no – fucking – innervention!’
A low roar. Two figures were coming to the ring, pushed and slapped along. I
thought I knew what was coming but I was still, for a second, thrown. They were
women.
The big one wore a dirty dress and heavy boots. Black Aggie was not so much
black as brown, with tight Polynesian curls shorn close to her scalp and a harelip
that made her face look like it was slowly splitting in half.
The other one was half her size. Fair-skinned, freckled, copper-haired. She
wore men’s trousers, a white shirt, no shoes. As I watched she lifted her chin,
smiled, and bowed, one arm sweeping the air.
Laughs from the crowd. Lady Nell, they called. Give us ya best show, Nellie
darlin’.
The two women didn’t look at each other. Black Aggie spat in the dirt; Nellie
waved at some kids who were clinging to the rope around the ring.
Then a bell from out of nowhere. Then silence. The men put their hands in their
pockets and the women folded their arms. The kids stood still and squinted.
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Aggie wound a strip of cotton around each of her hands, took her time about it.
Someone passed her a bottle of beer. She drank and spat; the spit hit the dirt with a
soft pah.
On the other side, Nell waved her beer away. She rolled her head on her neck,
hopped from foot to foot. Then she unbuttoned her shirt, rolled it off her shoulders
and kicked it aside. She wasn’t wearing anything under it.
Aggie turned to see Nell’s white torso and her breasts, small and high and
sweet-nippled. Aggie stood with her arms hanging, then yanked her dress over her
head. She stood in a stained half-slip, her bony chest bare, elastic muscles at her
arms and throat. When she turned to chuck the dress away the scars on her back
caught the light and shone like silk threads. She might have been forty or twenty, if
the twenty had been all bad years. She threw the dress away and turned and looked
at Nell and spat.
Then the little bell rang again and they were circling, chins tucked low,
watching from under their eyelashes. Nell skipped around Aggie, light on her toes.
Aggie turned in slow, patient circles.
Nellie flicked a fist, and a sound went up from the crowd. Aggie blocked the
punch easily with her forearm, grabbed hold of Nell’s wrist and twisted it sideways,
and at the same time swung a hand up and sank it into her stomach.
Nell coughed and hung over Aggie’s fist. Then she was up and stepping back,
out of reach. The crowd jeered; another few like that and it’d all be over. Aggie
grinned her split-face grin and raised her arms.
Nellie sprang and landed on Aggie’s back. She reached around to get at Aggie’s
face, clawing. Aggie swore and staggered, tried to shake her off, but Nell dragged
her down to the ground, climbed on top of her, pinned her to the dirt. Three hits to
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the gut, short hard jabs. Aggie tried to get up. Nell hit her in the face. One-twothree-four-five. Aggie covered her face with her hands but Nell pulled them away
and hit her again.
Blood now.
Aggie’s teeth snapped at Nell’s fingers. Nell snatched her hand away – a flash
of red – and drove two fingers of the other hand into Aggie’s eyes. Aggie was
tossing, gummy mouth wide, bloodied face powdered with dust. She pushed at Nell
with both hands but Nell hung on, riding the big bucking body.
Aggie’s streetwalker mates were yelling and trying to get under the rope but the
bookies held them back. The crowd was having the time of its life. An old woman in
a veiled hat was jumping up and down and Kate Leigh was shouting, ‘Get up, ya
black bitch! Get up!’
Aggie tried once more, arching her back, lifting her hips off the ground. Nell
grabbed her around the neck to keep from rolling off and Aggie bit her on the ear.
Nell shrieked. She rose up and drew back her fist and punched Aggie in the throat.
The crowd roared its approval.
Aggie went back to the ground and didn’t move. Someone counted to ten. The
bell rang. But Nellie wasn’t finished. She was still straddling Aggie’s body and she
reached forward and dragged her nails down the bony chest. She did it twice, and no
one tried to stop her.
More blood. More silk-thread scars for Black Aggie.
The crowd was overcome. Most of them had lost their day’s wages and even
that couldn’t take the shine off. Beer flowed from an unknown source and a posse of
blokes picked Nellie up off the ground and hoisted her into the air, caught her
coming down. Her upper body caught the full sun and gleamed wet, her face was
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puffed up on one side, she had dirt all over her and grass in her hair. Someone put a
beer in her hand and she knocked it back like a soldier.
I went away from the ring. The fence caught me and I hung on to it. Too hot, a
stew of bodies sticking and burning in the sun.
Someone said my name but I didn’t look up.
And then there was a beer in my hand. It was cold.
Some of the girls were tending to Aggie, who still lay on the ground. Two of
them got her to her feet and dragged her through the yard and she looked like a
dummy, her feet like rubber pulling through the dirt. Someone shouted, ‘Come on,
Aggie, give us another round!’
By the time I’d finished my beer, Nell had her clothes back on. I couldn’t see
Frankie Green anywhere, or Calletti – Calletti who liked razors the way most people
like a day at the races. They would’ve been hard to miss. I walked up to her, the
notebook held tight in my hand.
Nellie stared at me for a second, black pupils filling her eyes. I’d seen pupils
like that on the girls who stood on my corner. Her face bent into a smile. ‘James
Stephens.’ She might have added, How delightful.
‘You alright, Nellie?’
She laughed. ‘Did you see it?’
I had.
‘So,’ she said, ‘don’t you reckon I’m alright?’
I looked at the blood on her face and didn’t answer.
She nodded at my notebook. ‘You writing it up, Jimmy? Want a picture?’ She
struck a pose, hands on hips, head thrown back, big smile. With the dust and the
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blood, it was grotesque. I thought she might have taken something. But what did I
know. Not a whole lot, Jimmy.
At any rate, she wasn’t hurt.
She was still talking. I turned around, looked down at my feet and watched
them take some steps across the yard, out the gate, and then more, step, step, step,
till I was standing in front of my door.
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Sophie

Sophie is waiting in a green and purple room. The dark green walls are edged in gold
and there are heavy plum curtains, velvet, at the windows. The chaise on which she
is sitting – or perching – is purple velvet, too.
She is wishing she had chosen the silver dress instead of the blue. The blue
dress clashes with the room. The new shoes, too, are causing some anxiety. She has
done as Kirra suggested and worn them around her apartment to break them in, but
tonight, for the first time, they have rubbed blisters onto both of her heels. She has
covered the blisters with small round Band-Aids but she’s worried the Band-Aids
will bother the clients. Band-Aids are not glamorous and glamorous is what she’s
expected to be in this room. Her makeup is natural, lightweight.
Shar said, ‘In this house, no one needs to look cheap.’
A coastal wind from beyond the wharves is howling around the terrace. A
gothic sound – it makes Sophie think of the Brontë sisters, high above the moors in
their cold stone house. It makes the old furnishings of the room look haunted, the
possessions of the dead, and drowns the soft instrumental music playing from
hidden, miniature speakers. Every room in the building is centrally heated but
Sophie has goosebumps on her legs and upper arms. Partly the wailing wind; partly
sitting still too long in a thin dress.
There’s a small clock mounted high on the wall, as in every room, to keep
things running to schedule. Sophie has been consulting the clock since she sat down:
she has been waiting for twenty-two minutes.
Then a delicate bell, attached to an old-fashioned system of pulleys and wires,
rings by the door and Sophie stands up like she too is connected to the bones of the
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house by pulleys and wires. She glances at the gilded oval mirror hanging behind the
door, runs her fingers through her hair to liven it up, opens the door and goes down
the hall towards another room at the front of the terrace, beyond the foyer.
In the hall she meets two girls: a long, lean African woman in a black glittery
dress, and a curly-haired blonde in shorts and a cut-off t-shirt. The blonde, whom
she must not call Kirra, smiles and gives Sophie’s bare arm a quick squeeze. Sophie
smiles back, vaguely, and concentrates on not falling over in her shoes.
Two people are waiting inside the front room. One is Shar, in a black
wraparound dress, her ash-blonde hair perfectly styled. She could be a real estate
agent, the wife of a politician. It was Shar who helped her, yesterday, to choose a
new name. They were in the middle of an intensive training session, and when
Sophie couldn’t think of anything fast enough, Shar had chosen for her. ‘Summer,’
she said, looking Sophie up and down. ‘You’ll be our Summer.’
The other person in the room is a man, though in her training she has never
heard that word uttered by anyone. Client is used instead: the client will need, our
clients expect, your client will be asked to.
Shar introduces them to the client now. ‘Here we have Veronica, Marie-Claire,
and the lovely Summer.’
The client is Italian-looking, late thirties to early forties, black hair painted over
his scalp in a way that only draws attention to his near-baldness. He’s tall, mostly
thin, but with the round paunch of a beer drinker, a mid-pregnancy belly. He smiles
at the girls and she can see that his teeth are okay. His clothes are clean.
Sophie doesn’t know yet what it would take for a potential client to be denied,
though she’s been told a hundred times that this is a top-end establishment, only the
best – so exclusive it doesn’t even have a name. The safest house in the city.
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The client is permitted to ask the girls a question before making a decision, and
he speaks first to Sophie. ‘What do you do in your spare time, Summer?’
Sophie blinks, her smile fixed. She’s been trained for this, it’s a common
question, but she can’t remember what she’s supposed to say. Then it comes. ‘I like
going to the movies and giving massages.’
She breathes carefully while Marie-Claire tells the client she likes dirty dancing
and mixing cocktails; Veronica offers her preference for pillow fights and playing
with her German shepherd. She also loves to work out: ‘If it makes me sweat, I love
it!’
In spite of this, the client chooses Sophie. Shar has told her to expect a busy
first weekend. A new girl is always a drawcard.
Sophie walks forward and takes the client by the arm, smiling into his face the
way she’s been shown, to put him at ease. The other girls, grins still plastered on,
step back.
Escort the client to the front desk. Wait discreetly to one side while Angie, the
receptionist, makes an imprint of his credit card and copies down his licence details.
Then back up the hall, arm through his, guiding without pushing, to the green and
purple room that is Summer’s for tonight.
Inside, a small table has been laid with strawberries and champagne in an ice
bucket. In the dimness the soft furnishings look impressive, the wide bed floating in
a pool of warm light. Even the music sounds expensive. The wind has died away.
Shar said, ‘It’s a total experience, what we offer. That’s our point of
difference.’
Sophie leads the client into the room, takes his coat and hangs it on the back of
a chair. Without giving him time to pause she steers him gently towards the white122

tiled bathroom, where a pile of fluffy towels is set out on a low shelf beside the
shower.
He seems to know the routine and starts to undress. She waits to see if he’ll ask
her to join him. If he asks, she has to say yes. But he says nothing, and so she
withdraws, touching his shoulder before she goes. ‘I’ll be waiting for you,’ she says,
‘when you’re ready.’
While the shower runs she stands in the middle of the room and wonders if she
should take off her shoes. He may want her to leave them on, but they might mark
the bedcovers.
She takes them off and puts them back on. Takes them off again.
Up on the high wall, the clock tells her it’s ten fifty-five.
Sophie thinks she should arrange herself on the bed or the chaise. Which one?
She stands in the middle of the room with her back to the ensuite, holding her
shoes in her hand, feeling smaller without them. She can’t remember what to do.
The shower sounds like rain in the next room.
She stands still. She’s listening. She’s listening and waiting for the water to
stop.
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Jim

The Black Aggie versus Nellie Cameron fight was an instant legend. Didn’t matter
that no one knew exactly what had provoked it – something about territory. I wrote
the story and handed it over without pride, and it made the front page under the
banner headline ‘Worst Women in Sydney Meet for Backyard Bust-up’. At least my
name was left off.
Nell went into smoke again, and I was glad – more or less. Reckoned I knew,
by now, exactly what breed of trouble she was, but I didn’t trust myself to stay away
from her all the same.
However I tried, though, it wasn’t possible to avoid the subject altogether. In a
perverse way, she’d become Sydney’s darling. Rumours flew about where she was
laying low. Gone to Newcastle, someone said. Or Melbourne. She was with Frankie
Green in Broome; she’d run off with a jazz musician; she’d joined a Russian circus;
she was dead.
Duffy believed her to be travelling in the company of a new mug, the up-andcoming Dago razorman Guido Calletti. Reckoned she’d given Green the flick. I
knew Calletti – he was, if possible, even uglier than Green, squat and thick-faced
and dressed like a music hall version of Al Capone, spats and all. I knew, too, that
he could be the most dangerous man in Sydney, or a close second to Green. I hoped
Nell hadn’t done something so foolish as to take up with Green’s only rival – but it
wouldn’t have been out of character.
Suddenly, and despite putting in more hours at work than anybody else, I
seemed to have too much time on my hands. The airless summer nights in Sydney
went on forever. So I drank, more than I wanted to, to pass the time. And eventually,
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predictably, it wasn’t more than I wanted to drink at all. By then the inside of my
mouth had gone papery and my lips were dry and scummy at the corners. The
whites of my eyes were permanently pink and they watered in natural light the same
way Duffy’s did. I’d lost interest in food, got skinnier. With my height, the effect
was alarming: I looked like an escaped prisoner of war. New Year’s Day was my
birthday. While the city got itself drunk by way of a thousand toasts to new
beginnings, I was turning twenty-eight, and in the morning I looked in the mirror
and saw a shoot of grey running through my hair.
I wasn’t the only thing going downhill in Nellie’s absence. Since the start of
summer, something in the air in East Sydney had smelled off – yeasty and rancid.
The bad sort seemed to multiply. Doctors in stained suits lurked in pissed-on alleys
flogging morphia shots, snow was cheap, and on every corner some ratty mongrel
was dealing in pinch bags. The girls who worked Liverpool Street were permanently
glassy-eyed and went screeching and clawing through the nights, under my window,
like angry parrots.
All through January and the first week of February the sky simmered with
heavy dark clouds, the air was brittle and housewives scuttled in the streets. When
the clouds reached boiling point and the storms finally came down, rain and hail
pelted the city like a reckoning. Afterwards, the heat set in wet and heavy; Sydney
fairly steamed with it.
Summer crawled past like a sick dog, and still Nellie stayed away. Wherever
she was, I hoped it was somewhere cleaner than this.
On a thick, soupy afternoon, the last day of February, I was at the pub with a
hundred other mugs, drinking away the heat. The time was a quarter to six and every
person in the room knew it. There was an old railway clock on the wall above the
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bar, and each twitch of the second hand seemed to clang through the room. We were
waiting for the bartender’s call.
At five to six it came. A familiar, gravelly voice rose above the noise. ‘That’s it,
chaps!’
A mess of voices joined in for the next bit. ‘If you can’t drink ’em, leave ’em!
If you can’t leave ’em, drink ’em!’
Then the usual catcalls, somebody howling that it wasn’t even effing six yet.
The old blokes creaked off their stools and began to shuffle to the door while the
young ones made a game of who could put away their beer the fastest. And there
were a few like me, men of unspecified age, unspecified occupation. We got up, too,
and didn’t make a fuss about it.
It took me a moment to find the ground with my feet and then to make sure it
wasn’t about to fall away. Another bloke who was having similar trouble swayed
and crashed into me, bellowing apologies as he hit the ground. A mate lumbered
over and hauled him to his feet. He was still spouting a string of tas and sorrys as
the mate steered him off. I followed them out of the pub, into the real heat, the
bastardry of it.
When I saw her I didn’t know what to do.
I was holding the wall to steady the ground and she was just across the way, not
twenty feet from me. In the tangled and bellowing crowd, no one seemed to touch
her.
I could see her quite clearly. She was wearing something dark and clinging,
more sophisticated than the schoolgirl skirts and blouses I’d seen her in. A sharp
black hat. The side of her face looked whiter, maybe powdered. I had a moment’s
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doubt because I wasn’t so drunk I didn’t know I was drunk, and she wasn’t quite the
same.
But then she smiled, at someone I couldn’t see, and there it was. The little gap
in her teeth.
The crowd was pushing the other way with the tonnage of a herd of cattle. I
copped a knee to the groin and a couple of boot-caps to the shins, but I got close
enough for her to turn and see me through the sea of heads; she lifted her chin.
I wasn’t at my prettiest – I knew it. I had patches of sweat under both arms, my
face felt red, I was that scrawny I must’ve resembled a scarecrow come to life. But
still, I wanted her to look at me.
Nell looked. Her face was dry and would be cool to the touch.
She turned away.
‘Nell!’ Like she might not have seen me after all.
She turned back and there was a chill in the way she held her body. ‘What do
you want?’
What did I want? I kept grinning. My face didn’t know what else to do with
itself. ‘I dunno, Nell.’
A great answer, that. She shook her head and turned away, and I made a
decision and lunged, knocking into people and copping a lot of the familiar
suggestion. I got hold of her arm, and I understood. Too late. Why would you think
she’d be alone, Jim?
The first thing I saw was a shoe: green alligator with white toes and high heels.
Black laces tied tight. Then the trousers, some shiny maroon fabric creased down the
middle of each leg, an oily stain near the crotch. Maroon jacket, maroon waistcoat,
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green tie, pink shirt. And at the top a pink fedora with maroon ribbon and a clutch of
black and white feathers poking up one side, the hat tilted just so.
Calletti had his right hand inside his jacket and he was looking down at my
fingers holding Nell’s wrist. Nell’s face was very white.
Calletti drew his hand from his pocket and he showed me what was in it. He
was holding it at waist height and then it went low again and out of sight. With his
other hand he reached across and lifted my hand away from Nellie’s and held my
wrist in a gentle grip. His fingers were warm. The floor buckled but Calletti caught
me under the arms. He held me close to his face; his eyes were too close together.
‘You right there, brother?’ He let go of me but didn’t step back.
I was aware of the dark shape of Nellie. The thought came that she had stepped
in once before. I looked at her face. Green glass eyes, glass-cold. Nothing for you
there, Jim.
Calletti’s left hand tugged on my wrist, hard. I looked down at it and his right
hand came up on the other side and whipped across my face, from the corner of my
mouth, sideways and upwards.
There was no sensation at first.
But then blood, bright blood, blooming. It belonged to me. It was running down
my neck. It hit the floor and the floor was a long way away. I looked around,
holding up my hands to show people. I said, Look. But a space had opened around
me. Guido and Nellie were gone.
Then pain. A thin, tight sting, and then a blanket of pain. A drum was beating
somewhere, out of time.
The floor was smooth and wet and the wet was warm. I could go to sleep,
wrapped up in pain. There were people undressing me, I could feel their hands, and
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someone was pressing a finger into my wrist and I wanted to say stop but it didn’t
really matter. I heard a medley of words. Taxi, pressure, artery, shock. Yes, no. Fast.
The words sounded funny, funny croaky voices. Frog voices. My heart had freed
itself and was dancing around the room. Someone offered his car for Saint Vincent
and I wanted to say, Why would Saint Vincent need a car what’s wrong with his
wings? I chuckled inside my head.
The voices kept on but I paid them no mind. I was going to sleep.
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Part 2
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Sophie

Every Friday and Saturday night, right through the spring, Sophie works at the
Woolloomooloo house. Short dresses and high shoes. She has lots of both, now, in
black, red, silver, lace, satin, a whole half of her wardrobe space occupied: Summer
on the left, Sophie on the right. Among the Summer things, a number of hand-medowns from Kirra.
Kirra still works at the club on Saturday nights. For sentimental reasons, regular
clients, she says, not because she needs the money. A wealthy grandmother has died
and left Kirra five hundred thousand dollars and an apartment in Neutral Bay. Kirra
is taking some time off from her PR job, she says, to write her first novel. Implying,
the first of many, a string of bestsellers.
It’s the sort of news that Sophie thinks she would have kept to herself – she had
told only Ben about the small inheritance from her grandfather – but the only people
Kirra didn’t tell were the other girls at the house.
‘Never know who you can trust in the industry, Soph.’ Kirra shook her head.
‘Drugs get at so many girls, you just wouldn’t believe.’
By drugs Kirra means heroin and ice; nasty drugs for poor people, dumb kids
and single mums from the western suburbs. She doesn’t mean the pretty little pills
they take at clubs or the clean white lines of coke that come via Kirra’s friend Jamal,
a white man with an Indian name and a vintage Ferrari.
Family money. Sophie is neither happy for Kirra nor resentful. She goes out
with her to celebrate, to a bar in the city, hidden among the twisting sidestreets of
Surry Hills. There’s no sign above the door and the building is dark and closed-
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looking, it has the look of an abandoned textiles factory. But Kirra sends a text
message and says someone will be down soon.
In a few seconds the door swings in and a young man with dreadlocks and a
bowtie smiles out at them. ‘Ladies,’ he says, and leads them up a dark staircase and
through another door.
Upstairs is the bar. The room is full of young people, all beautiful, all drinking.
There are tiny lights hung from the ceiling and in a corner a trio of young white men
playing the music of old black men.
A tall man moves around tables like he owns the room. He comes up to them
and kisses Kirra swiftly on the lips. Kirra slaps him on the shoulder, nods at Sophie.
‘Matt, meet Summer.’
Sophie looks up quickly and feels something twist in her chest.
Kirra is looking at Matt and Sophie thinks, Maybe a mistake. She directs a
smile at Matt but it feels unsteady on her face.
At least it’s dark.
‘Summer. Delighted.’ He bows and rubs his hands together like a cartoon
millionaire. ‘We must get you some champagne, stat. Beautiful women should
always have champagne.’ He winks at Sophie. ‘And Summer looks like she could
use a little drinky.’ Sophie musters a laugh.
As soon as it’s reasonable to go she makes an excuse, leaves the lovely room
and goes down the stairs. Out into the unlovely street where she can breathe.
The next night is a work night. They come around quickly.
She always takes taxis to the house, taxis home again. The cabbies are
sometimes difficult, some hostile and sneering when they hear the address of the
Woolloomooloo house, others overly familiar. On one of her first nights she had a
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young, dark-haired driver on the way home. When he pulled up at her apartment he
had made her an offer: a blowjob in lieu of cab fare. A good deal, he said. He knew
a quiet spot around the corner. She had said nothing, dropped twenty dollars on the
seat and flew from the car, the words little slut hurled at her back.
Kirra had said not to let it get to her.
Tonight, she sits on the edge of the back seat, the muscles in her arms and legs
tensed and one hand on the door handle. The cabbie looks at her in the rear-view
mirror. He’s old and grey-haired, with a huge white moustache like a nailbrush
tacked to his upper lip. The appearance of a kind elderly gentleman, but you never
know, could never assume.
He says, ‘You alright there, lass? Scared a cabbies?’
She glances at him in the mirror. ‘A bit.’
He shakes his head. ‘That’d be right. Some mongrels on the road, got their
licence out of a fucken cereal box.’ He sniffs. ‘Pardon my French.’
Sophie smiles in spite of herself. The cabbie sees it and he smiles, too, the
moustache curving up at the ends like something with a mind of its own. ‘That’s
more like it, lass.’
When they get to her door she tries to give him a tip, but he waves at the
money. ‘Just ten for the fare, that’s it.’ He gives her a card. ‘You ever need a cab,
you gimme a call. I’m always round this time a night.’
Sophie smiles at the card. Reginald Bluebottle. She says, ‘That’s a nice name.’
He skilfully turns the car in the narrow street and is gone.
Sophie goes into her apartment and turns on the heater. She scrubs her face
until her own, pink skin shines through, then sits on the couch, a cup of tea between
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her hands, skimming through a newspaper. But the news is old now; it’s already
tomorrow.
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Jim

1938
Pet hadn’t cried. She wasn’t a crier – in five years of marriage I had never seen her
shed a tear.
Instead, she’d thrashed and screamed. Shook the walls. The neighbours must’ve
loved it – they were nosy in Maroubra. When it was over she’d fallen onto the
lounge and slept the sleep of the dead, and I’d taken my suitcase and walked out.
Maybe she knew why I’d left, the real why, apart from all the other bullshit.
We’d been married for five years – she knew me well enough. Always smarter than
she thought she was, too.
At any rate, she didn’t come looking for me. I wouldn’t have been hard to find:
she knew my uncle had left me the flat in his will – it was that more than anything
that had sped up my departure from the Maroubra house. Our house then; now hers
alone.
I thought of it sometimes, the house. The buffalo grass gone yellow. Pet’s
geraniums, shrivelled in their pots even though she’d said, ‘Hardy little fuckers,
geraniums.’ It had been a brutal summer. The weather was shifting now and the
coastal suburbs would turn inwards, shut themselves against the bitter wind, pull
curtains, light fires. I wouldn’t be there to see it.
I was cut loose. I was back at my uncle’s place – somehow I could never think
of it as mine – after ten years’ absence. The same furniture, the same damp smell. I
returned to my old routine, went to work the same as always, creaking out of bed
and down the stairs like a rusty machine and the morning air kicked me awake
somewhere between my flat and the office.
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Six years ago Duffy had offered me a regular chunk of the Sunday edition, and
it was something of an institution these days, Jimmy’s People. Over the years I’d
interviewed everyone from fruit merchants to local grifters to goldmining
Chinamen. Ordinary people. I still used the approach I’d stumbled on on the
Greycliffe afternoon: they talked and I didn’t. I transcribed everything, longhand,
and published every winding tangent and anecdote. Somehow, no one ever wanted
to check what they’d said before it went to print. An American sailor once pointed
out how, since it took me so long to write things down, he had time to get his words
right on the first try.
People had begun, in recent years, to turn up on my doorstep out of the blue,
unapologetic and expectant – every one of them with a story prepared for telling.
They offered them like wedding gifts. I did my best to get them all on paper. Some
made it into Jimmy’s People, others settled in my notebooks, never to see the light
of day. It didn’t seem to matter if they were published or not – it was the telling that
mattered. The tellers went away lighter and I went on, blessed or burdened. When I
left the Maroubra house, the notebooks were the only thing I arranged to have
transported to the Darlo flat – I had a superstitious fear of leaving them behind.
The stories had started me drinking again. It was the way people would play
with their hands while they sat at my table – they were smokers and drinkers, most
of them, they didn’t know what to do with their hands. A good number turned up
with a bottle of something, and it put them at ease to hold a glass while they talked,
but they wouldn’t drink if I wouldn’t drink. That was the rule.
So I drank with them – and sometimes alone – but carefully. I didn’t have to
hide it anymore, since I’d left Maroubra, and that made it something different. I
could buy a bottle on the way home and sit with it at my own table in my own flat. I
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could sit watching the sun go down at the window and feel my head misting up like
a windshield on a cold night. The newness of being alone made me giddy, but only
for about a week. Then the novelty was gone and I started going out, because I
wasn’t a loner, not really. I needed company, at least the sound of human voices.
There was another reason, of course, to take myself out into the unfriendly
nights, to wander the sly-grog shops and the clubs I had no love for.
Of course there was.
It’s not that I hadn’t seen her over the past ten years. She’d been in and out of
the news, turned up in the dock for everything from pinching clothes from David
Jones to being an accessory to murder. Her and all of them, Tilly and Kate and Jeffs.
Bruhn was dead along with a pile of others, many of them one-time lovers of
Nellie’s, but Frankie Green kept dodging bullets, and Calletti, too, had survived –
though he’d spent half the past decade in gaol. The pair of them had played tug-ofwar with Nellie for ten years and didn’t seem likely to give it up soon. In the
process, they’d got her shot, kidnapped, thrown in gaol. I tried to feel sorry for her,
but it was hard to get around the fact that she seemed to be having the time of her
life.
When I passed her in the street, she would look right through me, or smile in an
out-of-focus way like she’d never seen me before but wished me all the best. I
played along – I didn’t have a death wish. There was the work, and some vague idea
of a future involving a white house in the country with a veranda. I would not, I
thought, have a family. But that was alright. I’d keep horses, maybe, or bees.
And yet, only a week after leaving Maroubra and Pet, here I was again.
Walking the streets where Frankie Green and Guido Calletti still prowled, men I’d
avoided for ten years by way of great effort and fast reflexes. I was older now,
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greyer on top, but I wouldn’t stake my life on Frankie or Guido’s memories. Here I
was, looking for a woman who could never bring me anything but grief.
One difference between then and now, though – I’d been poor then. These days
there was money in my pockets. That was thanks to my uncle, too, miserly old
bastard though he was. No one but me to take the money, keep the Stephens blood
flowing.
Can’t take five shillings, Jim.
I knew some things now, too. About women. Having them, wanting them. What
years of wanting a woman could do to you, because you were a boy and you didn’t,
because you were a gentleman about it and look where that got you.
But now. Now I had money in my pockets, a scar on my face and a bit of
whiskey in my belly.
A taxi went by, close – a near miss. The driver slammed his fist on the horn and
swore out the window. I walked up to the passenger’s side and put my hands on the
roof and leaned and looked at him. He looked at my face and put his foot on the gas.
I turned away and walked down the hill, towards a yellow light that shone by a back
door, a light I understood because it was a signal. A beacon for the lost.
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Sophie

Brendan wants to take photos.
No one has asked for this before and Sophie doesn’t know whether she should
say no. Videos are not allowed, but photos she’s not sure about.
Shar said, ‘The policy is you say no when you need to, not when you want to.
Or you don’t complain when you’ve got no clients left.’
While she’s thinking about what to do, Brendan has started clicking away with
his big camera, so it’s too late.
‘Digital SLR,’ he says, the camera held tight against his face, a grinning oneeyed robot. He darts around, snapping and clicking, getting dozens of shots of her
from different angles in the space of a minute, while she stands naked in the middle
of the room.
She has an odd feeling as he circles her, as if she’s suspended from the ceiling
by a wire. Her limbs are weightless; her feet barely brush the floor.
Why shouldn’t he take a souvenir? It doesn’t cost her anything.
Then she thinks, with a shadow of panic, of the pictures going out into the
world, her white body let loose to be pawed by the hands of strangers.
Then again, she won’t know it’s happening, so how can it really matter?
Brendan scuttles, crouching and leaning back and tilting his head for better
shots and saying wonderful, gorgeous. He arranges her limbs in different ways and
then gently guides her down to the floor, onto the soft green carpet where he moves
her legs around and asks her to lie on her belly and bend her knees so her feet stick
up in the air.
‘The pensive schoolgirl,’ he says, laughing.
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He’s a good laugher, Brendan. He laughs through everything, really, even the
moments when other men’s faces go rigid and distort like they’re in pain. She likes
his good-natured face, most of the time. But there are times she can imagine him
doing things, running a dog down with his car, and laughing all the while.
She thinks now that Brendan’s innocent face must serve him very well in the
world. She has permitted things with this big ginger man-child that she has
repeatedly denied other men, and he’s just grinned and taken it all, as though there
was no other way things could possibly turn out.
The only time she ever said no to him, the first night, he looked at her with such
surprise, ginger eyebrows high and mouth puckered, that she backed down. She
thought, then, that her inexperience was showing.
He looks at her now, as thoughtfully as his freckles will allow, and crouches
beside her. ‘Summer,’ he says, earnest, a child.
‘Hm?’
‘Would you mind if I called you? I mean,’ his grin sits wonkily on his face,
‘outside work hours, y’know?’
She looks at him for a few seconds, her own face smiling back at his, a reflex.
She laughs a soft seductive laugh. ‘Brendan. That’s very naughty of you.’
He shrugs, unconcerned. ‘What do you reckon? I’d love to take you out for
breakfast. Find out your real name.’ He looks delighted at the idea, as if it’s already
happening.
She shakes her head. ‘Why don’t we talk about it later?’ She drops her voice to
a purr that sounds artificial in her own ears but not, she has learned, in the ears of
men. ‘Don’t you want to play with me now?’
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His face falls. His freckles flush salmon-pink and he stares at her, surprise and
hurt in his baby-blue eyes.
Sophie looks away, and back. He’s still staring.
‘Brendan. You know I can’t. I’d love to.’ She smiles. ‘But it’s not allowed. I’d
be sacked.’ It sounds so sincere she almost believes it herself.
There’s a small unhappy pause, then he leans back on his sturdy haunches and
breaks into a laugh. It’s a big laugh, a clown laugh, ‘Ha, ha, ha.’
She laughs too, relieved, and winks at him. He likes her to be cheeky.
‘Well,’ he smiles sheepishly. ‘Thought I might as well give it a crack. Ha!’
They still have fifteen minutes, and Sophie starts to get up. They should move
to the bed. But he puts a hand on her shoulder, keeps her from standing. She smiles
at him, cocks an eyebrow. ‘You want to stay down on the floor? You want to play in
the dirt?’
He says nothing but laughs again, keeping one hand on her shoulder, the other
holding his camera as he gets to his feet. More photos. She’s tired of posing but it’s
easier than the other things.
Okay. She lies back on the carpet, willing.
He moves the camera here and there, fussing.
He says, ‘I just want one more shot.’
He is fully dressed and wearing heavy steel-capped boots from the building site,
and now he lifts one foot and brings it down very slowly, deliberately, over her
throat.
Sophie freezes, turns cold. She looks up at the big freckled face, baby-pink
mouth chuckling under the camera lens, the body of the camera blocking his eyes.
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The spiked rubber sole of his boot just grazes her skin; he leans forward,
careful, puts a bit more weight into the pose, a slight pressure on her throat. Not
enough to leave a mark, not yet. Sophie lies very still, willing her cold limbs not to
shake. He takes a photo.
‘Hold on.’ He lifts a finger. ‘One more, just to make sure.’
She holds. The camera shifts a couple of inches to the left and he handles it
with steady fingers. With his forefinger he slowly presses down the button, a white
flash, a click, and he lifts the camera away from his eyes. His cheeks are shiny in the
soft light.
He slowly lifts his foot away and puts it back down on the floor. He turns and
starts to unbutton his shirt, whistling.
Sophie doesn’t move. She lies still and stiff on the carpet. Her skin prickles and
blood fills her face, rushes behind her eyes. She won’t cry.
Brendan removes his shirt and pants and lays them across a chair, still
whistling. When he crosses back to her, Sophie feels her limbs freeze up again, her
brain ice over.
He looks down at her and laughs. ‘Summer,’ he says. ‘Get up!’
She doesn’t move. He laughs harder. ‘Come off it! Are you finished playing
dead, or what?’
He holds out a hand to her and shakes his head. ‘Ha, ha. Ha.’
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Jim

She had a photograph on her mantelpiece, black and white, two people on an open
country road. They were embracing, and you could see it was a windy day – the
woman’s hair was blowing. From their clothes it was a time before people smiled in
photographs, never embraced or looked at each other that way. They mustn’t have
known about the camera.
I asked who they were and she shrugged. ‘Found it at the Haymarket in a pile of
rubbish.’
There were other things in the room I could have asked about, things more
obvious than the picture. The piano, for a start. It took up half the room and was all
carved blond wood and yellowed ivory keys. The whole thing covered in dust. I
knew she didn’t play, she’d told me once she was as musical as a drowning cat. A
mystery.
Then there was the skull. A deer, something with horns. It sat on the
mantelpiece, pale as driftwood, long proud horns and sad eye sockets. Not the sort
of thing you often came across in central Sydney. When I looked at it I had a vision
of her on horseback, her coppery hair trailing out from under an Akubra, riding
across the red desert at a canter. It was a pleasing image. The skull, too, was a
mystery I was happy to leave alone.
With the snake, though, I just couldn’t help myself. It was coiled into a fat
donut at one end of a long case, the nubby tip of its tail flicking lightly against the
glass.
‘Planning to pull a Cleopatra, Nell?’
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She paused in the middle of unclasping her belt and looked across at the tank.
An affectionate look. ‘Frankie Green,’ she said.
I was puzzled. ‘Green gave you a snake?’
‘No, Guido. Gave me him for Christmas.’ She laughed. ‘Said I had to call him
Frankie Green. Since he’s green,’ she added, unnecessarily.
‘I see.’
She beamed. ‘Guido’s fond of animals. Not many people know that.’
Like I should have been grateful to be one of those people.
I didn’t want to talk about Guido. I didn’t want to think about him. I’ve paid
good money for this time – the thought came unexpectedly, and I immediately felt
sick.
She undid her skirt, and let it drop, and stepped out of it. Guido was gone from
my mind. All I could do was stare, and I felt embarrassed but not embarrassed
enough to look away. At any rate, she didn’t seem to want me to. She held my gaze
and, very carefully, she took off more of her clothes, stopping when there was just a
singlet left, a plain white cotton vest like kids wore. It was loose and hung down
over her hips, over her upper thighs. I couldn’t see under it but I could tell by the
way it fell that there was nothing else, no brassiere, no underpants. I hoped she’d
keep going but she didn’t – the singlet stayed on. But that was alright; it was
enough. It was enough for me and it must have been enough for all the others, too.
At the thought of the others I felt another lurch of sickness.
This sickness, I supposed, would always be part of it.
I was sitting on the edge of the bed and the room was getting dark. She crossed
to the corner and turned on the lamp, and when she flipped the switch her skin
glowed orange on one side. I could smell her.
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She turned to face me and the lamp lit her from behind and I said the word that
had been turning through my mind for many, many years. ‘Nellie.’
She came, stood in front of me and my face was level with her curving belly
and I didn’t know if I could put out my hand, but she lifted her own hands from her
sides and pressed them to the back of my head, pulled my face to her and my lips
touched her skin. There was a fine down on her belly, invisible, only discernible by
touch.
She held me there a while. Absurd, the softness. A hollow-limbed feeling,
hunger or vertigo.
Through the whole night we didn’t speak. There were sounds, of course, sounds
of linen and breathing – others – but no speech. I was afraid our voices could break
it. From empathy or for reasons of her own, Nell stayed quiet too.
Very late she curled against me, one leg hooked over my hip, an arm thrown
across my stomach. She put her head on my chest, where I had imagined the weight
of it a million times, and let out a long, long breath.
We slept.
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Sophie

There are two more clients after Brendan and then she can go home. As per their
arrangement, Reg Bluebottle picks her up at the Woolloomooloo house at four.
Climbing into the cab Sophie catches her reflection in the window. It looks like
someone else’s face, someone who hasn’t eaten for a few days.
Reg keeps sneaking looks at her in the rear-view mirror. She wishes he
wouldn’t. She turns her face away, looks out the window but she’s not seeing
anything and she thinks something must show in the way she’s holding her
shoulders. Can’t get them to relax.
Reg drives quietly, which is a statement in itself. Most nights he talks her ear
off: the grandchildren, the wife, the boat. She knows all their names. The boat is
called Southern Belle. Sophie focuses all of her energy on recalling the reason for
this: something to do with Gone With the Wind. Reg’s best-loved movie, was it, or
was it just Vivien Leigh he loved? She can’t remember but it seems important to.
The window is foggy, the car a warm bubble moving through the falling damp.
Sophie doesn’t feel any inclination to cry. She thinks she probably should; she
wishes she did.
Reg starts to whistle without moving his lips, a soft high animal note, as though
there was a swallow nesting under his moustache. Then it becomes a tune, familiar,
an old wartime song.
In primary school her class had traipsed across the road to the nursing home,
holding hands in pairs on the way, kicking up dust. They sang to the old people who
wore dressing gowns and blankets over their knees even though it was hot, and the
old people watched them, some smiling, some looking sad. The children sang: I’ll
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be seeing you – in all the old familiar places – that this heart of mine embraces – all
day through. On the last high note, the oooo, their small voices were shrill.
When the car slows down she is surprised. Her hands scurry in her bag for
wallet, keys, she lets her hair fall over her face because Reg is watching.
He waits patiently. When she hands him the fare he traps her hand in his two
dry ones and bobs it up and down. It could be a handshake but it’s not. His face is an
open book – this is all he can do.
The kindness bites into her, it’s breaking her heart. She pulls her hand away as
casually as she can and retreats into her building.
Michael is in her apartment, waiting; she knows because he sent a text to say
he’d meet her here. He has his own key and she imagines him spread out on the
couch, watching TV. She feels like walking back out into the night, into the
anonymous wet city, her streets, but she calms herself between the foyer and her
front door. Michael will have plans and she shouldn’t ruin them by falling apart.
She catches herself and revises: better for herself, too. Not to fall apart.
Everything can be changed by how you look at it.
The voice in her head is sure of itself. It says, You’ll be alright, kid.
One day you’ll look back on tonight and laugh.
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Jim

A ribbon tied to Nellie’s doorknob was ruining everything. I stared at it, and the
night ahead, all the details I’d imagined, crumbled. There was nothing to do but
walk away – the rules must be honoured. We were neither of us naïve these days,
and Nellie had set out the terms from the start.
‘You’ve got to pay, Jim, and every time.’
‘Would you accept a cheque?’
She didn’t laugh. Her eyes were blue and sharp. ‘No joke, mate. You pay, every
time, first thing. If you turn up and can’t pay, you go straight back out that door,’
she said, pointing.
I didn’t look around; I knew what Nellie’s door looked like. The door and me
were old friends by now.
‘And you have to pay the regular rate, too.’
Nell wouldn’t say, The same as everyone else. She wasn’t unkind. All the same
I could feel their presence every time I walked into her flat, all those others. They
were in the room with us, sitting by the bed and playing silent ditties on the piano. I
didn’t know how many there were but I knew that I’d wanted to see her twice a
week and that she hadn’t had that much time.
‘If you want a full two hours, that is.’
I did. If two hours once a week was all I could have, that’s what I’d take. God
knew it was beyond what I could afford.
And today the door wore a white ribbon, and the ribbon was a flag like those
they strung up on ships quarantined for cholera. It meant, Mr Calletti is at home. All
Appointments Subject to Cancellation Without Notice.
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That grubby little bit of silk should have sent me scuttling down the hallway
like a rat from the Titanic. Instead I stood and stared and felt the disappointment in
my bones.
I imagined the sparkling domestic scene behind the door, Mr Calletti at table,
newspaper in hand and a cigarette between his lips, Mrs Calletti bustling around him
in a short apron and high heels. He’d say, Darling, what a day I’ve had! And she:
Here, love, let me take off your shoes. When dinner was over he would stand, take
the dishes out of her hands, pick her up. She would squeal. He would carry her into
the bedroom, she still in her pretty apron with her shoes falling off.
At home, I sat at my table in the growing dark. I drank for an hour and went
back out into the street. My feet could barely feel the ground but I motored along,
propelled by a muddled fuel of desire and wrath. I’d find myself a girl. And if there
was no girl to be found, well, there would be watered-down whiskey and the
company of people who didn’t care if I lived through the night. Those were sure
things.
It was early still, and warm. Against a washed-out sky, fruit bats were travelling
without formation or grace, flapping across the city to a feeding or resting place,
somewhere among the old figs near Lady Macquarie’s Chair, maybe, where the wife
of the governor sat watching the Heads and thinking of home.
My thoughts were wandering but my feet knew what they were about. They
marched me in a straight line to Mack’s and stopped.
On Tuesdays the place was only mildly uncivilised, sparsely peopled by rusty
old winos and glum husbands, a few girls watching the scene like they weren’t
getting their hopes up. A couple of plainclothes coppers drank for free and leaned on
the bar at an angle that made their guns stick out from their hips.
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The occasional taxi rolled in and spat out a couple from a world where there
was classical music and brandy, and they’d swan in and she’d smile at everyone and
he’d ask for a bottle of whatever the rest of us couldn’t afford. Then they’d be gone,
no sign they’d ever crossed the threshold but a shadow of perfume hanging in the
otherwise unlovely air.
As soon as I sat down, a drink appeared in front of me like magic.
The taste was less than magical. I set myself to pinning down the formula and
after fifteen minutes and another round I thought I had it. One part whiskey, one part
water, one part piss. Just a wee dash of petrol. I wrote it in my notebook under the
title ‘A Winning Combination’.
The door swung and we all looked up like puppets.
A bunch of army cadets or private schoolboys, hardly out of short pants,
thundered across the room. From my table in the darkest part of the room I watched
them. They were knocking each other about like puppies – but their cheeks were
red, their eyes sunk back into their heads, black and tiny as insects. They’d been at
the grog since Saturday night at least, maybe picked up some snow or morphine
along the way. Long since lost their manners.
Then the doors flapped again. Two women this time – the atmosphere changed
once more. One of the women I didn’t know, though I reckoned I’d seen her around.
The other one was Nellie. So no scene of domestic bliss with Guido, then. He
must’ve sent her straight back out into the night.
Mrs Calletti was wearing her black coat with the rabbit-fur trim, and when she
tossed back the hood her head collected all the light in the room and glowed like
copper. Movie-star lipstick and bare legs. Everyone looked at her first.
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The other woman, though, wasn’t nothing. She was half a head shorter than
Nellie but her dark, thick hair shone in its own right. She wore an orange dress that
ran tight through the bosom and hips, the hourglass shape often described as real
woman. Dark eyes made darker, fleshy plum lips.
Nell saw me and flashed a quick smile and a wink. It meant, Go on with your
drinking, Jim, and let me work.
I didn’t much like her chances. I knew her type of mug, the nice-suited city
bloke with the gold watch or the pink-cheeked country boy with his pockets
dragging on the floor. Neither one at Mack’s tonight.
Still, the women set themselves up at a table near the bar and went twittering
away: one part words, one part laughter, one part flashing eyes. I watched them at
the edge of my vision and made a big deal of reading an empty page of my
notebook.
The sound of men talking like they didn’t want to be heard made me look up.
The schoolboys had their heads bent together, convening like farm animals.
They ejected one from their circle. He might have been their leader, on account
of being the tallest and the widest across the shoulders, or maybe he’d been the first
to smoke or to get hair on his balls. He had the Hollywood swagger that had recently
spread through the hips of Sydney men faster than the clap – so tremendously casual
he must have been terrified.
At the women’s table he stopped, leaned, resting on his fists. Nellie took her
time looking up. And even though she had her back to me, and I couldn’t see the
look she gave him, I knew what kind of look it would be. He put his hand on her
forearm and leaned lower to talk into her ear.
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Across the room, one of his mates, shorter but thick as a bull, started kicking up
a fuss. He shook off a fellow who was trying to get hold of him and crossed the
floor, swinging his arms, a one-man marching band with no rhythm. Nellie didn’t
look up at all but went on whispering with the first bloke. The dark-haired woman
snapped to attention fast enough, pushing out her chest and running a hand over her
hair. But the monkey was looking at Nellie.
From my table across the room I couldn’t hear them too well. There were
words, and then Nellie and her bloke were up and walking out the door, and gone.
The monkey took a step towards the door, stopped, looked back over his shoulder at
his mates. They were laughing themselves rotten.
The dark-haired woman got up. She came close to him, swinging her bum, laid
a hand on his shoulder. The kid could have a good night with her.
Instead, he turned and swung his arm and hit her in the guts. She folded into a
bow and hung there, her big behind straining against the satin dress.
He stepped towards her again and she tucked herself up. He kicked her in the
shoulder, in the head, getting a good footballer’s swing on it. She dropped, curled,
her hands butterflying over the back of her neck.
The room was silent now, all of us watching. The woman was on the floor and
you could hear her sucking breath. I was still standing, but my feet hadn’t moved.
The monkey gave her a couple more kicks, ribs and back, sweating now. She
was quiet, curled tight. He bent over and spat on her hair. Then he crossed the room
and went out through the doors.
There was a moment’s silence and then his friends ran after him.
I was still standing in my corner. I looked at the shape on the floor. Like
something out of a monster movie, except that in movies you can’t see the colours.
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A taxi for the hospital. You can do that.
I put down my drink, crossed the airless room, crouched down and got my arms
under her. I struggled – she was bloody heavy and all of it dead weight – and stood
up again, lifting her off the floor. She put her hands around my neck and breathed
through bloody teeth, her lips drawn back in what looked like disgust but must have
been pain. We shuffled across the room and I stuck my head out the door, saw
nothing move, hitched her up, staggered outside.
The warm, soapy night.
A taxi came by. Not easy to get her in, though she tried to help – her knees
weren’t working too good and she knocked her head on the roof.
‘Careful, miss, that’s the last thing you bloody well need.’
I paid the cabbie extra to overlook the blood. As I closed her door, she looked
at me through the open window and said, ‘Fffnk.’
Through her broken teeth and split lips and the blood, she was thanking me.
I went back to Mack’s and it was as though nothing had happened. The old
boys nursed their beers, the couples pawed each other and someone had turned up
the music, a skittery jazz number. The barman took a comb out of his back pocket
and dragged it along both sides of his head and put it away and poured a jug of beer,
whistling along to the record. I should leave this rotten place, I thought, go home
and put my pyjamas on and go to bed. I should do that and never come back here.
I went to the bar and asked the barman for another whiskey and I even said
please. I took my drink and sat down and turned my eyes to look out of a small high
window, where the purple sky was still clinging on to some shreds of daylight and
the cool dark was a long way off.
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Sophie

The three boys standing across the front of the stage, guitars held against their
private parts, all look like they should still be in high school. They’re pale and have
their eyes closed or hidden by long fringes. One of them is a friend of Kirra’s and
Michael knows him too – he and Kirra talk about Skeets, Skeets said this, Remember
when Skeets did that, and Sophie sits quietly, waiting for the music to start.
On stage, someone in the shadows begins thrashing a drum kit, someone else
presses keys on an electric organ, and the three downstage boys attack their guitars.
The music is deafening, incoherent, two of the boys shouting into microphones.
They’re backed by an army of amplifiers, but Sophie can’t understand a word.
Michael, immaculately scruffy, is lifting his chin in time with the beat, right
hand tapping on his thigh. His pupils are large and black, his face twitchy. Kirra has
the same dilated pupils, same twitchiness, she shakes her head slowly from side to
side. They are dressed alike, all in black. When Sophie turned down the pill, at the
start of the night, she knew she was putting herself on the outside.
The noise builds to a frightening volume and then, without warning, stops. One
of the weedy boys speaks to the crowd. ‘This next song took me a year to write,’ he
says, flat-voiced. ‘And we think it’s our best, probably.’
The crowd starts stamping its many feet on the hardwood floor.
‘It’s a song about a lot of shit,’ the boy says. ‘It’s about love, you know, and
life, and how you never know what you’ve got till you fucked it up.’
At the word, the crowd roars. Encouraged, the boy goes on. ‘You know, like
when you wake up in the morning and think, maybe I’ll just end it today? ’Cos it’s
all fucked up.’
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The crowd, middle-class, eastern suburbs, roars again. They get it.
Michael thumps his fist on the table. Kirra lets out a yowl. Sophie looks at each
of them and back at the boy.
He drops his head, picks out a single note on his guitar, and the crowd surges
towards the stage like a body retching.
A pause.
Then a crash, an avalanche of metal objects falling from the sky, the boy
screaming like he’s on fire.
Sophie wants to escape, wants to laugh her head off – she could do it, too, no
one would hear her over the noise.
Beside her, Michael is standing up. Sophie looks at him and follows his line of
sight to Kirra, already on her feet, the back of her blonde head moving into the
pulsating crowd near the foot of the stage. Kirra’s purse is still sitting on the table,
and Michael pulls off his jumper, throws it over a chair. ‘Hold the fort, love.’ He has
called her this, love, from their second date. Another piece of old-fashioned charm.
She watches him walk away, the long back, the narrow shoulders and small
hips but big, big in general, undoubtedly a man against the slight, scrawny boys
around him.
Kirra and Michael dance together. The music is not for dancing but they do it
anyhow, and Sophie can only catch glimpses of them through the mess of jostling
bodies but she can see they’re very close together. Maybe touching; it’s hard to tell.
There’s a roar from the crowd, not stirred by the band this time but internal, a
sound from deep in the belly of the animal. Someone moves and there she is, Kirra,
naked from the waist up. She has taken off her t-shirt. Her arms are above her head
with wrists crossed, shoulders back, her breasts are round and heavy.
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The crowd is roaring at Kirra’s breasts.
Michael is still close to her, laughing. A hand pushes him forward, he lurches,
grabs hold of her, laughs into the crowd. He’s doing something with his hands, but
Sophie can’t see what it is. Someone is blocking her line of vision. She is still sitting
but leaning forward, hands gripped on the edge of the table, legs braced against the
floor.
The crowd moves again and she sees Kirra, almost naked now, just a fine lace
G-string clinging to her hips. On every side, hands are reaching out for her, but
Michael pushes them away. He’s still laughing. Kirra seems oblivious; her face is
turned to the ceiling, she runs her hands over her body, in a trance. Michael takes
hold of her from behind, his hands curled around her shoulder and hip, possessive.
He looks across and catches Sophie’s eye. Winks.
Sophie is on her feet. She picks up Kirra’s purse and Michael’s jumper looks at
them, puts them down again.
She goes up the stairs, past the bathroom door and out onto the footpath.
Smokers hang around in twos and threes, a girl is yelling filth into her phone,
another sits in the gutter with her head between her knees, alone, vomiting between
her feet.
Sophie walks away from them, from the club, towards home. Only a few
blocks, then home. Home, and bed, and sleep.
A few hours later the buzzer shocks her awake. She rolls over, pulls the sheet
up to her face. Perfectly warm, in here, in her warm bed.
The buzzer goes again, a long, sustained drilling. It will wake the whole
building.
She gets up, stumbles, checks her phone. Four twenty-five.
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It will be Michael. Sophie pulls on a robe, struggles to get the slippers onto her
feet, hops, staggers, leans against the wall. She’ll tell him to go home. She doesn’t
care what he thinks about it; too tired.
She opens the door. It’s Kirra. Hunched small, shivering, shoeless. Apart from
the shoes, she’s clothed, but her clothes are dishevelled. Her eyes are stone-black,
her face is white and her lips are dry. There’s an angry scratch on her neck, another
on her ankle, livid.
Sophie steps back and Kirra comes in. She is unsteady on her feet. Sophie takes
her by the shoulders and looks into her face, but Kirra looks over her head and then
her knees give out and Sophie is holding her up, gripping under her arms. Her skin
is cold. Sophie half drags her to the couch.
Kirra pulls her knees up to her chest. She is very small, curled up that way; she
is still shaking. She turns her face into the cushions.
Sophie hovers. She moves towards the kitchen – water will help. But Kirra cries
out and she comes back quickly. Kirra holds out a hand. Sophie takes it, sits on the
edge of the couch. She’s still waking up, and it hurts.
‘Do you need me to call someone? Your mum?’
Kirra says nothing. Her eyelashes are flickering and the shaking is starting to
ease.
Sophie touches her cold hand. ‘Do you want to go to the hospital? I’ll come
with you, we can get a taxi.’
Kirra says, ‘Hold my hand, Soph.’ She closes her eyes. In a few more seconds
she is asleep.
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She’ll sleep all morning, Sophie guesses, and then go home. She wonders if
they’ll ever speak about this again or if, more likely, Kirra will pretend it never
happened.
Sophie goes back to her room and climbs into bed, where the sheets are still
warm from the heat of her own body. She waits a long time for sleep to come back.
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Jim

‘Oi. Jim!’
I didn’t look around. There were two dozen Jims in any one place on any day of
the week, and anyway I was concentrating on putting one foot in front of the other
and keeping vertical. There was that much singing and shouting it was hard to hear
the instructions I was giving myself: left foot, right foot, left foot, et cetera.
A hand was on my shoulder and it had sharp nails. I pushed at it and said,
‘Geddoff,’ but it kept digging at me, and then someone in the crowd whistled and
called out, ‘Half your flamin’ luck, mate!’
The voice that belonged to the hand shouted back, ‘Why dontcha go fuck a
racehorse, Wilkins?’
There was a round of laughs. ‘Maybe I will, Ol! You got a tip?’
But the woman with the nails either didn’t have a tip or didn’t feel like sharing
it with Wilkins. She and her fingernails were steering me out of the mess and across
the road. I thought that maybe she was a copper, taking me in, though I didn’t know
what I’d done. There was a lady copper called Lillian Armfield, and tough as nails
she was, too.
‘Miss Armfield?’
The woman cackled. ‘Yeah. That’d be right.’
We were walking over grass and then not walking anymore. The hand plonked
me down on a park bench.
When I looked up it was the Domain, with the trees and the birds and all that.
The woman was sitting next to me. I knew her, but fuzzily. The dark thick hair and
those big lips. She was wearing a mustard-coloured dress that made her look
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jaundiced, her big bum and thighs spread out on the bench like biscuit batter. A
purple bruise over her left eye made her look like a half-done-up vaudeville dancer.
There was another one below her collarbone, a green ink-wash on the skin that
disappeared under the neckline of the dress. She smelled like she’d had a bath in
Yardley’s Roses – the vapours made my stomach shrink.
I remembered. ‘You mended up alright?’
She nodded. ‘Nearly good as new. Took a few days, but.’
‘Reckon it must’ve.’
In the silence that followed, I tried to round up my thoughts. How the bloody
hell had I got to be in the park with this woman? What did she want? Money? Well,
she was out of luck there. I’d done a good job of emptying my pockets at the pub,
with a bit of help from the SP bookie and a horse called Captain Lightning that was
probably still coming up the track.
About fifty feet from where we sat, a magpie was marshalling its chick,
hopping around it and shifting its sharp head worriedly from side to side. The chick
squeaked softly and tottered on its stick legs, its feathers just tufted grey fluff. I
watched the chick and its mother watched me.
The woman beside me shifted from one bum cheek to the other. ‘Got me in the
arse bone, the bastard,’ she said conversationally. ‘Couldn’t sit down for days.’
I couldn’t think what to say to that, so I just shook my head. Then I planted my
hands on my knees like a man who’s about to stand up, and said, ‘Right-o. Good to
see you’re alright, miss.’
She stared at me, eyebrows high up her forehead.
I gestured vaguely at the road. ‘Should get home, I reckon.’
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She grinned and stood up, tugging down the skirt of her dress with one hand
and holding the other out to me. I got to my feet and took hold of the hand, shook it,
businesslike. The ground was almost steady. Captain Lightning had taken a chunk of
my beer money, so I wasn’t quite as well pickled as I might have been.
She said, ‘Lead the way,’ and I realised she meant to come home with me.
‘You don’t have to,’ I said.
She grinned. ‘’Course I don’t. But I’m gunna give you one on the house. Olive
Field doesn’t forget to repay a good deed.’
I wondered who Olive Field was, then realised she was talking about herself in
the third person. I wished people wouldn’t do that. And I couldn’t think what she
meant about the good deed. I must’ve looked confused.
‘You put me in a taxi, and you paid ’im.’
That was it. My face burned and I looked at the ground. God knows I hadn’t
offered help when she’d needed it.
She took my arm and gave it a squeeze. ‘Besides, you’re a good-looking bit of a
bloke. Like that funny fellow in the pictures. Buster.’
‘Buster Keaton? He’s about two foot shorter than me.’
She was unimpressed. ‘Yeah, but you got a face like him. Sad look he’s got.’
She looked away over the park to where the water started and took a breath like
she was drawing on a cigarette, and let it out smooth.
‘And it isn’t every bludger calls me Miss.’
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Sophie

She is lying on her back on satin sheets. Beds are becoming a big part of her life. She
tries hard to keep them from merging, keeps them distinct in her mind: work bed,
rest bed.
Beside her is a client, Thomas-not-Tom, a regular who always comes at the end
of her Friday night shift, three a.m., and stays for the last hour. An hour is a long
time in the Woolloomooloo house. Thomas pays through the nose.
They’re lying like corpses on the enormous bed, legs straight out, inner arms
touching, the overhead fan turning their sticky skin cool. There’s an air conditioner
in the room but it makes Thomas sneeze, and Sophie likes the fan better anyhow. Its
movement is soothing.
Thomas’s body jolts beside her and Sophie’s eyes blink open. ‘Sorry,’ he says.
‘Got that falling feeling. You ever get that, before you go to sleep?’
Sophie nods. She’s glad he’s woken her. Dozing off in time that has been paid
for is not good form; complaints have been made in the past about other girls,
especially Genevieve, with her three kids at home and a full-time day job in an
employment office. Gen falls asleep all the time; the other girls are saying she’d
better watch herself.
Thomas wriggles his round toes and moves his arm slightly, brushing the back
of his hand back and forth across Sophie’s thigh. Goosebumps break out all over her
body. She shivers and gives a small moan.
With the others clients, these noises are part of the performance. But she
doesn’t have to try for them with Thomas, because this soft awkward boy has the
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most wonderful fingers, cool and intuitive. Thomas’s touch is the sweetest she’s
known, after Ben’s, the only hands that have come close. It’s surprising.
He rolls her gently onto her belly, lifting her limp arms and laying them down
again, along her sides, palms up. While he touches her back, long strokes with the
tips of his fingers, he talks about his week.
‘Me and Mum went out to Rookwood yesterday, to visit Dad’s grave. His
birthday is today.’
Thomas’s father, the truck driver who disappeared one night and was found two
days later mixed up with the broken metal of his truck. Thomas was brought up by
his mother and an aunt. He lives alone now, and pays his mum’s rent as well as his
own.
Sophie is not supposed to encourage this kind of talk: personal, sad.
‘How old would he be now?’
‘Fifty-eight.’
‘My mum’s age.’
Thomas presses the warm flats of his palms over Sophie’s ears, on her shoulder
blades, her upper back, lower back, buttocks. She could so easily drift off again –
but she won’t.
‘See much of her?’
Sophie doesn’t answer. In the last year, she has been in the same room as Elaine
only twice. Not Elaine’s fault.
‘You should go see her,’ he says.
She imagines the farm, set low between two hills, with the rain coming in in the
afternoon, the smell of the wood fire. She’ll avoid home for as long as she can hold
out. She can’t bear the comfort of it.
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‘I’ll go soon,’ she lies.
Thomas’s fingertips move on her skin like moth wings. They’re tireless. She
tries to memorise the feeling so she can take it with her when he leaves, when she
has to shower and change and go out into the small hours to find her way home.
He leaves at five to four without having to be reminded, fully dressed on time, a
round-shouldered chubby boy in the doorway with his wallet in his hand.
‘I’ll see you next week, Summer. Take it easy.’ She loves his voice – it reminds
her of something but she doesn’t know what.
‘You too, Thomas. Take care.’
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Jim

Olive Field had me on the bed with my pants around my ankles before we seemed to
have got through the door. I would’ve liked to take my socks off, at least. There’s
nothing worse than a naked full-grown man in socks. But it wasn’t up to me. As for
her own gear, Olive just kicked off her shoes, bang, bang, and hitched up her dress.
She didn’t have to take off her knickers because she wasn’t wearing any.
The bed sank down in the middle so I didn’t have much chance of getting out.
She swung a leg over me and sat, comfortable as a jackeroo in the saddle, rocking
back and forth. It was getting dark; there’d been no time to flick a light switch.
After Nell, Olive was heftier, heavier in her movements. Her face was soft and
warm in a maternal kind of way, a bit slack. Nell’s face would have been alive with
small electric currents – her body, too, lightly charged and skittish.
Olive was maybe just a few years older than Nell, but she was already crossing
the line from girl to matron. Her waist was thickish, and under her eyes were soft
pouches of skin. The eyes themselves, though, were bright as pennies, and the hair
that hung around her face was richly black.
When it was over and she had tidied herself and fluffed her hair back into
shape, I turned the conversation the way I’d been wanting to from the start.
‘How d’you come to know Nell, then?’ I sounded about as casual as a man with
a broom handle stuck up his rear end.
She looked at me with a sparkle. ‘One of her mugs, are ya?’ From her face, I
could see she didn’t mean to be cruel.
‘I see her sometimes.’
She winked. ‘Don’t they all!’
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I let it go. There was no malice in Olive, just a total absence of tact. And maybe
she wasn’t the sharpest tool in the shed.
She fixed her lips in the hallway, squinting at the mirror, then looked over her
shoulder to where I stood with my hands in my pockets. She grinned, dropped the
lipstick into her little purse and shut it with a snap like fish jaws.
‘Nell’s a mate,’ she said. ‘A real lady, too.’ The second statement held the edge
of a challenge, like she dared me to say otherwise.
I led her to the door and opened it. Olive stood on her toes and gave me a peck
on the cheek. I could see us in the mirror, and when she did that she looked, for a
second, like a little girl.
‘That was on the house,’ she said. Another wink. ‘But if Nell starts getting too
dear for you, you come an’ see Olive. She’ll take good care of you.’
And she was gone, closing the door behind her with a nudge of her big bum.
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Sophie

You’re only awake at this hour if you’ve got a good reason or the worst kind of
trouble. Drug addicts, taxi drivers, insomniacs, and those with their hearts recently
broken are awake. And the girls who work at the Woolloomooloo house, and the
others like it all over the city. Everybody else is wrapped up in sleep.
Sophie arrives home in Reg’s taxi, exhausted, still wearing the makeup and
clothes she didn’t have the energy to take off before leaving work.
It was a long night, eight clients in a row. Her whole body is aching, will ache
worse in the morning. Her hips are stiff. She is very, very sore. She is looking
forward to washing her face and having a cup of tea as much as she has ever looked
forward to anything in her life. And then: sleep.
As soon as she opens her front door she sees Michael’s laptop bag sitting on the
floor. The easy hour ahead vanishes – she feels the loss of it like a death.
She hasn’t seen him since the night out with Kirra, though he’s called and
explained everything. He was worried about her that night, he says, and worried
about Kirra – who disappeared not long after Sophie went home and couldn’t be
reached on her phone. As predicted, since that night Kirra hasn’t made contact with
Sophie at all. So Sophie hasn’t been able to ask her anything about it, about
Michael’s part in it.
On the phone, Michael sounded reasonable – so reasonable that Sophie has
begun to doubt herself. What did she see him do, after all? She is no longer sure of
what she saw on the dance floor, it was so dark and crowded. She has nothing to
accuse him of, nothing to hold against him. Nothing solid.
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Still, she doesn’t want to see him. Not tonight. The feeling of invasion is sharp
and instant; it floods through her and drains away. Then a flash of panic – she’s still
in her work clothes and makeup, and Michael has never seen her like this. She
doesn’t know how he will react.
He is on her bed, wearing only black silk shorts, holding a bottle of boutique
beer in one hand and a magazine in the other. He likes to read the classier men’s
magazines, the ones that cost ten dollars, but it’s all just the same, women having
sex with groups of men, with other women, close-ups of shaved vaginas and huge,
hard breasts.
He puts down his beer and the magazine and holds out his hands to her, and she
leans over to receive his kiss, thinking that’s all he wants. But no. He’s pulling her
on top of him and now she is straddling his hips. He pushes her hands away so she
has to lean back on them in a way that makes her breasts tilt upwards.
She wonders if she can avoid getting makeup on her white sheets.
Michael looks at her appraisingly, a lazy smile on his lips. ‘You look good,
princess.’
The work gear, the makeup, the hair. Why wouldn’t Michael like it? All the
others do. It’s designed to please, after all.
‘Thanks.’
He raises an eyebrow. Taps at the Rolex on his wrist. ‘Well, miss, I’ve paid for
an hour.’
Her heart sinks. She doesn’t want to play this game. ‘I’m too tired, Michael.’
He tuts, shakes his head, still with the lazy curving smile. ‘I’m not paying you
to sleep, sweetheart.’
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He’s not going to let up. She has only two options, to start a fight or go along
with it. Her bones are aching with fatigue; a full, deep body ache.
A fight could take hours.
She musters a naughty, artificial smile. ‘What do you like, mister?’
‘Well.’ He puts his hands behind his head. ‘Why don’t we just see what you can
do?’
‘Sorry?’ The cheeky character slips away.
‘Show me all your tricks.’
She stares at him.
‘That’s right, love.’ He grins and settles back against the cushions. ‘I’ve paid
my money. Why don’t you just show me everything you can do.’
Ben said, I want to do everything, for you. Just tell me what you want me to do.
Later, she dreams of the farm, of watching the rain come in across the trees.
She’s watching from the living room window where you can see the weather as it
moves, a bank of heavy cloud creeping down over the treetops of the national park,
over the valley where the green sinks deep into a crease where the creek is. Then
rain, drifting down slantwise in sheets, across the canopy. Lightning. She counts the
seconds. She wakes, still waiting for the thunder, for the first drops to touch the roof
like a blessing.
In Darlinghurst, it’s raining. She picks up the watch beside her bed – six fiftyfive. A slot of grey sky at the top of her bedroom window; traffic swishing on the
road outside. Beside her, Michael is just a shape under the doona, humped,
breathing.
It comes to her that she has never been the first to leave the bed – it is always
Michael, in a hurry to be somewhere, talking tough. Time is money, love. Michael
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works in a ritzy bar in the city, but there’s some other job as well, something she’s
not supposed to ask about.
She gets up quietly, goes to the bathroom to splash her face, and her reflection
in the mirror surprises her. She was expecting puffiness and pallor after the long
night. But this morning she is inexplicably clear-eyed, shiny-skinned.
Look at you, Soph, Ben said, looking over her shoulder into the bathroom
mirror. You’re every inch of the morning. It was the first morning after the first
night, and he was right. She had never seen herself so lovely.
Outside, the first phase of the day is warm, wet, muffled. Small birds play in the
gutters and drains. A black cat sits behind a first-floor window, watching the birds,
its tail-tip flicking against the glass. At this time of the day the animals own the
streets of Darlinghurst: stray dogs and cats, pigeons, sparrows. Once, a fat ringtail
possum, barrelling along the footpath and up a paperbark to the roofs beyond.
She sits at a just-open café, the only customer, and orders a coffee. The waiter
is ginger-haired, open-faced, delighted. He is waiting tables and making coffee at
seven in the morning and he looks like there’s nowhere he’d rather be.
Michael will be waking, soon; he’ll be confused by her absence. Annoyed by it,
too, she thinks. He’ll leave the flat straight away, and probably won’t call during the
next few days, to teach her a lesson.
Her coffee comes and she drinks it slowly, watching the little birds, watching
the rain. She takes her time.
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Jim

Tuesday afternoon, three fifty-eight, knocking on Nellie’s door. A moment of
anxiety. Then a shuffle, a soft thump, the sticky sound of bare feet on lino, and the
doorknob turning.
I let out my breath and hoped my face wasn’t red. I needn’t have worried; she
hardly glanced at me before turning on her toes and picking her way across the
floor, through a litter of bottles and smeared glasses, to the other side of the room.
She took up a pack of smokes from the windowsill, pinched one out with her thumb
and forefinger. She pulled a box of matches from the pocket of her skirt, lit the
cigarette, and stood smoking with one arm folded across her stomach, holding the
elbow of the other arm that was holding the cigarette to her lips, looking out the
window.
Something on the street caught her attention. I fought the urge to go and see
what it was. The stiff way she held her body was not an invitation to approach. So I
made a business of taking off my coat and hanging it on the back of a chair, and
when she still didn’t speak I stole her act and lit myself a smoke. It’s incredible how
long you can spend lighting a cigarette – there’s nothing like it to fill a silence.
When we were both puffing under our separate shrouds of blue smoke, Nell
said, ‘Can’t say I’m much in the mood today, Jim.’
No surprises there. But the notion of walking back out the door, now, away
from this flat, refused to present itself as an option.
‘That’s alright.’ I reached for the simplest explanation. ‘You feeling a bit
crook?’
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She shook her head. And there was nothing sick about her clear eyes, the colour
in her face.
I put my cigarette out prematurely and lit another one. ‘Got a bee in your
bonnet?’
She shrugged.
My stomach sank into my shoes. ‘Something I’ve done?’
She shrugged again. That was a yes.
‘What? What’d I do?’
She stared at me with a cold face, then smiled strangely and blew a stream of
smoke through the side of her mouth. She stubbed out the butt on a saucer.
‘Never mind, Jimmy.’ She waved a hand at the smoke. ‘Got a bee in my bonnet
for a sec. Don’t pay me any mind, right?’
Relief won out over confusion. I grinned at her. ‘Bloody women.’
Risky, that. But she laughed. Always took me by surprise, that laugh; seemed
like every time I’d forgotten what it was like the time before.
The bed was stripped – just an orange mattress on the old iron frame, stained
with things I strove not to think about.
‘Sheets in the wash. Mind?’
Of course not. I didn’t mind the scratchy mattress, didn’t mind the steel coils
poking me in the kidneys. Didn’t mind the stains, or the bedbugs that came out when
we were resting and sucked my blood like it was brandy. Didn’t mind the cold,
tubercular air of her flat, the mould growing in the corners of every room. I didn’t
mind.
I started to stroke her back, the same way I always did before anything else, the
tips of all ten fingers going slowly down from neck to tail and up again. She didn’t
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moan or shiver. Instead she lay stiff for a minute and then rolled onto her back, out
of reach. Without looking at me she sat up, pushed me back onto the mattress,
climbed up on top of me. I tried to catch her eye but she shirked it. When she started
rocking, it was wrong.
She looked down at me, eyes wide, baggy singlet bunching round her hips.
‘What’s the matter, Jimmy?’
I shook my head. ‘Nothing.’
A coincidence, or maybe I was losing my marbles.
She resumed the rocking with her hands on my chest. My body began to relax
and respond on its own, but then she leaned back and put her hand in a particular
spot and I had to sit up and push her away. Someone else had done exactly that, with
her hand, only a few days ago.
I looked at her, sitting with her knees tucked up. ‘What are you doing?’
She stared at me and said nothing.
‘How d’you know what I did with her?’
She tipped her head to one side. ‘With who?’
‘Olive Field.’
‘Oh.’ The smile on her mouth didn’t carry to the rest of her face. ‘Betty, you
mean.’ She flicked her hair out of her eyes. ‘Well. I know her routine – always the
same, isn’t it?’
I didn’t ask how Nellie knew about Olive’s – or Betty’s – routine. That was
what she wanted me to do. Instead I just kept looking at her, and eventually she
turned her head away.
‘Thought maybe that was what you liked.’
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Surely not. A smile tickled my face; I couldn’t stop it. ‘Nell,’ I said. ‘Don’t be
daft.’
She was looking at a patch of mould on the wall. ‘’Course,’ she said, ‘you’re
free to run around with whoever you like. Just be careful’s all I’d say. You don’t
know what some of these girls’ve got crawling on ’em.’
I grinned. ‘I’ll keep that in mind.’
It didn’t make sense. Nell knew I went with other girls sometimes – I hadn’t
made a secret of it, had in fact told her all about the others in the hope of provoking
some jealousy, and she had always just shrugged and laughed. Why, then, should
dear old Olive Field, or Betty or whoever she was, strike the gong?
I put my arms around her and pulled her back against me. When we sat like this
my arms and legs wrapped right around her, my body enclosed hers completely. It
was the most satisfying feeling I’ve ever known.
But she was restless, and wriggled out of my grip after a little while. She went
to search the flat for her cigarettes and I got up and gathered my clothes from the
floor. When I got to the door I turned to look back at her, hoping there might be a
moment between us, a kiss or some soft words. But Nell just went on banging
around the flat, looking for those cigarettes, and she didn’t look up.
‘Bye, Nell. See you next week.’
‘Right-o,’ she said. ‘I’ll be here.’
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Sophie

Sophie squeezes her thighs tighter around Michael, but not because she wants him.
She does it out of fear; she’s scared he is about to kill them both.
They’re riding out to Coogee Beach, Michael’s silver scooter swerving and
tilting in the heavy Saturday afternoon traffic on Anzac Parade. Sophie is sure
they’re breaking the speed limit – she always finds it frightening, the scooter, but
today is something else.
She yells towards Michael’s ear, but he either can’t or won’t hear her, and the
scooter moves, if anything, faster. They beat a yellow light.
On either side of them, close, people tucked up in their cars turn and look and
Sophie sees herself and Michael through their eyes: the young lovers, light of heart,
reckless.
As their speed increases, Sophie’s fear rises to match it. Anger follows close
behind. Every muscle in her body is clenched in expectancy of hitting the road
surface; she feels like she is made of hard plastic.
Even the first view of the Pacific Ocean, wide and blue in the distance as they
reach the crest of a hill, can’t touch her. She is thinking only of the hill itself, its
downward curve so treacherous they could be on a roller-coaster, except that they’re
not, they’re on a scooter and Michael is in control. The bike slows, struggling with
the climb.
She squeezes her eyes shut for a second and then opens them, because she
really does want to know if she’s about to fall, or fly through the air, or hit the
ground. She wonders if Michael is scared. Impossible to tell from the back of his
shoulders and his helmeted, bullet-shaped head.
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The scooter inches forward over the crest of the hill, slowly, and then they’re
flying; Sophie can see over the top of Michael’s helmet to where his hands are
gripping the handlebars, can see the front wheel spinning so fast under its guard that
it might not be moving at all. On either side, Coogee goes by in a rush of buttercoloured brick and lawn and rubbish bins with red-yellow-green plastic lids. Her
helmet is full of noise, like the ocean but really the tearing wind, and she can’t hear
another thing, not the traffic or the gulls or her own beating heart.
And then it’s slowing, the world is slowing on its axis, the bike is rolling and
stopping and Michael is lifting his hands to his head and lifting off his helmet like a
spaceman, in slow motion.
Sophie stares at him through her visor. There is a wild look on his face, a look
he sometimes gets before sex, sharp and bright and smug. Her anger returns with the
flow of her blood and then she’s shaking, she’s clenching her hands and wondering
if she might hit him in his pretty face.
Instead she sits still on the leather seat and counts her breath, measuring the
inhalation and exhalation, the way Ben once taught her to do. Four beats in, four
beats out. Let it all go, all the way out.
Michael gets up, shakes his hair out and comes around to help her with the
helmet. He must think she’s not sure how to get it off. But inside the helmet she
doesn’t have to stop her feelings from showing on her face. That’s why she’s not
moving.
Michael hooks his fingers under the rim of the helmet below her jaw, pulls, and
Sophie feels the pull right down her spine. She leans forward to help the thing slide
off and at the same time she wipes her face blank.
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She can’t manage the kind of thrilled, sexy look he’d most like to see right now.
Her legs are still shaking sporadically; they haven’t yet come back under her
control.
Michael looks disappointed for a second when she looks up at him, barefaced,
sweaty threads of hair stuck to her forehead and cheeks. But he’s too high, the
adrenaline flaring in his veins like heroin, to care much about her or anything else.
Instead of offering her a hand he turns away and takes a few steps along the
footpath, legs slung wide from the hips as if the bike is still thrumming between
them, hands knitted behind his head and elbows spread wide, gazing at the sea.
Sophie sits a moment longer in the seat and then pulls herself up, both hands
holding on to the seat for balance. She plants one foot on the running board and
swings the other in a wavering arc over the body of the scooter and down onto solid
ground. The ground feels like the sea under a tin boat.
Beyond the footpath is a grassed picnic area, beyond that a stretch of pale sand
and then the ocean. The whole scene – grass and sand and water – churns with
bodies, skin and bikinis and board shorts, bright rubber thongs. There are red
umbrellas crowded along the beach, and the smell, always the same, of salt and
sunscreen, hot chips and cigarette smoke, of seaweed rotting in the sun.
Sophie feels sick.
She looks back at Michael, who seems to have concerns of his own. There are
three other scooters parked close to where they’ve stopped, all 1950s-style, twotoned: cream and shell-blue; brown and beige; chrome and olive. They look good
beside the sea.
Michael is standing on the footpath; he keeps looking at the three scooters and
then at his own, his chin turning back and forth like he’s watching tennis. There’s no
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denying that the silver scooter looks ugly and cheap next to the others, its paintwork
glittering in the sun like the varnish on a teenage girl’s toenails.
Without looking at her, Michael says, ‘I could’ve gone for something like
these.’
Sophie says nothing.
He rolls his shoulders. ‘They’ve got no balls, though. Fall apart the first time
you try and go up a hill.’
What a shame that would be, not to be able to go up a hill.
He looks across at her with a half-smirk. ‘What d’you think, princess, did I
make the right choice?’
She looks away from him, watches a Frisbee curling through the air. ‘I
wouldn’t have picked silver.’
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Jim

The third time I saw Olive it was me who tracked her down, and when she answered
the door she didn’t look surprised.
‘Back for another round, love?’
I didn’t have time to answer. Once again, I was on my back before you could
say howsyerfather – and then there wasn’t much talking. It was direct, obliging, and
brief. When it was over I lay on the bed collecting myself while Olive tottered to the
toilet.
The truth was, the thought of Olive and her routine didn’t do much for me, at
least not when I was out of her immediate presence. The thought of her clambering
onto me was either mildly appealing or downright exhausting depending on my
mood. Most often I felt vaguely panicked at the image, the way I would have felt
trapped in a yard with a herd of cattle.
I’d come back because I was curious. The scene with Nellie, small though it
was, had struck a chord that was still humming. I was halfway to convincing myself
that Nell’s jealousy was due to a shift in her feelings for me. I would’ve given my
right arm and my left foot to be a thimble, or a pair of nylons, if it meant I could be a
real part of her life.
Whatever my reason for arriving on her doorstep, Olive wasn’t going to
interrogate me over it.
‘Don’t you want to know how I located your flat?’
She was back in the bedroom, hunting around the room for her smokes. Seemed
like I was doing a lot of standing around while women looked for their smokes,
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these days. Her slip had fallen off one shoulder and her left nipple was showing like
a brown bullseye.
‘Located?’ She laughed, scratching at one leg with the toenails of the other foot.
‘Mate, I reckon I could be the easiest woman to locate in Sydney!’
The flat was not hers, just a borrowed room in a damp terrace, over a butcher’s
shop. The windows were closed and there was a solid floor underfoot, but still the
smell of it, the fat and blood and ammonia smell, was everywhere. It made me feel
sick. I said this to Olive and she smiled.
‘Not me. Takes me back, that stink. My granddad was a butcher. Used to bring
me a bit a scotch fillet on me birthday.’ She paused. ‘Last time I had a bit a scotch
fillet was when I turned ten, year before he died. Poor old bugger.’
‘When’s your birthday, lass?’
‘Christmas Day. Mum couldn’t remember, so she picked a day. Reckoned that
one’d be hard to forget.’ She chuckled, gave me a wink. ‘Don’t think I missed that
“lass” business, either. Either you’re a very nice bloke or you’re blind as a bloody
bat.’
‘Bats aren’t blind,’ I said.
‘Hey?’
‘Bats are not actually blind. They’ve just got small eyes.’
‘I reckon,’ said Olive, doing up her skirt, ‘you’re a bit loony.’
‘Could be.’
‘But I like you anyway, even if you are a coupla wheels short of a wagon.’
I thought of her lying on the floor, the way that monkey had spat on her hair,
the way I’d stood there and watched.
‘Thanks, Ol.’
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‘That’s alright. And now,’ she puffed, wriggling into a tight blouse, ‘you’ve got
to bugger off.’
That meant someone would be knocking on the door at any moment. I’d only
been there a quarter of an hour. After my long hours with Nell I’d forgotten that this
was how it was usually done.
I did up my trousers and she chucked my shoes to me from across the room. I’d
only got a couple of shirt buttons done up before she had opened the door and was
nudging me into the hallway. ‘Chop chop, Jimmy, good lad!’
I hadn’t got what I’d come for, the story of Olive and Nellie, Nellie and Olive.
Walking down the road past the butcher’s and a fruit shop and a doctor’s with a
broken window, I reckoned it was a shame.
I should have been a lot more disappointed.
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Sophie

A large box has arrived in the mail, plastered with packing tape and streaked with
dirt, Sophie’s address scrawled on the side in black marker.
Inside, a note from Elaine.
Soph,
I thought you might like to take a look at these: old papers of your
granddad’s (found them in the roof when cleaning out the house, been
in the shed since then). I’d love a stickybeak but no time. Let me know
if you find anything scandalous!
Mum xx
She sits on the floor of her bedroom with her legs crossed, a cup of coffee by
her knee, and lets her thoughts travel to the farm where Jed will be out in the back
paddocks somewhere, Elaine up with the horses, performing the morning ritual of
the taking off of blankets and the meting out of feed. The horses have their own
hierarchy: Jake is the boss horse, first to be fed, always. The others wait quietly until
their turn comes around.
The box is thick cardboard, once filled with apples, and inside there are three
smaller boxes, the kind used in offices to archive documents. Someone has written
‘James Stevens’ on each of them in lead pencil. Sophie doesn’t know what the
misspelling of Stephens indicates – Uncle Terry wouldn’t mess up his own surname.
Someone else, then.
The first box is full of discoloured newspaper clippings. The second is papers:
letters, bank statements, funeral programs. There’s no order to anything, just a
jumble of dry pages.
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The third box, though, is neatly packed. It’s full of notebooks, six of them, each
one bound in maroon leather like a bible. A quick flick through the top one shows
tight handwriting, filling every page from edge to edge. Each page is dated. It’s a
diary. The other books are the same, saturated with words, cramped and urgent.
Sophie’s eyes ache just looking at them.
When she asked, years ago, about Granddad’s writing, Elaine had frowned. ‘I
can’t tell you if it was any good.’ She had looked tired that day. ‘I never really read
his stories. They seemed very – intimate. Made me feel like a sneak.’
In her mind’s eye, Sophie sees her grandfather as a tall man, with hair growing
out of his nose and with spidery hands. She knows he made his living driving trains
and that he kept honeybees.
Elaine says he was a writer, once, when he lived in the city. Used to do a lot of
interviews. Elaine remembers strangers, all kinds of people, turning up at their door
asking for her father, and she says her father would go to the shed with them and
disappear for hours. When she asked Nanna Rose about what they did in there, she
had said the people were telling their stories, and that Elaine’s father was writing
them down. When Elaine asked what for, Rose had shrugged. ‘Beats me,’ she said.
‘Posterity, might be.’ Elaine looked the word up later in the dictionary but it still
didn’t make sense. She’d never asked her father about the strangers – somehow, she
was too shy. The people kept turning up, one every few months for years, until he
got sick and couldn’t see them anymore.
And then, a month before Sophie was born, he had quietly died.
Sophie returns to the first box, the clippings. There are photographs among the
pages, too, black and white prints. Some are water-stained or spotted, some look
gnawed around the edges. Sophie pulls them out one at a time. They’re shots of
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people she doesn’t recognise, the men all dressed alike and the women mostly plain
and frizzy-haired, though a few of them have a sort of racy look and seem to be
posing. Old friends of her grandparents, most likely, neighbours or cousins. Then
she remembers that Rose never lived in the city, and the photos are all shot against a
backdrop of city streets.
She stops at the first familiar face: Granddad. The nose is unmistakable, and the
shy smile, though this is a version of him Sophie has never seen, a young man in
city clothes. Maybe a version her mother never knew, either: he looks about forty,
and Elaine was born late, when Nanna Rose was forty-five and he was almost sixty.
Sophie’s grandfather is standing at his full height – the photographer has had to
stand a long way back to fit him into the frame. The women on either side of him
don’t need so much space. The one on the left is the shorter of the two by a head,
dark-haired and heavily built. The one on the right is a sea-sprite: fair, slight and
freckled. They’re younger than her grandfather, but not girls. Neither of them is
Sophie’s long-limbed, long-haired grandmother. Granddad Stephens has an arm
around the waist of each woman and is grinning at the camera. As well he might,
Sophie thinks, with the way the women are looking at him, the dark one smiling and
the fair one caught in mid-laugh.
The photo has faded so much that only the dark-haired woman still holds a
solid outline. The others, her pale grandfather and the fair-headed nymph, have
begun to dissolve. In another few years, Sophie thinks, they’ll be gone.
But it’s to these two, the faded ones, that Sophie’s eyes keep returning. Over
the course of the day she comes back to them again and again, and her gaze slides
over the dark-haired woman to them, every time. By evening, when she stows the
boxes in her room under the bed, the two of them, together, are imprinted on the
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back of her eyelids. They come with her to bed and follow her through a series of
tumbled dreams.
In the morning when she looks again, first thing, she sees something that wasn’t
there before. But must have been.
The fair-haired woman is wearing a chain at her throat, and at the end of the
chain is a pendant. It looks like the one that is currently resting its cool weight
against her own breastbone.
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Jim

It was late in November, the nights starting to lose their edge. Soon, hot days would
meld into hot nights seamlessly, relentlessly.
I’d got too far into the room by the time I saw them to reverse my arse back out
the door. They were sharing a table by the back wall. Nell and Olive sat on either
side of Calletti, who was leaning back in his chair. I couldn’t see his face but there
was no mistaking the getup – tonight a blue suit, yellow shirt, and brown tie with a
fat gold pin clinging to it like a slug. More gold winking at his wrists. The hat was
dove-grey – no feathers this time, but a striped blue and yellow band.
I could tell straight away that Guido was as drunk as drunk gets. He was trying
to sit up, having a great time of pulling himself vertical in the chair. I didn’t look
away in time; his eyes moved over mine, off to the side and back again. They held
and came halfway into focus.
Look away now, you fucking fool.
Calletti smiled. It was a real smile, a true and open thing that belonged on the
face of a friendly greengrocer. It transformed his ugly mug.
I smiled back. For a wild second I felt like I’d found an old friend.
‘Tony!’
My smile fled. Calletti held up the palms of his hands, slapped the table. He
laughed. The laugh was high-pitched and girly.
‘Antonio Marinello, you skinny bastard.’
Needless to say, I was not Antonio Marinello, and never had been. My hair was
Irish-dark, not Latin-dark, and there was no drop of Italian blood in my veins that I
was aware of.
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Calletti leapt up, grabbed hold of my shoulders and dropped a swift kiss on
each of my cheeks. If he’d dropped a bomb on me I couldn’t have been more
surprised. I stared, the smile still glued to my face, and he glowed back at me,
swaying slightly and holding on to my shoulder to keep upright. His eyes were
unfocused and, I swear on my life, there were bloody tears in them.
I glanced over his shoulder at the door, the women.
Nellie and Olive were watching from their chairs. Nell’s face was pinched, her
eyes black and shuttling back and forth between Calletti and me. Next to her, Olive
was lolling with her head on the chair-back. She was watching us down the length of
her nose, a lazy smile on her face and a bright pink bloom in her cheeks.
I’d take a punt that the girls, too, were well pickled.
Calletti steered me to the spare chair at their table and sat me down, one hand
gentle on my elbow. He sat back in his own chair and waved a loose wrist at the
barman. ‘Another round, Johnno! No,’ he raised both arms wide. ‘A round for
everyone in ’ere! This bloke,’ the hand swept down and clipped me on the shoulder,
‘is my oldest mate. Haven’t seen him in fucking years.’ He looked at me, squinting.
‘How many years, Tone?’
I made a show of thinking it over. Calletti stared at me for a few seconds and
shook his head. My heart stopped beating.
He let out a sigh. ‘Fucking years.’
The drinks came and Olive roused herself to sit up and hold her glass. Nell
drank fast. Calletti made toasts, to me, to friendship, to Sicily. I had nothing against
Sicily. My heart was beating now, alright, thumping like a brass band.
I kept one eye on the door. Trouble was, I couldn’t get to it without passing
Calletti. The bar was in the opposite direction, and so was the toilet. No excuses
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there. Calletti was drunk, but I still wasn’t sure if I could outrun him. He’d be
carrying a gun.
Most important thing was to keep him drinking. If he sobered up I was
buggered. Nell must’ve had the same idea, because the two of us kept running to the
bar like a pair of jack rabbits.
As for me – I wasn’t going to get drunk, of course, that would’ve been mad.
But a few beers would keep me relaxed. That was important. The first three went
down without any noticeable impact, so I kept going.
Calletti was having the time of his life. And why not? The two women sat
close to him and kept finding ways to touch him, his hair, his hand or knee. They
smiled, laughed at everything he said, filled his glass and whispered in his ears. To
me, they barely spoke.
Calletti suddenly pitched forward, over the table, his face leaning close to mine.
‘You see these two girls?’
I nodded – I did see them, yes.
‘My top earners.’ He nodded, conspiratorial. ‘I got others. More’n you can
count on your fingers an’ toes.’ He guffawed. ‘But these,’ he tipped his head at
Nellie, ‘are the top shelf.’
There was an ache starting in my head. It was the muscles in my face; they
were beginning to seize up with all the smiling.
Calletti kept talking like the women were out of earshot, but the women were
not. ‘I want you to know,’ he grabbed my hand, ‘that everything I have is yours.
Take your pick.’ He giggled. ‘An’ I can heartily recommend either of these.’
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Calletti couldn’t see their faces, but I could. Olive’s was drunk and dull.
Nellie’s was livid. She sat up in her chair. ‘That’s right, you fucken little greaseball,’
she said. ‘Give away your own fucking wife.’
Calletti laughed. ‘She’s a lively one, is Nell. If you like a bit of pepper on your
sausage.’
Without warning, a hand flashed out at the back of his head. His forehead
smacked on the table, hard. When he jumped up and wheeled around, Nell and Olive
were sitting with their hands folded in their laps, looking back at him. Guido looked
from one to the other and raised a fist. There was blood on his chin.
‘Which of you bitches pulled that little number?’ His words were slurred, but
his voice was no less deadly for it.
Olive said, ‘Which little trick, sweetheart?’
He sneered, his eyes glassy and black. ‘Don’t give me that shit. Fat slut. I’ll cut
your fucking tits off and feed ’em to me dogs.’
Olive blinked, still smiling at him.
Nellie piped up. Her voice was honey. ‘What’re you saying, love? Why would
we want to play tricks on you?’
Calletti looked at her and back to Olive, shaking his head. ‘Someone fucken hit
me,’ he said, but he didn’t seem sure now.
Nell held his gaze. ‘No, darlin’,’ she said. ‘No one hit you. Maybe somebody
bumped you going past.’
Calletti was gazing at her, swaying slightly on his feet. She looked back at him
steadily. He wavered for a few more seconds, storm-faced, and I held my breath.
Then his face cracked into a grin. ‘Fucken hell.’ He giggled. ‘I reckon I’m
drunk.’ He turned to me, winked. ‘But not as drunk as I’m gunna be!’
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He staggered off to the toilet and left me with the two women. As soon as he
was gone, their smiles disappeared. I saw, now, the fine spread of sweat across
Nellie’s forehead.
Olive slapped my arm, making me jump. ‘What’re you doing?’ Her bloodshot
eyes were fierce.
I stared at her.
‘Go,’ she hissed.
Yes. I got up as fast as I could, started across the floor. Both eyes pinned to the
door. Don’t look back, Jim.
Four more steps and you’re gone.
Two.
One.
I let out a breath I hadn’t known I was holding. My chest collapsed on itself and
filled again. Behind me, behind the door, I heard raised voices. I ran.
Before I’d gone far, as soon as I knew he wasn’t coming after me, my thoughts
returned to that moment, the hand at the back of Calletti’s head, the smack.
I couldn’t make sense of it. Partly, I was too drunk – but that wasn’t all. Olive
and Nellie were in competition: Nellie was Calletti’s wife, Olive his lover. They
were rivals. And it was Nellie who’d been insulted, before the blow came, Nell
whose face had been full of murder.
It should’ve been Nell’s fist.
But it wasn’t. I’d had a pretty good view, I could’ve sworn to it under oath.
It was Olive’s.
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Sophie

Michael has a thing for shoes. Sophie’s shoes. Only the high ones, and only when
they’re on her feet. Every time they have sex, now, he asks her to leave them on. It’s
not easy to move around in the shoes. She feels unbalanced and foolish. Also, it’s
hard to avoid scratching him with the sharp heels, though she isn’t sure he’d mind.
Tonight has followed a familiar pattern: Michael has eaten out with unspecified
friends, called at ten to say he was on his way, arrived at twelve. Half an hour later,
now, and they’re tangled in the bedclothes.
Sophie took off the shoes while Michael was in the bathroom and threw them
under the bed. She is worried about her sheets, white hand-embroidered cotton,
locked away for decades in the glory box of a spinster aunt before the aunt admitted
defeat and handed them on. The black heels catch the cotton, leave pulled threads
and dirty marks. She should buy some cheap sheets, she thinks, to use for as long as
Michael keeps insisting on the shoes.
Still, this is the part she likes. Michael asleep, his long body curved against her
back, one arm stretched out under her neck. Their legs are twisted together,
Michael’s warm feet touching Sophie’s cold ones. She can’t see his face but she can
hear his breath and feel it, stirring the down at the back of her neck. His breath is
warm.
For the first six months, she couldn’t sleep. Ben tossed and turned, snored
sometimes or spoke in confident, meaningless sentences. But after a while he
calmed. Is that right? Or did she just adjust, get used to it? She began to sleep
beside him easily. After he went, she found it impossible to sleep alone in the silence
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and stillness of their bed. For a long time she would wake in the middle of the night,
in a panic, looking for the lost body in the bed.
Michael is suddenly awake and sitting up. Going to the bathroom? No. Putting
on his shoes.
‘You’re not staying?’
‘No can do, sugar.’ Michael’s voice is half-baked New York gangster. He
smiles into the wall mirror. ‘Papa’s got mouths to feed.’
Michael goes often, late, to the casino at Darling Harbour. He goes, he says, not
for fun but for profit, using a strategy passed on by one of his friends: arrive late,
choose a table of drunks, spend a couple of hours at the table. Make a killing. Poker
is one of Michael’s skills, an inheritance passed down from his father and his
grandfather before that. He has a small tattoo of an ace of hearts on his left shoulder
blade, red and black ink, a cheap job by a Balinese tattooist. From a distance, it
looks like an open wound.
‘Can’t you just go in the morning?’ Sophie hears the wheedling edge in her
voice and hates it.
He shrugs, grins, the practised boyish grin he keeps for moments like these. It
says, I can’t help it, and Boys will be boys. Michael must do exactly what Michael
wants. And what he wants is not to lie with Sophie till morning.
‘See you round, sweet cheeks.’ The Hollywood gangster again. He closes one
eye and points a finger at her face, aims, shoots.
When he is gone, Sophie checks her phone. Ten to one. He was with her for an
hour. At the Woolloomooloo house, she would have just earned four hundred
dollars.
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She gets up, tidies the room. Her black heels are still under the bed. She gets
down on her knees to retrieve them and sees the box with her address on the side,
shoved out of sight a few days ago. She drags it out, takes it to the living room,
where a lamp is still on. The floorboards are cold. She goes back to the bedroom for
a second pair of socks and the doona, wraps herself up and shuffles back to where
the box is waiting on the coffee table.
In the glow from the lamp, the box is all planes and shadows. It has the
trembling look of a container for a living thing, some wild and injured creature.
A native bird, or a snake.
She takes out the uppermost journal. The cover is dusty, the pages yellowed at
the edges and brittle as dead leaves. The glue has crumbled along the spine so that
she has to handle each page carefully, carefully, to prevent it from coming away in
her hands.
She reads through the night. When the sun rises she is still there, one cold hand
resting forgotten on the lid of the box, the other holding the journal on her knees.
It’s the third journal of six. Her eyes are tired: her granddad’s handwriting is tiny
and the ink has faded in places. She reads slowly. The words quiver under her
fingers and her heart is thrumming in her chest.
She puts the journal down, just for a second, and leans back in the armchair.
She is walking behind her grandfather, down the same dim streets and alleys
she knows, but his is a different breed of night. There are gunshots and feet
pounding, bottles breaking and women’s angry voices, fights behind terrace doors,
brawling chickens, cats, a racket of trams and taxicabs. Smells of boiling cabbage,
stove soot, cigarettes and fruit gone bad. Walking behind her grandfather she can
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see through walls. In backyards the dirt is packed hard, shirts and nappies catch the
wind and perform.
Her grandfather walks with his hat pulled low and his collar turned up, and he
doesn’t turn his head or slow his pace.
And then she sees the other one.
Suddenly high up, higher than roofs, Sophie can see her. This one is walking, in
a light dress and dirty shoes, slim and straight and buffeted by the wind. She looks
as though she has been walking for a long time but she keeps going, walking around
and around.
Higher again, now, Sophie can see them both. They walk, her grandfather in his
straight line, the woman in her circles, and then she sees them draw close, she
watches them stop face to face in the middle of an empty street. She doesn’t know
what’s written on their faces. She wants to know. But she can’t make out what moves
between them. She’s too far away. She’s too far away to see their faces in the dark.
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Jim

I should’ve laid low. After Tony Marinello, I should’ve stayed out of the scene for a
long, long time. I’d made my escape, no use tempting fate.
But Duffy wanted a story on the Fifty-Fifty. I put it off as long as I could, but
he wouldn’t budge.
‘You know the paper’s fucken paying, right?’
So I went.
The Fifty-Fifty was in a grand, neglected red-brick building on William Street.
From the outside there was no sign of the club at all. On my way in, I almost crashed
into a little white-bearded fellow who was making a quick exit. He wore a
beautifully cut blue suit on his leprechaun’s body, with a bright white shirt and thin
necktie. Unfortunately, he had failed to complete the ensemble with shoes, and his
bare feet stuck out, yellow and crab-nailed, from under the hem of his trousers. He
gave me a short, apologetic bow and pulled a comb from his pocket to rake through
his fluff of hair before trotting off down the street in a busy kind of way.
To get into the club you practically had to run an obstacle course: pay a
doorman, take the elevator, tip the elevator boy, go down a long corridor and up a
short flight of stairs, pay a second doorman. It was quiet until you got through that
second door, and then the Fifty-Fifty hit you like a mallet. It was all noise, smell, the
lights and heat. The floor was sticky and the air unbreathable, but nonetheless, the
place was always crammed wall-to-wall with punters, gangsters, and the very wellto-do indeed.
I found myself a dark table from which to observe the goings-on. I’d have to
rely on memory tonight – a notebook in a place like this was a great way to get
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yourself killed. I tried to make my drink last. Duffy had given me an allowance, but
there was no way it was going to take me far, especially when you factored in the
five-pound ‘exit fee’ required to get out of the place in one piece.
A small man with puffy dark hair and a long nose went scuttling past. He
looked like any other cringing waiter but this, I knew, was Phil Jeffs – Phil the Jew.
Jeffs owned the place but dressed up every night as the maître d’ in case the vice
squad dropped by. Everyone, including the vice squad coppers themselves, knew
who he was.
I looked around. The club was one big room split into parts with bamboo
dividers. There was the dance floor, where fifty-odd couples were rotating to a
sentimental number provided by a white-tuxedoed vocal trio on a tiny, wonky stage.
An arrangement of coloured lights turned the dancers green, yellow, red, blue. Later,
the brass-heavy jazz band would be trotted out to liven things up, and then the
turbaned bloke who played what were thought to be oriental tunes on the piano.
The next section was the ‘casino’: the rowdiest crowd. You had to be
monumentally pickled to think you could gamble and win at a Jeffs establishment.
Then there was the bar, where Tilly Devine’s girls prowled and lolled, and the main
dining room, where couples and groups sat at round tables with small faux-crystal
bowls of cocaine in the middle. I watched a young woman – very young – in a long
white fur lean slowly forward and dip her nose delicately into the bowl. She came
back up smiling, and the young, Japanese-looking man sitting next to her leaned in
and licked the powder off the tip of her nose.
A word cut through.
‘… Calletti. A fucking pleasure, my friend.’ The high whine of Phil Jeffs.
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I was sitting close to the door; I thanked God I’d chosen a spot out of the light.
Just twenty feet from me, the proprietor was bowing comically low. Jeffs knew
Calletti the same way everyone knew Calletti, and the smile on his face, when he
straightened, was a work of art.
Calletti tipped his hat and handed over his coat. ‘Pleasure’s mine, you dirty Jew
bastard.’
Jeffs glowed. ‘And Miss Cameron – sorry! Mrs Calletti. Always wonderful to
see you, my love,’ he passed an eye over Olive, ‘and your friends.’
He kept up the chitchat while, behind him, a small flock of waiters hustled a
group of punters from their table and reset it, shaking the white tablecloth like a flag
of surrender. The moment it was ready, some indiscernible signal reached Jeffs and
he gave another low bow, turned, and led Calletti’s party to the table. A hundred
pairs of eyes charted their course across the room.
At the table there was an awkward moment when the others sat and Nell stayed
standing. After a second, Jeffs, flustered and apologising, went around and pulled
out her chair. She sat, picked up a champagne flute and jiggled it from side to side.
Jeffs called over his shoulder for champagne, the skin above his collar turning pink.
As for Calletti, he wasn’t noticing much. His eyes were bloodshot, his head
loose on his neck. The bowl in front of him was bigger than those on neighbouring
tables – it was the size of a soup bowl, full of soft white powder with no relationship
to Johnson’s talcum. They said Phil’s stuff was cut with boracic, that it was
responsible for the freak faces you saw on half the city’s working girls – especially
Tilly’s – the bridges of noses collapsed and the cartilage crumbled away. They had
the faces of eels, the girls who lived on Phil’s cocaine. Creatures from the deep.
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I looked at Calletti, and the bowl, and felt a shiver run through me. In court I’d
heard of a man beating in his wife’s skull with a can of beans while riding on a
cocktail of Phil’s coke and alcohol; once in William Street I’d seen one of Tilly’s
girls running full tilt down the road wearing only a negligee and holding an axe
above her head, screaming, white-faced. It took three coppers to get her to the
ground.
Calletti was already a psychopath.
The music started up again, the brassy jazz now. Calletti jumped up, palming
his hair with both hands. ‘Dance,’ he said.
He put out a hand to Olive, looking not at the women but at the white-tuxedoed
band. I saw Olive look sideways at Nell, shrug, and get to her feet. They were gone
into the swill of skin and silk, leaving Mrs Calletti at the table, alone.
From opposite sides of the room, Nellie and I watched the dancers. On a
beaten-up parquet square, they spun and kicked and shook their bones. The music
dipped and rattled. Black shoes shone like gunmetal; the women had feathers in
their hair. In the centre of it all an old lady draped in pearls stood alone, turning in
slow circles with her head tipped back and eyes closed, waving at some private
music that was slower and sweeter than ours.
I got up and began to cross the room. I passed the little man from outside, who
had evidently returned with some shoes, so big they looked like boats on his feet. He
grinned at me like an old friend as I went by, toothless, and gave me a little bow. I
tried to smile back. There was still a long way to go.
I kept walking. The scar on my face twinged in protest and my feet slowed, as
if pushing through water.
Why must you do these things, Jim?
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It was not the first time my body had moved on its own, as something entirely
unconnected to my brain. I couldn’t explain it; it was lunacy.
But I couldn’t bear the way she was sitting there, could not bear the angle of her
spine or the way she held her hands. The realisation came to me that Nellie should
never, ever be left alone.
I will remember this as the only act of bravery in my life. When I think of it,
now, it all plays out again.
She looks up at me and smiles a gap-toothed smile – not an ounce of fear in it.
She drops her purse on the table. No one will touch it.
Heads turn. The newspaperman and Nellie Calletti. It is a slow tune, a waltz,
and she is against me with one arm about my waist, the other holding my hand in
her small, cold-fingered hand and it isn’t bad. She lets me steer her around the floor
without seeming to notice my awkwardness, and after a little while I stop staring at
my feet. When I look at her the noise falls away. It really does.
Her hair is blonde tonight; the coloured lights paint it red and green. I can see
the tiny soft hairs along the edge of her jaw. Her eyelids, half-closed, the curve and
shadow and the skin almost translucent – I can’t imagine how soft. I let go of her
hand and lift a fingertip to touch one eyelid. All the other people in the room have
turned to dust.
For me, at least, they’ve turned to dust.
Nell’s eyes keep wandering over my left shoulder and her smile hardens. She’s
not really with me anymore and every time she looks away I feel it, as if she is
laying her cold little fingers on my heart, one by one.
The music winds down to nothing.
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The room is here again, soiled and spangled. The people all around us, sweaty,
stepping on my heels. There are a few new faces in the crowd, and one I’ve seen
before. The space around him opens like magic. A name pops in my brain like a
blood vessel bursting.
Frankie Green.
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Sophie

It’s getting late but the air is still warm. She checks her watch: eight forty-five.
She’s already fifteen minutes late and pictures Michael, in front of the restaurant,
impatient and annoyed. Or already inside, exchanging dirty jokes with the waiters,
flirting with the working-visa waitresses.
As she passes the State Library, a platoon of rats scatters into the gardens at the
edge of the building. Their brown bodies and tails turn in the streetlight, and Sophie
imagines how it would feel to tread on one, how it would scream and twist and bite.
She steps carefully.
The walk, from the city along the flank of Hyde Park and, turning east, into
Darlinghurst, slips by quickly. She has the strange feeling of walking through two
cities at once, one laid over the other like microfilm, like an ink shadow.
From out of the jottings and wanderings of her grandfather’s scratchy pen,
Sophie is watching an old city emerge and change the city she thought she knew.
She can feel traces, now, running through the air like spiderwebs, traces from her
grandfather’s world threading her own. She feels them tug at her when a man is
stabbed to death in front of a Darlinghurst restaurant, when another is caught in the
crossfire of rival bikers in a daylit street. A woman falls from the tenth floor of an
apartment building, wearing nothing but a pair of stilettos, and Sophie feels the
threads pull taut.
What kind of a place is this?
In Darlinghurst, tonight, the air is hazy with the suggestion of smoke. A fire
somewhere. Objects are made vague and formless.
There are sad ghosts here.
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She rounds a corner into Stanley Street. Two men sitting outside a pub stare
openly as she passes, at her breasts, her legs. She avoids eye contact and makes sure
her hips don’t swing as she walks.
The restaurant is a new favourite of Michael’s; they come here at least twice a
week and Sophie is getting sick of Italian food. She moves through a crowd of
footpath smokers and pauses in the doorway. It takes her a few seconds to spot
Michael, because she’s looking for a man alone, and Michael has company.
He is facing the doorway, Kirra on his left. On his right, in profile, another girl.
Sophie recognises the orangey tan, the straightened hair. It is the eighteen-year-old
from that awful night in Kings Cross, Kirra’s little cousin. Kaya? Kayla? The one
Michael wanted to take dancing. Back down from Newcastle, apparently, for
another visit.
Sophie stands at the door and looks. She feels lightheaded.
Kirra suddenly spots her, waves, smiles. Sophie doesn’t respond.
A waiter appears. ‘Good evening, bella. How are you?’
She looks away from the group and into the face of the waiter, a handsome
smiling boy.
She doesn’t want to be here; she doesn’t want to have dinner with these people.
‘I’m fine, thank you. Just looking for someone.’
She turns around. As she pushes back through the glass door, she sees herself
reflected. How tall she is. It often surprises her, this height.
On her way past the restaurant she looks back through the windows; she can’t
help it. Kirra is holding her palms upwards. Michael is speaking and shaking his
head. He looks angry. The only person at the table smiling is the cousin. She has
turned and catches Sophie’s eye through the window. The smile is not friendly.
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Sophie has a sudden image of the cousin in a high school uniform, scratching and
clawing at some smaller girl, wearing the same smile and holding a fistful of hair.
For some reason this strikes Sophie as funny. She laughs.
Michael is getting up from the table now, and moving towards the door. Sophie
picks up her pace, half trotting along the street. She ignores the sound of her name
and turns the first corner she comes to, back into Stanley Street. It’s busy here – he
won’t follow her, won’t want to make a scene.
She slows to a walk. The grin is still on her face and her heart is pounding.
The night is hers, now. She can do whatever she likes.
On an impulse she stops at Bill and Tony’s, where the décor hasn’t changed
since the seventies. The man behind the chrome-and-laminex bar has white hair. He,
too, calls her bella. She orders an espresso and a piece of cake, and he smiles at her
with yellow teeth and gives her a discount.
She sits at a plastic table on the footpath. At the next table two old blokes are
smoking over their coffee cups and talking in hoarse Italian. Her phone rings:
Michael. She lets it ring out and switches it to silent. It rings again, now just a low
buzz, the phone inching along the table with its vibrations. She throws it into her bag
and takes out the last three journals. She stacks them on the table, aware of the old
men watching.
The coffee, when it comes, is very strong. The piece of cake is enormous –
another compliment, maybe, from the white-haired waiter. She sits for hours, orders
another coffee, breathes the cigarette smoke of the other customers. When the old
men get up and leave she knows it must be closing time. She shuts the last journal,
tucks it into her bag, and checks her watch. It’s midnight. Very late to be out alone,
but she isn’t worried.
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She knows this part of town; from here it’s only a short walk home.
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Jim

He was on the far side of the room, leaning against a wall. Time hadn’t been kind to
Frankie; he was pasty and covered with puckered scars. His eyebrows had sunk to a
low, heavy shelf, and his middle was baby-soft. His left hand, the famous gun-hand,
was buried in his trouser pocket. Someone had nearly taken it off with a razor a few
years ago. They said it was useless now.
He stared in our direction, too far away to tell which of us he held in the
crosshairs.
A current moved through the crowd and bled the room of conversation. Necks
craned. Out of the corner of my eye I could see people slipping out the door in a
silent stream. Phil the Jew was nowhere to be seen.
I began to move away from Nell. If Green hadn’t recognised me yet, it could
still be alright.
But then I saw Calletti coming, and Olive trotting behind him. He was smiling
like he hadn’t a care in the world. He hadn’t seen Frankie, or he had, and was
playing a game of his own.
He gathered Nellie in his arms and kissed her and I knew which it was. Nell
lifted one foot from the floor and wrapped her white arms around him.
Across the room, Frankie shifted his weight.
No one was looking at me except Olive. She caught my eye and tipped her head
sideways. Meaning, Go.
I nodded and began to move. Olive did the same.
But Calletti let go of his wife and turned on his heel. I froze; his eyes scanned
and settled on Olive.
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‘Sneaking out on yer mates, Ol?’
Olive shrugged and grinned. He stepped closer to her and I remembered what I
had in my trouser pocket. Another bequest from my uncle: his gun.
‘Evening.’ A new voice, but familiar. Precise. Frankie Green was no longer
across the room.
Calletti turned. His hand went smoothly into his coat.
Frankie shook his head, his hands still at his sides. ‘Don’t trouble yourself,
Guido.’
Calletti spat.
Frankie raised a hand. ‘Just a friendly word, that’s all.’ He smiled.
Calletti kept his hand in his coat.
Frankie leaned in. He spoke in a stage whisper. ‘Thought you might want to
know,’ he tipped his head at Nell, ‘your wifey came to see me.’
Nellie took a step, and stopped.
‘Said she wanted to get away from you, mate.’
‘Bullshit.’
Frankie shrugged. ‘Begged me to take her back. I said,’ he shook his head, ‘not
interested, Nell. I told her, I said, “You’re just not worth it, darling.”’
Calletti was looking past Frankie, now, at his wife.
I saw Olive move. She spoke. ‘It’s bullshit, Guido, like you said.’
Calletti turned to look at her. He threw a closed fist and hit her on the jaw and
she fell.
My hand moved towards my trouser pocket and stopped. I looked back to
where Frankie had been. He was gone. The door swung.
Calletti spoke without turning his head. ‘Come here.’
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I am watching a film, now.
The girl comes, in her black dress. Her heels put them on a level. The man
fidgets oddly on the spot; he looks like his joints are made of tiny steel springs. He
looks like he has baking soda fizzing in his veins.
The girl touches her hand to his cheek. He twitches away. She takes a step back
but he catches her wrist. He starts twisting the wrist under and around, slowly, to
where it might snap. She makes a small sound, worse than a scream.
I stand and watch.
He lets go of her wrist but then he’s got her by the hair, he’s pulling her head
back, and she is crying and saying his name. Guido. Guido. Guido says nothing but
keeps dragging, getting a good grip, and then he smacks her head down on a table.
The sound of it: like meat slapped onto a butcher’s bench.
The man is holding a blade. He wipes it back and forth on the leg of his
trousers. The girl is crying now. The man moves slow and smooth; a fine dancer. He
moves nearer and presses against her with his body. The hand with the blade stays
low. She is gulping and hanging from him. He reaches down below her waist and
neatly lifts her dress up to her neck, still holding one finger at her lips. She doesn’t
wear a bra. Her breasts are very white and round, the nipples small and pink.
Very quickly he wields the blade. For a few seconds it seems nothing’s
happened. Then a perfect, bright horizontal line appears, across her chest, across the
tops of her breasts. She looks down at it and folds neatly to the floor.
The man takes a handkerchief from his pocket, wipes the blade on it, lays the
handkerchief on a table. He leans over her. He is looking at the back of her neck.
The razor moves through the air, picking up flashes of red and green.
He will kill her next.
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Something breaks. My hand moves into my pocket and out again with a gun in
it and I point it and squeeze. The gun jumps and a bottle on a table across the room
explodes. My ears ring and the hand holding the gun is numb.
I point again. Squeeze. A click, and nothing.
Calletti’s looking at me, now. I look at Nell. She is still on the floor but trying
to get up, struggling with gravity.
‘You alright, Nell?’
She looks at me like she’s never seen me before, and then she holds her knees
and laughs. Laughs, shoulders shaking, blood all over her hands.
Calletti is close. In his right hand is the razor, pinched between index finger
and thumb. With his left he takes my gun and tucks it into the waist of his trousers.
He puts the razor in his pocket.
He lifts both hands and grabs me by the head and twists. I put my hands over
his and duck, reel, but he holds on. The fingers of one of his hands go over my eyes
and dig while the other goes to the back of my head and grips a fistful of hair. Then
the hand leaves my eyes and then he is holding the razor again.
My knees give way. The hand in my hair keeps me up; it pulls my head back. A
cool finger touches my left cheek and traces the length of my scar.
I’ve never been so tired.
He pulls my head back further. Little bones crunch in my neck.
His hand moves and, like before, it’s nothing, just an insect flitting over my
skin.
‘Ba bene.’
Then he is dragging my head further back again, impossibly far. The blood
running over my chin and down my throat.
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An old-timer at the paper once told me that at a hanging, the condemned man’s
bowels would release as he died.
I open my eyes. Nellie is standing now. She’s a mess.
‘Nell,’ I say. The word comes out strangely, but she hears me. Her chin moves.
I will keep looking at her. I look at her, hold her in my sight, and wait.
There’s a click, a silence, a voice that seems to come from far away. ‘Not
tonight, Guido. Not in here.’ Phil Jeffs.
Outside, sirens are singing.
The hand releases my hair. I see the back of a blue suit. A few seconds of pure
silence, then Olive, screeching for an ambulance.
Jeffs is behind the bar, holding his shotgun level, the long oiled barrel still
pointed at the door. ‘You tell them anything,’ he says, ‘and someone’s gunna fix
you.’
Sirens, clawing across the night.
‘You hear me, boy?’
No, Phil. I’m bleeding, you see.
Boots pounding the stairs.
Jeffs puts the gun under the bar. ‘You keep your fucken mouth shut and you
take yourself the fuck away.’ He runs a hand over his hair.
I’m sitting on the floor. Enough, now. Enough of this.
Someone knocks on the outer door, a great booming fist and a man shouting.
It’s like a voice down a mineshaft – I can’t make out a bloody word.
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Part 3
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Sophie

Since Sophie has stopped answering her phone, Michael has started calling a lot
more.
She has taken to switching the phone off when she goes to bed. During the day
she just puts it on silent, lets it ring out. The text messages are vaguely interesting –
he says he’d like to see her, then that he needs to see her. He doesn’t know what’s
going on and hopes she’s okay and says can she please just fucking call him back.
Eventually, he says he loves her.
Sophie stares at the message for a few seconds before pressing the delete
button.
There’s a good chance that he’s been coming to her apartment building, late at
night, though so far he hasn’t caught her at home. She has changed the locks and,
anyhow, she’s not spending much time at the flat. Lately she’s been getting up by
nine, mapping out a different route each day, through East Sydney, Darlinghurst,
Kings Cross or Surry Hills, pinpointing buildings and sites of significance.
For a while she only carried a notebook and the journals on these trips, but she
has recently started taking a camera, too. There is a spreading collage of photos blutacked to her bedroom wall, decrepit terrace houses and graffitied alleys, and one
shot of an old man sleeping in the park called Frog Hollow that used to be a warren
of slums, a hiding place for thieves and killers on the run. The photos are good –
Sophie has surprised herself, is surprised by the pleasure of taking them and of
receiving heavy envelopes of prints.
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At night she eats out, alone or with Mim – who hasn’t asked any difficult
questions, though she must be dying to. They avoid the subjects of Sophie’s job and
of Michael.
After dinner Sophie goes home to prepare for a long walk or, if it’s a Friday or
Saturday, to perform the elaborate ritual of dressing for work.
She doesn’t know why she still goes to the terrace in Woolloomooloo. Money
hasn’t been an issue for a while now; even with her mortgage payments and her
habit of eating out three times a day, she has accumulated thousands of dollars. It
would be easy to quit, take a couple of months off, find another job or enrol in a
course. Every Thursday she thinks she’ll call Shar and say she’s sick. And every
Friday she puts on her Summer shoes and meets Reg Bluebottle in front of her
building. He’s always pleased to see her. Reg makes the hardest parts of the night –
beginning and end – bearable, and she doesn’t like to think of breaking their routine.
But tonight, when she arrives, the girls seem different. Something has shifted.
When Sophie goes to the dressing room they say hi but no one meets her gaze. The
room is usually full of chatter but tonight it’s silent and the silence is tense. When
Kirra comes in she gives Sophie a false smile and sits beside one of the others, a
new girl called Shelle, and starts chatting to her. Shelle looks grateful for the
company, but also uncomfortable.
Sophie knows, then, that it is because of Kirra the other girls are being so cold.
Kirra has said something to them, something about her. It has to be something
untrue – she doesn’t know anything damaging, how could she?
Shar appears in the doorway. ‘Summer. Could I have a quick word?’
Sophie follows Shar’s clicking heels down the hall to the big office. Shar sits
behind the desk and Sophie hovers, standing. Shar doesn’t offer her a seat.
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‘I’ll have to be quick, Soph, we’re about to get slammed out there. There’s been
a bit of talk,’ Shar tips her head sideways and looks at Sophie carefully, ‘about you.’
Sophie’s stomach clenches and her face burns. She stares blankly at Shar –
already, she thinks, she looks guilty.
‘I won’t accuse you of anything,’ Shar says. Sophie has never seen her look like
this. Her face is set and cold. ‘But I want to make sure you understand the rules
here.’
Sophie nods.
‘I think you know. We don’t tolerate drug use in any member of our team.’
The room darkens momentarily. Sophie feels sick. She thinks of Kirra, white
and shaking on her doorstep, small under the blanket on her couch. She doesn’t
understand.
She says nothing.
Shar looks her directly in the eye and Sophie holds her gaze. After a few
seconds, Shar claps her hands together. ‘Alright.’ She smiles brightly. ‘Chat done.
Thanks for your time, Soph.’
Outside the office, the hall is buzzing with activity and there’s no time to stop
and take it in. The night begins and it’s madness, the start of a long weekend, clients
coming in alone or in pairs and even, in one case, a rowdy mob of twelve. Sophie is
run off her feet like everyone else and in the chaos the girls seem to forget that they
are supposed to be giving her the cold shoulder. When she passes Lin in the hallway
the big girl winks and smacks her on the backside.
By three o’clock everyone is exhausted and chatty, adding up their earnings in
the dressing room, stretching and leaning on each other and sharing the night’s
funniest moments.
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‘I’m not fucking kidding, he wanted me to call it Sergeant.’
‘Bullshit.’
‘Swear to God!’
Sophie feels better. When Kirra comes into the room Sophie ignores her, fixing
her makeup in the mirror. She’s only got an hour left and her last client will be
Thomas, her Saturday morning boy.
But Thomas is late, and he has never been late before. In fact, he usually arrives
early and has to wait in the foyer for half an hour, reading magazines like someone
in a doctor’s waiting room.
At three fifteen he still hasn’t arrived. Sophie finds herself growing anxious,
waiting for the bell to ring. When it finally does, she trots down the hall and there he
is, her big soft boy. She kisses his cheek and leads him to the green room, where the
bed has been remade and there is no way of knowing that seven other men have
already used it tonight.
She sits him down on the bed, steps back so he can see her, and starts to
undress.
Normally he is full of news, silly, overexcited to see her. But tonight he’s very
quiet, hands limp in his lap, watching. Instinctively Sophie stays quiet, too, and
keeps her movements gentle. When she is naked, she goes to work on his clothes,
unbuttoning his shirt and undoing his belt, pulling off shoes and socks, and then his
pants. He lifts his hips off the bed obediently, allowing the jeans to slide away.
It’s the first time she has stood in front of him and he hasn’t had an erection.
She says nothing, not wanting to draw attention to it, and straddles his knees, her
feet still resting on the carpet. He keeps looking at her and then looking away. But
she moves on him and he begins, eventually, to respond.
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‘There you go,’ she says, in a low voice. ‘That’s what I want.’
He looks into her face for a long moment and then puts his hands on her hips
and pushes her away. Not ungently. She stands in front of him, crosses her arms
over her breasts.
‘I’m sorry.’ He does, truly, sound sorry.
She shrugs.
‘You know you’re beautiful.’
At this, Sophie laughs. It comes out high-pitched and harsh.
Thomas shakes his head. ‘Don’t do that.’
‘Would you like to try one of the other girls?’
‘Stop it.’
Sophie shifts her weight from foot to foot and Thomas sits there in his
underpants. He takes a breath. ‘I came to tell you. I met someone. A girl.’
Sophie laughs again. ‘I wouldn’t think it’d be a boy, Tom.’
‘Her name’s Emma.’
He looks at her. She’s not sure what he expects her to say, so she just raises her
eyebrows as if to say, And?
‘I won’t be coming anymore.’
‘Of course not.’ It’s a bright voice that falls out of her mouth. ‘You’re a good
man.’
She can see the girl. Brown-haired, plain but clean, nice. A girl from a nice
family, or looking for one.
‘I’ll miss you.’ His voice is soft.
‘Don’t be stupid.’
‘I’ll worry about you.’
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She laughs.
She could have told Thomas. About Michael and Kirra and the cousin, about
her grandfather and the woman and the other Sydney she has found, about her night
walks, about the bullet she wears on a chain around her neck, the weight of it and
the comfort. About Ben.
She could still tell him, now.
She puts a smile on her face and touches his shoulder. ‘Take care of yourself,
boy.’
He puts his cool arms around her and lays his chin on her shoulder. ‘You too,
Summer. Take it easy.’
And she knows why she loves his voice. Because it’s Ben’s voice. The words
are a trigger; Ben used to say those words, before he walked out the door, every day.
Take it easy.
She closes the door behind him and sits on the bed. Listens for footsteps, a
knock, Thomas coming back to at least spend the rest of his hour with her. A change
of heart.
After ten minutes she picks up her clothes and dresses, tidies the room that
doesn’t need tidying, and goes out. In the dressing room the girls are wooden again
–they have remembered what they’ve been told about her.
Later, she thinks, she’ll be grateful for this night. For the coldness and the
betrayal, for Thomas and the girls, for seeing it all.
She stays only long enough to take off her makeup and change her shoes, and
leaves the shoes in the bathroom when she goes. She won’t be needing them again.
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Jim

1953
The bees let me wander in my mind. It looked, you see, like it would require total
concentration. When I had the bees crawling over my gloved hands, settling on the
shoulders of what Rose called my spaceman suit, I appeared completely absorbed in
the work. The bees went about their business and I went about mine.
Truth is, my body knew the routine so well it moved without any help from my
brain, with the same thoughtless grace that Charlie, the Chinese bloke who lived
next door, went through his strange underwater-looking exercises in the mornings.
Today the bees were agitated. Something must’ve been stirring in their compact
world, some mischief, maybe, with the queen.
Rose was sitting under a tree, reading. We didn’t speak. She had no trouble
with silence, Rose, when she was in her own world.
We had met three years earlier at the fortnightly social dance, had courted and
got engaged the way people did then, before they knew each other’s middle names.
It was because of Rose I was leaving, that afternoon, for Sydney. At least, that’s
what I’d told her. I’d said I was going to see an old Jewish tailor in the Cross,
someone I knew, to get myself a suit worthy of standing up in.
She was moved, I think, by the gesture.
I got on the train without a ticket. The night driver was a mate and I rode up
front with him, on a cracked leather seat, smelling engine grease. We made tea in a
billy and talked about nothing for six hours. The old train clanked and coughed its
way through the dry dark, heading southeast, towards the coast. I stared out into the
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dark with its insinuation of empty fields, its scurrying creatures, and listened to Bob
waffle on. I added just enough to the conversation to keep him on a roll.
It was a seven-hour trip. We arrived at six thirty in the morning and Sydney
was nowhere close to waking up. The sun was just a suggestion on the edge of the
world. Bob was going to the barracks to sleep and asked if I had a place to stay; he
must’ve assumed that, like most country blokes, I was a fish out of water here and
didn’t know one side of the bridge from the other. I didn’t correct him, but said I’d
be right; I’d booked a hotel.
I went instead to what I still thought of as my uncle’s apartment in
Darlinghurst. I had the keys on a fat ring with two dozen others; I had picked up the
extras at bric-a-brac markets and, once, from out of the gutter.
I needn’t have worried. No one ever asked me what any of my keys were for.
The old six-flat block hadn’t changed much, though the strings of terraces on
either side had been replaced by an industrial dry cleaner’s and a run of brick
townhouses that were the exact size and shape of the old terraces but wouldn’t last
half as long.
Inside, all the furniture was shrouded in white sheets and moth-eaten blankets.
It looked like the home of someone long deceased, though the tenants had only
moved out a month ago. I’d been back just once in the last fifteen years, to go to
Duffy’s funeral in ’39. I’d stopped by the flat in the afternoon, fixed the bathroom
sink, and gone home.
For fifteen years I’d rented the place out to families, single men, elderly
couples. I should’ve sold it years earlier, but I hadn’t. The flat was still mine, and
still here, and I could come back to it at any time.
It didn’t matter that I never had.
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And now I was here, and it seemed to have been waiting for me. The key turned
easily in the brass lock. Not a single pane of glass was broken in the windows. The
only sign of intruders was a series of star-shaped tracks in the dust, from bathroom
to kitchen: some hungry creature on reconnaissance, no doubt disappointed in the
end.
I hung my canvas backpack on the back of the door and stood in the middle of
the room. Outside the air had been soft, a clean spring morning materialising. Inside
it was cold as a tomb and smelled like clay and dust. Not a bad smell. I opened the
two small windows in the kitchen and wiped the sticky dust off a chair, sat down.
The table had cracked down the centre, along the grain of the timber. I didn’t know
if it would support much weight so I leaned back in the chair, folded my arms, and
put my head on my chest.
I half slept for a couple of hours, then got up. My neck ached. I shaved in the
bathroom, squinting into a small round mirror whose silver was gradually being
eaten by mould. My hands were shaky and the razor had seen better days. I felt a
sting, and a tiny spot of blood appeared on my chin. I dabbed a hanky at it, and it
disappeared for a second, then came back.
The two scars ran from each corner of my mouth, up the sides of my face.
Despite Calletti’s promise, the second scar hadn’t evened out the first; where
Frankie’s curved from the corner of my mouth, across my cheek and under my ear,
Calletti’s started on my chin, just under my mouth, jumped sideways and shot
straight up my cheek to about an inch to the left of my eye. I had cause to be grateful
for Calletti’s lack of attention to detail – unlike Frankie, he’d missed all the major
blood vessels.
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Rose thought I’d got the scars in a motor accident. Over the years the tissue had
tightened into thinner, shallower rivets, less obtrusive. But I was never going to be
any Prince Charming – Rose, at least, had never known me as anything but what I
was.
I stuck a tiny square of tissue on the bleeding spot. One more nick wasn’t going
to hurt me.
In the street, the morning was ripening and the birds knew it. The paperbarks
were alive with chattering calls, and a pair of lorikeets tore across the pale sky,
screeching. Why do the prettiest birds have the ugliest calls? I thought about what
old Kenny Fitzpatrick might say to that one, if he could hear me. Except that Kenny
Fitzpatrick was gone, long ago sent to the bottom of the Pacific Ocean by a German
U-boat.
In spite of the birds, the houses were still drawn and silent all along both faces
of the street. I kept walking until I found what I was looking for: a white-tiled,
grubby little café called the Bistro de Paris, run by a Russian couple who kept the
place open twenty-four hours, working on rotation so that they only saw each other
when the shifts crossed over.
‘Is better,’ the husband had explained to me once. ‘We like to be sleeping
alone.’
The place smelled of cold sausage fat and every tiled surface was slippery with
grease. They served only one type of meal each day, the Special, and it ran for all
twenty-four hours. You wanted to eat, you ate the Special. The Russians were
banking on the knowledge that no one went there for the food. What people did
come for were the shots of vodka, homemade and bulletproof, served between cups
of bitter black coffee. That and the fact it was often the only place open for six
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blocks in any direction. Apart from the regular drunks, most of the customers were
cabbies, mostly men in their forties and fifties, war vets, gambling addicts or decent
blokes trying to get ahead while their wives and kids were asleep. Every one of them
black around the eyes.
This morning it was the usual crowd, eight blokes in eight different booths,
each with a coffee cup in front of him and his chin more or less floating in it. The
Slavic matron behind the counter gave me a curt nod and pointed to an empty booth.
I obeyed, meekly.
I was still waiting for my coffee-and-vodka when two things happened. The
first was that I suddenly understood, out of nowhere and clear as day, why I had
come to Sydney. I had always known, of course. Always.
The second thing seemed somehow triggered by the first, though that was
impossible. At any rate it followed right on the heels of my sudden enlightenment,
and it was hard not to believe, for a moment, that they were connected.
It was Olive Field, walking through the door, with a kid hanging on to the hem
of her dress.
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Sophie

She doesn’t say much on the drive home, so Reg compensates by launching into a
rant about the government, which he pronounces ‘guvving-mingt’. Federal or State,
Labor or Liberal, it’s all the same to Reg. ‘Trouble with the guvving-mingt is,
they’re all a pack of con artists.’
Her head is starting to ache and for once she’s relieved to get out of the car and
into the quiet street, until she sees Michael waiting at her door. She doesn’t look at
him as she goes up the steps and unlocks the main door, doesn’t turn her head when
he steps into the foyer after her. When she gets to the door of her apartment, she
pauses. Michael says nothing but she can sense him behind her, close to her back.
She leans her forehead against the door and the wood is cool against her skin.
If she doesn’t go forward or back, nothing will happen.
But there is a small movement behind her, and Michael’s hand is touching hers
and taking the keys out of it. He unlocks the door, pushes with the flat of his hand. It
opens in front of her and, after a second, she steps inside.
He follows her in.
She doesn’t look at him but goes straight to the bathroom to wash her face. The
sink is crusted with soap scum and stained with makeup. She should clean it
tomorrow. She puts her hands on the edges of the sink, bows her head and closes her
eyes. Like praying. When she looks up and into the mirror, her face is red. The hair
around her temples is wet and slick, her eyes are bloodshot and her eyelids are dark
at the creases.
Michael has settled himself on the couch. He glances up when she appears,
keeps fiddling with his phone with one hand. Sophie walks past him, to the kitchen,
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and fills the kettle. He comes into the doorway and stands watching her, his hands
braced against the doorframe. She can see him in her peripheral vision, can smell the
sweet chemical smell of his cologne, but she isn’t going to look at him. If she
ignores him for long enough, he’ll go away. Then she can rest.
But Michael isn’t good at being ignored. He steps into the kitchen, his hands in
the pockets of his jeans. As he comes closer, she feels like she is standing on a
beach, watching a huge wave roll towards her. She can’t move.
And then he is behind her and he puts his hands on her shoulders and massages
her muscles. He has strong hands, and Sophie’s whole body is taut with exhaustion.
The pain is bittersweet. He moves his hands down her arms, kneading, and stops. He
takes hold of her wrists, softly. He leans in and kisses the back of her neck. She lets
her shoulders drop. She’s very tired and her headache is broadening, an elastic band
of pain around her skull.
He steers her carefully out of the kitchen and back to the lounge. Then he goes
into the bedroom and after a few seconds there is music, a soft familiar music, an
album her mother used to play on the turntable when she was a kid.
The music reminds her of home.
Michael comes back and sits behind her, perched on the back of the lounge, his
feet on either side of her hips. He presses his thumbs deep into the knots that have
hardened at the base of her neck, and holds them there.
‘Breathe,’ he says.
She breathes.
‘Again. Breathe in deep, and release the muscles as you exhale.’
She does as he says and feels the muscles unclench, just a fraction, under his
fingers.
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Michael keeps the pressure steady. ‘Again.’
After a little while, he moves on. Her shoulders have softened. Her heart is still
fluttering like a panicked bird.
He spends a long time working on her back. Sophie closes her eyes and watches
the patterns on the backs of her eyelids. The music stops and then it’s quiet, and
Michael runs his fingers through her hair, pulls gently on the roots.
He puts a hand on the crown of her head. ‘You’re done.’
She says, ‘Thank you.’
He doesn’t answer but gets up, goes back to the bedroom. He is gone for a
while. Then he comes and leads her to the bedroom and she sees that he has made
the bed, turned back the covers. He hands her her blue pyjamas, turns away, leaves
the room. Sophie takes off her clothes and puts the pyjamas on, ties the drawstring at
her waist and buttons the top over her naked breasts. She keeps glancing at the door,
but Michael doesn’t reappear until she is in bed, sitting up. Then he comes in
holding a teacup, and sits on the edge of the mattress, puts the cup down on her
bedside table.
‘Black,’ he says, ‘no sugar.’
Sophie sips the tea, sets it aside and slides down under the covers. The lyingdown is powerful; her eyes immediately start to slide shut of their own accord. She
watches Michael between narrowing eyelids. Outside, it has just started to rain.
Michael pulls the covers up to her chin and presses his lips to her forehead. He
says, ‘I’m sorry, Soph.’
The last thing she hears are the sounds of him moving away, the brush of the
bedroom door against carpet, footsteps across the floorboards, the click of the front
door locking. And then silence.
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Jim

I stood up. Olive glanced at me with her eyebrows up, looked away, looked back,
and there it was – that change, the same one you might see in any face, anywhere in
the world, when old friends find each other after a long separation. She was blank
for a couple of seconds and then she yelped and took three steps towards me and
threw her big soft arms around my neck.
Over her shoulder I could see the child, a skinny joey of a thing with flat blonde
hair, back away to watch us with her eyes narrowed.
Olive let me go and held me by the shoulders and pushed me back onto my
seat. She slid into the booth facing me and plonked herself down, hands palms-down
on the plastic table top. She was grinning at me, her eyes unnaturally fixed, the
pupils fat and black.
I smiled back at her, and it was a real smile, but I kept one eye on the girl. She
was lurking near the counter, looking at the bottles of fizzy drink. The Babushka
was watching her like a hawk. I had no idea how old the kid would be; I’ve never
been much good at guessing that sort of thing. Kids to me are just kids, though I
know they measure their ages with the precision of scientists: eight and threequarters, eleven-in-two-months.
Olive was still looking at me like I was a prize ham, her eyes roaming over my
face. I didn’t know what to say, so I said the obvious. ‘Fifteen years, hey?’
‘Fifteen fucking years, Jimmy.’ She grinned, shook her head. ‘I should kick you
in the balls.’
I could’ve written to her, but I hadn’t wanted to. Also, I wasn’t sure Olive could
read.
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I said, ‘You’ve got a little girl.’
She looked around at where the kid was standing near the counter, and waved at
her and called out, ‘Come over here, Jan. Come an’ say hello.’ Jan ignored her and
continued to stare at me like I was probably dangerous.
Olive leaned across the table and I leaned in to meet her. ‘Janice’s an orphan,’
she hissed, under her breath. Her eyes held mine, and they were as sweetly brown as
ever. ‘Nothing worse to be in this world than an orphan, Jim.’ She looked again at
Janice. ‘She’s gunna need twice as much love as the rest of us, if she can get it.’
I said, ‘You’ve got wise, Ol.’
She smiled again, but sadly. ‘I’ve got old, mate. Like most of us do.’
I was struck by something strange in the statement, unsure of what she was
driving at. Maybe that I was no spring chicken – true enough.
‘That’s a good thing you’ve done, adopting her.’
She shook her head. ‘Not me. I’m just minding her for a bit, while the mum’s
under the weather.’ Her tone was evasive.
I looked at her carefully. ‘How long’ve you been minding her for?’
She shrugged. ‘’Bout three months.’
We talked a little while longer. Olive didn’t ask what I was doing in town or
where I’d been living all these years, and I didn’t ask if she’d got married or how
her health was. I could see that she wasn’t in a good way: she was a big lady now,
and no wonder – over the hour we were sitting together she drank four shots of
vodka and two cups of coffee and ate a huge plate of the Special, which on that day
was sausages and powdered potatoes that someone, somehow, had burned. The
smell was of an ashtray fried in lard.
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But we didn’t talk about our health, or lack thereof. We talked about the old
days, about the clubs and the local girls and the cops, and what had become of them
all. Mostly it was pretty grim: drink had got most of the good cops and snow ate up
the girls, even the smart ones. Frankie Green was still kicking, though somewhat
more feebly. Small-time standover and robbery, that sort of caper. He’d keep, said
Olive, and I was grateful for the hatred in her eyes because I knew it was for my
sake.
Calletti I knew about; I didn’t read the papers but it was on the wireless. People
like some blood and guts in their news; they like to see the baddies get what’s
coming to ’em. I doubted that even his mum had shed a tear for Guido.
I didn’t ask about Nellie; I couldn’t do it, not yet. Seemed like whoever had
been quick or lucky enough to dodge the bullets and blades had still copped it in the
end, one way or another. For all I knew she’d died years ago, shot to pieces in the
dark or strangled by a lover or obliterated by cocaine.
Janice had edged gradually closer to the table while we talked, eventually
sneaking up on Olive’s side of the booth and disappearing under the table. Olive
pretended not to see her and prattled on. I blushed and looked down at the table
every time she swore – had a mouth on her like a sailor, Olive.
After about an hour we ran out of words. Olive took hold of one of my hands
across the table and squeezed it. ‘Let’s go for a walk, hey? I’ll show you me new
place. Only bin in it three years.’
I knew what she was offering. ‘That’s alright, Ol. If you’ve got somewhere you
need to be, or –’ I broke off, pointing down at the table.
She shook her head. ‘Where else would I want to be, Jimmy?’
I didn’t answer.
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‘Besides, I owe you a thanks for all them steaks.’
She caught my eye and I tried to look perplexed. She laughed.
‘Don’t think I don’t know who’s been sending that bit a scotch fillet every year,
mate. On me bleedin’ birthday.’ She squeezed my hand again and dropped her voice
low. ‘Made me feel like a princess, Jimmy. Truly. Though I’ll be fucked,’ she said,
‘if I know how you did it.’
I shrugged, kept my mouth shut. There was a simple arrangement with a local
butcher – I sent him money in an envelope every Christmas.
Olive tutted, shook her head and stood up, pulling me by the hand. ‘Come on,
Granddad. Let’s get you off to bed.’
I looked down again at the table. Olive said, ‘Don’t worry, I’ve gotta drop her
off at her mum’s anyhow.’ She shook her head. ‘They’re having a tea party, I’m
told.’
A pause.
‘You might want to come by with me an’ say hello.’
‘Someone I know?’
‘Used to,’ she said. ‘You used to know her alright.’
I knew what was coming before she said it, and Olive knew I knew. But she
said it anyhow.
‘She’s Nellie’s kid, is my Janice.’
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Sophie

The summer arrives early and without warning, on the first day of November,
sinking the harbour city in deep, dry heat. In the west there are fires, and in
Darlinghurst you can smell the burning. A brown haze hangs in the air and the sun is
pink.
Michael and Sophie go to the movies. Michael is a film buff, apparently.
Sophie goes along because she can’t think what else to do, and to get out of the heat.
Stepping off the burning street into a dark cinema is like diving into a subterranean
pool. In the dark she nestles in her chair and waits for her eyes to adjust, and then
looks around at strangers, their faces washed white by the screen.
Michael seems to have a lot more time on his hands, lately. They’ve struck up a
routine – the late-morning film, then a taxi to his air-conditioned apartment for sex,
then down to the underground pool to swim. The sex is the same as ever. Michael
remains selfish, rough, and for Sophie there is little pleasure in it. She finds herself
watching him, as if from a distance, and measures every move against her memories
of others: her clients at the Woolloomooloo house, Thomas, Ben.
Show us what you can do, Michael. Show me what you’ve got.
The last time, Sophie began to take off her high sandals and Michael said,
‘Leave them.’
‘No.’ Sophie kicked them off. ‘They’re uncomfortable.’
Since then she has stopped wearing heels, even in the daytime. She’s taken to
wearing thongs instead, and Michael sometimes eyes them, but he hasn’t said
anything.
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The film is terrible, a romantic comedy about two secret agents working for
enemy governments while falling predictably and farcically in love. Michael picked
it and seemed to think he was doing her a favour. Because she is a girl, she
supposes, and girls are supposed to like this kind of fluff.
But when they step out onto the street, the film is wiped from her mind. It looks
like the world is ending. The sky, a deep bright blue two hours ago, is now a sick
pale orange. A shrunken red sun burns under a shroud. The street is dark and quiet,
the air thick, motionless. People are hurrying in all directions, heads down, furtive
glances at the sky. Something is falling out of the air that looks like snow but isn’t.
Sophie touches the bonnet of a parked car and when she lifts her hand the palm is
smeared dirty grey. Ash.
Michael says, ‘This is insane.’
Sophie’s heart drops in her chest. She pulls the phone from her bag, switches it
on. She keys in a number from memory, waits for the ring tone at the other end.
Instead, there are three short beeps and a friendly generic voice: I’m sorry. The
phone you are calling is switched off or unavailable. Please check the number, and
try again.
She tries again. The same thing.
Again.
She holds the phone tight against her face. I’m sorry. The person you –
Michael is hovering.
‘My parents,’ she says.
‘That’s all?’ He smiles. ‘They’ll be fine, babe.’
She turns away from him, tries the number again, drags her free hand through
her hair.
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‘Hey. Don’t stress.’ He puts a hand on her shoulder; there’s an edge of
impatience in his voice. ‘Probably the lines are overloaded. Give it a bit, you’ll get
through later.’
She keys in the number again. He takes the phone out of her hand. She tries to
snatch it back but he holds it above his head. Her eyes prickle with rage. ‘Give it
back.’
He lowers his voice to a croon. ‘Like I said, give it a bit. In the meantime,’ he
grins, ‘why don’t we go to my place? I know how to get you to relax.’
She stares at him, her arms hanging at her sides and her face burning.
He looks back at her calmly. ‘I’ll pay for a taxi. How about that?’
Michael will pay for a taxi.
Her hands are shaking.
He whistles, New York-style, and a cab draws up alongside them like magic.
He gets in. She hesitates, then climbs in after him. The turbaned driver smiles at
them over his shoulder but Michael barks, ‘Top of William,’ and the cabbie’s smile
vanishes. He turns the steering wheel.
Sophie stares out the window but she’s seeing something else, a ragged circle
beyond the edges of the city, alight. It’s burning, right now it’s burning, eucalypts
are exploding and the homes of animals are disintegrating. People are fleeing in
their cars. Her parents.
Michael absently drops her phone on the seat and she pounces, grabs it before
he can stop her. He tries to pull it from her hand but she yanks it away, swaps hands,
leans as far from him as she can with the phone pressed against the window and her
ear against the phone.
He says, ‘Fuck this,’ but she hardly hears him.
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She is listening to the phone. This time there is a long silence, and then, finally,
a ring tone. It rings five times and her heart is seizing up when there is a click, and
her stepfather’s voice. ‘’Lo?’
A strange sound escapes from her mouth. She takes a breath, tries to stop the
shaking in her hands. ‘It’s me.’
‘Sophiekins.’ Jed sounds delighted.
‘Are you alright? I’ve been trying to call …’ Her throat closes.
There is a pause. ‘We’re fine, love! Fire’s gone around the back of the hills,
missed us by a mile. Piece of piss.’
There’s the muffled sound of a hand over the mouthpiece, and then Elaine is
speaking. ‘Are you okay, Soph?’
Sophie laughs, too loudly. ‘I’m fine, Mum. What about you?’
There is a pause.
‘Mum?’
‘It’s okay, sweetheart. It was just,’ her mother’s voice is soft, ‘a bit scary. Very
fast. The Kings lost most of their cattle.’
The Kings’ property borders theirs.
Jed comes back on the line and tells her, again, not to worry. Then he drops his
voice. ‘Be good if you could get home when you’ve got time though, Soph. Your
mum’d like to see you.’
She says she will. She hangs up.
Michael has his hand on her thigh, sliding up. She presses her knees together
but his hand keeps to its course.
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She knows suddenly, clearly, that it’s over. She will leave him at his building
and keep going – she’ll go home, and tomorrow she will go to the farm. This is the
last time he’ll touch her.
Enough, now. Enough of this.
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Jim

The flat was on the top floor, three long flights of stairs up from the street, and my
knees long since buggered.
But I didn’t mind. The pain in my joints was good for two things. It reminded
me that I was a broken-down old bastard and that there was no use in acting like a
kid with his heart on his sleeve. And, more importantly, it distracted me from what
was waiting for us on the top floor. That was a blessing. If I’d had time to stop and
think, I might have gone back down those stairs as fast as my rusty legs would carry
me.
As it was, Olive was in front of me and it was a rough journey for her, too. She
was wheezing and hauling her big knees up, one after the other, stopping every few
steps to lean on the handrail and get her breath back. Her face was white at the
hairline and pink in the middle and covered in beads of sweat. A sure candidate for a
coronary, Olive. I hoped it wouldn’t happen today.
Janice trailed along behind us, dragging a kewpie doll on a ribbon, its plastic
head bouncing up the steps and its skirt picking up stray leaves and cigarette butts.
The child was singing to herself but somehow it wasn’t a happy sound.
Overall, it was a sorry little band of travellers that reached Nellie Cameron’s
door.
‘Bourke,’ said Olive, out of nowhere. ‘She’s Nellie Bourke these days.’ She
paused. ‘And she’s mad as a cut snake, too.’
The last bit might have been a joke. I didn’t have time to respond before Olive
was thumping her fat fist on the door and there were footsteps, rustling, and a voice:
‘Hang on a minute, let me get my gown on!’
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And then the door was opening and there was a woman, still tying up her
dressing gown – some battered old Japanese silk thing like they still flog at the
Haymarket. She was looking down to tie it, and not until she lifted her head and
blinked at us did I believe that it was really her.
It was Nell, alright. She was not at her best. She looked like she hadn’t had a
bath for a week, and her hair was mad. Her fingers had done a clumsy job with the
gown and she still had half of one breast on display – she either hadn’t noticed or
didn’t care.
Still, it was instantly clear to me what Olive had meant when she’d said, earlier,
Most of us get old. She was talking about Nellie, because Nellie had not. There were
small lines around the corners of her mouth and eyes, her arms were thinner and her
hair shorter. Otherwise she looked just the same, the same as ever. The waist,
ankles, eyes, the colour in her face. Whatever judgement had been visited upon all
the other girls, Nellie had got away with it.
So I was wrong. Some of us do get off scot-free.
She held the doorframe with both hands, looked the three of us over with
wandering eyes and smiled, at Olive and then at me, without recognition. I was
changed, true, but I wasn’t that changed. When she waved us into the room it was
with a grand sweeping arm and a bow, and going in I caught the chalky-sweet smell
of bourbon.
Inside, she fell into a chair, squawked and jumped up again, holding a beer
bottle that had been sitting on the cushion. ‘Jesus,’ she said, and giggled wildly.
‘Nearly went right up my bum!’
Olive said, ‘Wouldn’t be the first time.’
‘What’d you say, you bitch?’ Nell’s face was suddenly stormy.
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‘Aw, settle down, love.’ Olive perched her big behind on the arm of Nellie’s
chair and stroked her hair. ‘I’m just having a go.’
And Nell started to cry. She put her face in her hands and leaned over her
knees, sniffling and taking ragged breaths. Olive patted her back and looked
completely unmoved. I got up and walked away, into the kitchen.
On my way I scanned the room. There were bottles, tall brown beer bottles and
squat brandy bottles and small round bottles for pills, all empty, on every spare
surface. A few half-full cups of tea, some with bits of mould floating in them. The
windows were all closed and the air was rank with cooking and dirty clothes. It
might have been a nice apartment. Judging by the size of it, Nell must’ve been
paying an arm and a leg in rent. That meant she was still working.
The kitchen was narrow and full of bags of rubbish. There’d be rats in the
winter, roaches in the summer. I thought of my own weatherboard house, small and
weathered, but clean. Everything in its place. Trying to picture Nellie there was like
trying to picture a clown in a church.
I realised I hadn’t seen Janice since we arrived. I hoped she was under a piece
of furniture and hadn’t climbed out a window. I was just starting to get panicky
when she came wandering out of the bedroom, still dragging the poor bloody
kewpie doll and clutching a magazine. Women’s Weekly. The woman on the cover
was a duchess, immaculately done up in a green evening gown and with all the rosy
colour they could brush into her cheeks and lips. I wondered whether Janice noticed
the contrast between that creature and her own mother, lovely and bedraggled,
crying into the lap of a fat woman in a dirty dress.
Whatever Janice made of this scene, it didn’t show on her face. She busied
herself with the magazine in a corner of the room. Nellie, though, had noticed her
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daughter, and made an effort now to control herself, drawing deep shaking breaths
and lifting her head from Olive’s knee.
She looked at me with a wet smile and nudged Olive’s hip. ‘What’s this, then,
Ol? Going to introduce me to your handsome fella?’
Women often called me handsome. It was their way of making up, I suppose,
for the scars. I wished they wouldn’t.
These two were both looking at me, now. Olive had a smile frozen to her face
and I could almost see the cogs turning in her head. She took a breath. ‘This’s
Jimmy, Nell. Jim Stephens.’
Nellie laughed. ‘Bullshit!’
Olive shook her head and Nell stopped laughing. She stared at me, then, and
back at Olive. At me again. It was almost comical.
When she spoke it was to Olive, whispering behind her hand. I heard every
word. ‘Jimmy’s dead. Jimmy’s dead a long time ago, isn’t he?’ She looked
frightened. ‘Is it a ghost, Ol?’
Olive touched her hair. ‘No, love. This is the live Jim, alright, just come down
from the country.’
I was standing in the kitchen doorway like a puppet with its strings cut. All the
times I’d imagined this moment, and it had never occurred to me she might not
know me. I felt like an orphan.
Nothing worse to be in this world, Jim.
Nell picked herself up off the couch and came towards me. I stood up straight.
When she was close enough, she reached out a hand and laid it on my face, her thin
fingers pressing softly on my scarred cheek. I waited for her to shudder at the feel of
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it, the tissue as hard as plastic, but she just kept her hand there and looked at me
with her mouth hanging open. Her breath was sour.
‘Jimmy.’
I nodded.
She turned and looked at Olive. ‘Jimmy’s back, Ol.’
‘I know, love.’
Nell lifted her hand away and started moving back across the room, hands out
like she might fall down, legs shifting in short steps like an old woman. She made it
to the couch and sank down into the cushions with closed eyes. Olive stroked her
hair, and from under Nellie’s lowered eyelids we both saw a pair of tears, perfectly
symmetrical, trail down her cheeks and chin and disappear into the grubby collar of
her gown.
The room was quiet. After a few moments Olive took her hand away from
Nellie’s hair and whispered, ‘Asleep.’
She might have been looking at me but I was staring at the windowsill, where a
packet of cigarettes rested, unopened, wrapped in perfect cellophane like a gift.
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Sophie

The taxi pulls up in front of Michael’s building. Its silvered glass is dull in the
smoky light; more than ever it looks like the fortress of a modern villain, rising into
the wrong-coloured sky.
Michael leans across her and pushes the door open, but Sophie doesn’t move.
‘Come on, princess. While we’re young.’
He holds out a twenty-dollar note to the cabbie, but she says, ‘No. I’ll keep
going, I’ll pay.’
‘Going where, exactly?’
‘Home.’ She leans over and pulls her door shut. She waits for him to get out,
but he doesn’t. He still has his hand on her leg. The palm is hot.
The cabbie glances at them in the rear-view mirror and looks away.
Michael shrugs. ‘Alright, princess, we’ll go to yours – it’ll be fucking hot, but
whatever.’
She shakes her head.
‘No?’ He laughs. ‘Okay. Let’s stay right here.’ He shifts closer, pushes his hand
further up her thigh. She tries to pull it away but he keeps it pressed down, pushes it
higher. She slides sideways, away from him, wriggling to free herself of the hand.
‘Calm down, princess.’ He leans in, kisses her neck. ‘You’re a tad strung out.’
She can feel and hear his breath in her ear. She looks into the rear-view mirror
but the driver is looking away. He’s wearing earphones, attached to his phone; she
can hear the faint, crazed drumbeat of Indian pop music.
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She tries to reach for the door handle but Michael gets hold of her wrist. His
fingers are loose but unyielding. ‘Oh no you’re not.’ He laughs playfully. It’s
possible that he thinks it’s a game.
‘Let go,’ she says, ‘now.’
He leans back to look at her but he doesn’t let go of her wrist. The cabbie looks
up, into the mirror, and Sophie catches his eye.
He turns to look at Michael and says, ‘Hello. Sir.’
Michael ignores him.
‘Really,’ she says.
‘You’re kidding.’ He sounds like he really doesn’t believe it. ‘Come on.’
‘Let go of my hand.’ She looks him in the eye. ‘And get out, or I’ll start
screaming.’
He releases her wrist, reaches across. She recoils – but he’s only unlocking the
door. Too much traffic on his side. She feels her muscles unclench in relief, even as
he’s clambering over her.
But then he turns, and spits in her face. It hits her right cheek and immediately
turns cold.
Her knee rises on its own. Michael’s face, close to hers, crumples and flushes
deep, dark red. He grunts and folds in on himself.
She slides out from under him to the other side of the seat. Then she leans
across and gets hold of the door handle on his side, and pushes hard. Under
Michael’s weight, the door swings open, but he doesn’t quite fall – his body is
holding itself too tense. She braces her back against the other door, puts her feet on
him, and shoves. He leans slowly out.
She pulls the door closed.
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The cabbie looks at her in the rear-view mirror. His face is pale and angry. He
is going to throw her out.
She is about to say, Please.
Without a word, he reaches into his pocket, and holds a clean blue handkerchief
over the back of his seat. She takes it and wipes her face. And then they are pulling
forward into the traffic. She looks back through the window and sees Michael, on
hands and knees, crawling over the footpath.
She turns back to look at the driver, who is watching her in the rear-view
mirror. He is still pale. ‘Are you hurt, miss?’
She shakes her head. ‘No.’ It’s true, she isn’t hurt, not really. Michael will have
bruises; she will not.
The cabbie’s eyes flick to hers, back to the road. ‘Where am I taking you?’
‘Could we go back up Darlinghurst Road, please? The corner of Liverpool.’
The cabbie still looks worried, so she smiles into the mirror to show she’s okay.
He smiles back at her, all crooked white teeth.
Ben’s teeth, the crooked smile, breaking through like sunlight. She saw it in
class – there must have been a private joke running through his head, he looked up
at nothing and smiled. When he saw her watching he got the frozen look of a rabbit
in the headlights, but Sophie was brave and she grinned at him, and after a second
he grinned back and her heart billowed. That was the first moment, the contract
between them, wordless. That was perfect.
‘Anywhere you want to go, miss,’ the cabbie says, ‘it’s alright by me.’
He switches on the radio and the announcer can confirm that the fires are all
contained now, though the rural fire service will remain on active alert throughout
the night.
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The taxi climbs steadily into Darlinghurst. From here she can see the city, still
sunk in a dirty haze. But the sun is higher, now, and almost the right colour. By
tomorrow, she thinks, it will be itself again.
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Jim

We left Nellie’s place and went directly to the Tradesman’s Arms. Along the way I
tried to take in the changed city – whole rows of terraces gone, transformed into
drab brick blocks of flats or clothes factories.
Olive left me at the door. She had one big brown-cow eye on me, the other on
Janice, who was swinging her kewpie doll rhythmically against a wall. Even the
noise from the pub didn’t make Janice look up, and I wondered if she might be hard
of hearing. I said, ‘Janice,’ and she glanced swiftly up at me and away, lips set, like
she’d been tricked.
I pulled Olive into a quick, hard hug and let her go.
She said, ‘You come an’ see me before you leave.’
I watched them go: Olive dragging Janice, Janice dragging the doll.
The pub was hotter inside than the street, but at least it was dark and the beer
would be cold. I sat in my old corner with my back sweating under my shirt. Too
bloody hot for November. I listened to the wireless and scribbled in my notebook
and drank.
When Nell turned up, late in the afternoon, I was barely balancing on my chair.
She stood in the doorway with the mellow sun behind her, looking fresh as a daisy:
the transformation since that morning was extraordinary. She wore no gloves or
stockings, but a small hat clung to her hair and she had a light scarf, bottle-green,
tied at her throat. I was aware of the smell of my sweat, like bitter almonds.
She crossed the room.
‘’Lo, Nellie.’
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‘Hello, Jim.’ She was smiling at me like we were old friends, like I hadn’t seen
her crying a few hours ago, like nothing could be wrong in the world.
‘Feeling better, then?’
‘Fit as a fiddle, mate!’ She laughed, laughing for the first time in fifteen years.
‘Ready to take on the world.’ She looked at me. ‘You look that wonderful, Jimmy.’
And she was hugging me, arms tight around my sweaty back. The bartender
stared.
‘Let’s go for a walk,’ Nell said.
Outside, people on the street gave us a wide berth and I was embarrassed by the
state I was in, but Nellie held my arm proudly. There was a ferocity in her grip and
her body radiated against me.
I looked at her sideways. Under the scarf, a gold chain caught the light. There
was something hanging from it. An unusual trinket, that.
She saw me looking, lifted a hand to her throat, grinned. ‘This is the clever
bullet, Jimmy, the one that kills me.’
It was a queer thing to say, and I figured she was just trying to get a rise out of
me, so I kept my mouth shut. We both watched her turn the bullet over in her
fingers. It was welded to a loop and strung on a fine length of gold.
‘Doctor took this out of me last year,’ she said conversationally. ‘There’s
another two still in there, but this is the one. It’ll do the job.’ She held the bullet
delicately in the tips of her fingers, like it might detonate. ‘You can have it, if you
want. When I’m gone.’
I shook my head. I didn’t have to play her games. ‘You’re a madwoman.’
But I was thinking of the two bullets still inside her, disappeared into some dark
safe place to sleep.
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There was a feeling in the air, now, the end of the day coming on. I didn’t want
her to leave and I couldn’t take her hand.
Nell was peering past me, over her shoulder, back and forth across the street.
‘Lost something?’
‘No. Just checking.’ She looked back at me with a shy smile. ‘Jimmy. Would
you take me to the pictures?’
She must have mistaken my confusion for lack of interest, because she looked
embarrassed and said, ‘You don’t have to, if you don’t want.’
The pictures. Sitting in the dark, the two of us. ‘’Course I’ll take you, Nell.’
She grinned. ‘There’s this one at the Capitol,’ she said, bouncing on her toes. ‘A
Streetcar Named Desire. It’s that good, Jimmy, you won’t believe it.’
Out in the street and it’s still warm, a warm growing dark, and all around us in
the street people walking in pairs: friends, spouses, lovers.
They look just like us.
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Sophie

She is sifting through old greeting cards, wafers of dry paper, sun-stained and
mould-spotted. The store is dark, dusty, full of odd bits of memorabilia from the last
hundred years. You never know what you might find.
A bell rings at the front of the store and she looks up on a reflex. For a second,
her whole abdomen constricts with anxiety. And then it goes; she is left with nothing
but a sour taste in her mouth.
Michael stands in the doorway. He’s wearing dark jeans and riding boots; he
looks like the landed gentry but Sophie knows he was born and bred in the western
suburbs.
Behind him, Kirra.
Michael sees Sophie first, then Kirra turns and realises. Her face shifts from
blank to unhappy to blank in the space of a second. In this second, Sophie
understands that it was going on all the time – Kirra and Michael – all the time
Sophie was with him. She doesn’t much care.
Michael, however, seems thrown. It’s been almost a month since the day of the
fires. He was silent for the first week, and then he must have lost his head because
he called and left a long, drunken message on her phone. She was a frigid bitch and
a nothing in bed, with tiny tits and her flat arse, and she had no reason to be so
fucking up herself. Her only thought at the time had been that Michael, when drunk
or angry, lost all of his sophistication and a lot of his grammar.
Later that night, while she was out walking, someone threw a brick through her
bedroom window. Sophie called the police, a glass repairman and Mim. Mim had
come straight away, and stayed for the next few nights, and it was like it used to be.
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She took a fancy to the repairman and made some embarrassing jokes about men for
hire. Luckily, he’d laughed.
Since the brick, she hasn’t had any kind of communication with Michael.
Possibly he felt he’d made his point.
For maybe the first time between them, Sophie is the first to speak. ‘How are
you doing?’
He looks momentarily annoyed, suspicious, like she might be mocking him.
But the smile she gives him is insubstantial, empty of anger or desire. She has
forgiven him – not hard to do, because she has almost forgotten him entirely. She
doesn’t love him.
It was Ben, loved first and best, that she wouldn’t forgive. For his carelessness,
for being careless with his love and with hers. He came home very late and she
knew, she could see it in his face and smell it on his clothes. When he asked her,
when he needed her to forgive him, she had turned hard and kept her mouth shut.
There was pain and she would not speak through it. She would not forgive and he
walked away in the night and then it was too late.
She comes back to herself.
Michael remains silent, so she prompts him. ‘Antiquing?’
She doesn’t address Kirra, who is hovering, shifting her weight.
He seems to get a hold of himself, musters a smile of his own. ‘Killing time.
The movie doesn’t start for half an hour.’
The film buff. She nods.
He looks at her carefully, a number of things playing in his clear blue eyes.
‘What are you up to?’
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‘Just showing the parents around.’ And right on cue, Elaine and Jed are
standing at her side, Elaine holding a porcelain jug, Jed wearing a purple kimono
and long black wig. Jed presses his big hands together and bows deeply, first to
Michael and then to Kirra, whose smile grows wider and more rigid in response.
Sophie wears her family like armour. ‘My parents, Elaine and Jed. This is
Michael, and Kirra.’
There are a few crumbs of small talk, then silence. Michael is watching Sophie
closely, ignoring Kirra when she says something about missing the movie. Sophie
returns his gaze calmly. Her heartbeat is even. After a few seconds Michael breaks
the connection – he looks away.
Kirra, poor Kirra, steps between them. ‘We’d better go, babe.’ Michael looks
annoyed. ‘I hate missing the previews.’ Kirra stares deliberately at her watch.
It’s a lousy attempt at a lie and they all feel it, the insincerity hanging in the air
like gas. Sophie’s parents look puzzled; they move quietly away. She will explain
things to them later.
Kirra turns to leave but Michael lingers; Michael won’t be dominated. He looks
into Sophie’s eyes again, like he can hypnotise her into forgetting about the scene in
the taxi, the insults on her phone, the cold brick on her bed.
Kirra walks off, the walk of someone who expects to be followed, gold hair
swinging at her back. The doorbell tinkles.
‘Let’s catch up sometime.’ His voice is very low, loaded.
Sophie laughs – she can’t help it.
He blushes to a deep, satisfying pink. She looks over his shoulder to where
Kirra is standing on the footpath beside the silver scooter. There’s a long scratch
down one side. It must have fallen.
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Michael gathers himself. ‘It was good to see you, princess. I hope we’ll run into
each other again soon.’
Outside, Kirra is leaning against the battered scooter and every line of her body
is furious. Sophie looks back at Michael and shakes her head. ‘No. I don’t think we
will.’
She smiles briefly and turns back to the box of cards.
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Jim

We went just as we were, me a good deal less presentable than Nell, walking all the
way down the hill from the Arms, through Hyde Park, along Elizabeth Street and
down Campbell to the Capitol. The sun ground down on us all the way and I was
sweating like a Mexican. Nell had small damp patches under her arms, dark stains in
the green of her dress.
The Capitol was a gorgeous old ruin, all chipped gold cherubs and moth-eaten
burgundy velvet. There was excitement about the pictures, then. Even I wasn’t
immune to it, the kiosk with its lollies and Coca-Cola, the usherettes in their little
outfits and with their little torches, the jumping nerves of courting youths and the
sweet, temporary romance between husbands and wives. The smell of cologne and
the leather of the folding-down seats. It had been a long time.
Before a film, the foyer of the Capitol would have been swarming with punters,
but we were running late and the swarm was already inside, a great fidgeting mass
in the dark. We got in at the end of the opening credits and crept into our seats,
Nellie hissing apologies to the people whose legs we had to climb over.
When we settled, the woman on Nellie’s other side leaned forward to smile at
us and whispered loudly, ‘My first time at the pictures, we’re down from the
country.’
Nellie nodded at her and the woman took it as encouragement. ‘We’re on our
honeymoon.’
‘That’s lovely.’ Nellie’s voice was gentle but repressive, a nun’s voice.
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In the grey light from the screen, the woman’s teeth glowed – she must’ve been
smiling. ‘My first time at the pictures,’ she repeated. Behind her, the new husband
was just a lump in the dark.
I was worried our friend would keep yabbering right through the movie, but she
didn’t. As the credits gave way to a railway station scene, all black-and-white
commotion and roaring and steam, she stared up and dropped off into awed silence.
As did Nellie, at my side, with her hands folded in her lap like a girl at church.
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Sophie

It’s only a short walk so she doesn’t bother with an umbrella. The morning air is
speckled with rain that hangs humid and soft on her skin, curling her hair at the
edges. It’s warm.
She goes along Victoria Street to Taylor Square and turns right, walks past wig
shops and sex shops, variety stores, kebab joints and locked-up nightclubs.
Weatherbeaten rainbow posters announce a rally for same-sex marriage rights that
has long since passed.
Left on Crown and then around past the Gaslight Inn, up an alleyway and right
into Denham Street. In the light tumbling rain, Denham Street is another seedy
inner-city lane, the backsides of shops and Thai restaurants and boxes of old
vegetables breaking down in the wet, spilling bright wrinkled things on the road.
She’s glad it’s still here, still standing, half a century later. It’s not what she
expected, not derelict but solid, square, seashell-pink stucco in three wide storeys.
Plants on every balcony and hanging from windowsills and the rooftop, Tibetan
peace flags drooping from an open window. Behind a double-glass security door, in
the foyer, someone has parked a pram, someone else has leaned a bike.
On her birthday, the last birthday, he gave her a bike. She tried to look pleased,
but she knew she would never ride it, never want it. She was scared – the traffic. She
had not learned as a kid, had ridden horses instead, brave as a warrior on
horseback. He saw that she wouldn’t ride the bike, saw it straight away, read it in
her face in the moment he wheeled it out. It was a beautiful bike. He turned away.
She said, ‘I’ll try. Ben.’ She said, ‘I love you.’ She wouldn’t say, It’s the thought that
counts. She kissed him, laughed about it, made fun of her own cowardice. But he
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stayed quiet all day. In the evening he went into the bathroom and locked the door,
which was not what they did. He was inside for a long time and she became afraid.
She would not pound on the door but she was afraid.
But he had come out again, and she had undressed him and afterwards, she
thought, he was okay. He was okay again.
She walks around the corner and tries to pick out the flat. Number six. It’s
somewhere on the third floor, but that’s all she knows from the coroner’s report,
photocopied and pasted at the back of her grandfather’s journal.
The pink walls stare back at her. She wonders who lives in number six now,
and if they could know. Unlikely. Bigger things are forgotten in far less time than
this. If they did know, how would they feel about it? Proud, maybe, to be part of the
city’s colourful history. But would they feel differently on cold, dark nights, when
the wind howled at their windows?
She takes pictures that probably won’t come out: the poor light. She could
come back any time, it’s only a short walk from her place, but she knows she won’t.
This is the only time she will come here, to seventy-four Denham Street. Because
there is nothing here for her after all, no connection between this place and her
grandfather, or her own life in this city.
The rain muffles the noise of the traffic tearing up Campbell Street, just around
the corner. Sophie takes a final picture, of the name, Camden House, unchanged
since he came here, walking a similar route from his uncle’s flat, on that last visit in
November of 1953.
Sophie turns towards home. Denham Street closes behind her.
There’s just one more place to see, now, and she’ll be done with this. She has
been putting off this last place, for reasons well known to her, for weeks. She found
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the clipping in her grandfather’s last journal, with the burial details, and she knew it
would take time for her to find the courage to face it. Reasoning, it’s not going
anywhere, anyhow – the dead won’t get up and walk away.
But there’s nothing else left, now, of Nellie. Sophie has retraced her steps as far
as they go, and as far as they go is Botany, to the cemetery.
Nellie and Ben share the same resting place, have each carved out a small piece
of that real estate.
She doesn’t believe in fate, destiny or the supernatural. But Nellie is where he
is, that is the simple fact of it, and so she will go there.
One more journey, and then she can rest.
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Jim

‘Take me home, Jimmy, it’s getting dark.’
And because I’d taken her to the pictures, because of the way she loved that
picture, she let me see her body. All of her body, I mean, without that big bloody
singlet. It was the first time in fifteen years I’d seen her bare skin; the first time I’d
ever seen it close up.
We’d made love on the bed, and I said would she take it off, and she did. Just
shrugged and pulled it over her head. As though all I’d ever needed to do was ask.
She stood in front of me, naked. There was still enough light coming through
the window to see her when she turned around, as I asked her to, her body rotating
in and out of shadow. Her face was calm and drowsy.
I took only a second to understand why she did it – why she’d kept the old
singlet on all those years. One second more to wish she’d never taken it off, that I
hadn’t asked her, that she hadn’t obliged me.
But it was too late, and there was nothing I could say.
Her entire torso was a mess of scars. Long scars that rose in puckering pale
pink, crisscrossing her body, short white scars with rough edges, dark welts.
On her back there were three long claw-mark scars that ran the length of her,
symmetrical, evenly spaced. Between them there were smaller scars, short gashes
and little dark rounds. These were knives, I thought, and – sickly – cigarettes.
Slowly, I ran my fingers down her back, tracing her three stripes with the tips of
my index, middle and ring fingers. These were smooth and pearly-white; older, I
thought, than the others. Against my fingertips the raised skin felt like plastic, hard
and cold.
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At another time in my life I might have shuddered. But I was familiar with the
texture of scars now. No woman had ever shuddered at the touch of my own, and for
this if nothing else I had felt something for them – for these women who had
touched me – for Pet, Olive, Rose, and a few others I could barely recall.
Nellie let me touch each of her scars and she said, ‘Knives. And razors.’
The other scars were numerous, smaller and disordered, scattered from the base
of her skull all the way down to the soft skin of her backside. Some were layered,
new over old, where the tissue had been broken and rebroken – by a new hand, or
the same hand, again. Like trying to count stars; the closer you look the more there
are, fading into the infinite.
I turned her to face me again. She looked away, over my shoulder. Across her
chest someone had carved a cross with two rough slashes, both uneven and one
longer than the other. X marks the spot. I couldn’t imagine what kind of weapon
would do such primitive work.
‘Glass,’ she said. ‘From a beer bottle.’
My own skin prickled with new sweat. I was sick, cold to the bones. But I
wouldn’t let it show.
My fingers moved on. There was a spray of small, ragged white scars, like
spatters of candlewax, spreading from one side of her navel around to her side. I laid
a fingertip on each one in turn, and counted them. Five.
Nellie said, ‘Bullets.’
I moved my fingers down. On the soft white skin of her lower belly, just above
where her pubic hair started, there was a scar unlike any of the others. It was a
perfect oval, the size and shape of a small egg, purple and solid.
‘That was the back of a spoon,’ she said. ‘You heat it over a candle, see.’
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Something sour rose in my throat. My stomach churned but I would not, would
not, let on.
She pointed and my eyes travelled back up her body, over the cross, over the
curve of her small breasts.
‘You’d remember this one, Jim.’ There was no accusation in her voice – just a
point of interest, this scar, like it was a photograph of a holiday we’d shared.
Yes, it was familiar.
I remember it, Nell, oh Nellie, I remember it very well.
It was almost pretty compared with the others, this one, just a thin white line
running straight across the top of her breasts. Very straight, very fine. You would
never imagine how it had bled, that fine line.
I held her by the shoulders and guided her backwards, laid her down on the
unmade bed. She was as passive as a hospital patient, gazing over the top of my
head, and I thought of the little pill bottles. Her head turned sideways, towards the
dark window, where the last shapes were disappearing.
I wanted to cover her poor skin with my own.
I kissed the front of her first, the cross and candle drips and the thin line and the
purple, perfect egg. I went slowly over her body, methodically, my neck aching,
quiet steady kisses. One for each scar.
Then I turned her over, and she rested her cheek on her forearms and turned her
head to the window again, though there was nothing to be seen there now. Only
black. I ran my lips down her back three times, along the length of her three animal
stripes, from shoulder blades to tailbone. My lips became dry, but I kept on. I kissed
each of the small, miscellaneous scars, from her neck to her buttocks. Every one I
could see.
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At the end her eyes were closed, but I knew she wasn’t sleeping. The
temperature had dropped with the sun; it was cold now. I stretched my body out
beside hers and pulled a scratchy army blanket over us. We were lying in the dark.
I said, ‘Calletti?’
She laughed. The sound was startling, coming out of the dark like that.
‘I’ve had a lot of boyfriends, Jimmy. Can’t be expected to remember who left
his mark where.’ She rolled onto her side, away from me. ‘But yes, Guido made a
good contribution.’
‘I hope he died like a dog,’ I said. In my head I was seeing Calletti wipe his
razor on his handkerchief, seeing him hover over the back of her neck when she
couldn’t get up off the floor.
She rolled back to face me, her nose close to mine. ‘Don’t say that.’
He had died like a dog; I knew it. It had been all over the papers – shot in the
guts at a party in ’39 and left to bleed to death on the lounge room floor, alone. He’d
been with Dulcie Markham, Nell’s old rival, but Dulcie had run like all the rest.
Nell looked into my face. It was hard to take, having her eyes that close.
‘He was my husband, Jimmy. I married him in a church.’
I smirked. ‘Loved him, did you?’ I felt sick.
She watched me get up and dress myself. The singlet was down the end of the
bed and I passed it back to her. She sat up and put it on, and sat twisting the hem in
her fingers. Her face was tired and smudged.
‘God is all we’ve got, in the end, Jim,’ she said.
I laced up my shoes. My hands were shaking.
‘Don’t you think so?’ She was hopeful.
I laughed. ‘Jesus Christ and a bottle of barbiturates, that’s the ticket.’
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She’d given me everything that night, I knew it was everything, and I left her
sitting alone with her legs tucked under her on the bed. But not before I made my
final proclamation.
‘God’s not for people like you and me, Nell. Nor for your dear departed
husband. We’re for the other one.’
The door swung behind me and I let it slam. Out in the street the night was cold
and moonless. I went down the road with my anger keeping me warm and I was
pleased with myself for walking out. Just once in my life, I had walked out on her.
I hadn’t even said goodbye.
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Sophie

On Anzac Day she wakes in the dark. She has been preparing herself for this
morning for the past two weeks; her clothes are laid out, ready, on a chair. She turns
on the light and dresses carefully, layering clothes for warmth, and finishes by
clasping her necklace around her throat and tucking it under her scarf. She looks at
herself in the mirror and takes three long breaths.
Outside, the sun is still below the horizon, the city obscure. Its sandstone
churches and stuccoed terraces shine with condensation. But the streets, in
Darlinghurst and Kings Cross and suburbs all over Sydney, are alive. Grey shapes
move singly towards train stations and bus stops, making their way to Martin Place
where the dawn service will fill the dark with speech-voices and the lonely trumpet
call of the Last Post.
Sophie walks against the tide. She has a piece of paper in her hand with
instructions, because she wouldn’t know where to find the first grave, and as for the
second, well, she has only been there once, on the day of the funeral.
A warm, white-skied day. In the car with her mother and Jed. The others behind
and ahead of them, the big family, a big funeral, on their way now from the church
to the crematorium. There will be another service, Elaine says, but shorter. Just a
few prayers, a hymn. Then they can go home. Elaine leaves out the bit between the
hymn and the going home, when the funeral director will turn a handle and the
coffin will move on a conveyor belt, creaking, through heavy curtains. Only when
the coffin is gone through those curtains can they go home. They won’t need to say
goodbye to anyone; the family has not spoken to Sophie since he died, not one of
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them, not once. Elaine and Jed will lead her away as soon as it’s over, back to the
car for the long drive to the farm.
At a kiosk near Central Station, she buys two bunches of flowers, white
freesias, and crosses to the bus stop. There are people travelling citywards from all
directions and Sophie seems to be the only one going the other way. East, on an
empty bus, to Botany Bay – where, from what Sophie remembers from school,
Captain Cook first swept his historical gaze across the reeds and sucking mud and
fell in love.
The words of the old song, learned at school, play in her head as the bus charts
a long straight line, through unfamiliar suburbs, in the softening dark.
Singing tooral li, tooral li-aditty
Oh we’re bound for Botany Bay.
The driver lets her off at the end of an industrial road, opposite the iron gates,
Eastern Suburbs Memorial Park. No longer Botany Cemetery; the name has been
polished.
Sophie stands alone and realises, as the bus pulls away, that the iron gates are
locked. On a small plaque the opening hours are listed as seven till ten. It’s too early
to decently visit the dead. She should have checked, but it didn’t occur to her that a
cemetery could be closed.
But no, it’s alright. A groundskeeper is hauling the gates open. He looks
irritated at the sight of her, but he doesn’t say anything – it’s Anzac Day after all,
and she could be the patriotic grandkid of a fallen digger for all he knows.
The groundskeeper is the only living person in sight. The dead, on the other
hand, must number in the tens of thousands. They are laid out in rows that spread as
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far as she can see in all directions, divided by religion and generation, organised.
The sky is brightening quickly now. Not a single puff of cloud anywhere.
A good day for a parade.
She looks around, flowers in one hand and a printout of the park in the other.
She keeps checking and rechecking the map, the two small squares marked in red
pen, but she doesn’t move. She can’t seem to get her bearings. It’s a vast city, the
Eastern Suburbs Memorial Park.
She turns on the spot, three hundred and sixty degrees, and then stands still.
It’s perfectly, perfectly quiet.
She takes a breath and begins to walk.
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Jim

On the eleventh of November 1953, a cold front turned Sydney from steaming hot to
cold, colder than it should’ve been, winter weather. The news said it’d be short-lived,
back to normal by tomorrow.
I’d spent a sleepless night in my uncle’s flat and crawled back into bed in the
afternoon, thinking to make up for it and to get warm.
Someone knocked at my door; it was too bloody cold. I rolled over.
They knocked again.
It was Olive and she had been crying.
I left her at the Bistro de Paris; she didn’t want to come any further. I kissed her
face – poor, crumpled Olive – and felt nothing at all.
I met a pair of coppers at the building, a favour from old Lillian Armfield, who
was still on the force. It wasn’t allowed but she’d arranged it anyhow, my
admittance to the flat with the young constable and a senior detective. She told them
I was family.
The constable led the way up the three flights of stairs.
Goddamn stairs.
I kept one hand tight on the steel handrail as I went, hoisting myself up with the
shaking in my knees and the ghost of childhood pneumonia in my chest. That smell:
cement dust and old garbage, the smell of stairwells in all old apartment blocks.
‘Three times,’ said the older cop, quietly. ‘Three times I’ve been up and down
these fucken stairs today.’
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The door was closed but not locked, and there was no indication of anything
amiss, aside from the presence of the police. We went in in single file: old cop,
young cop, me.
The living room looked much as it had two days before, except that both
windows were wide open now. Straight away they would have opened the windows,
the door. But something still hung in the air.
The young cop led us into the kitchen.
Nell wasn’t there, but someone had drawn a rough line with chalk, a long
oblong shape on the inlaid, patterned linoleum. The old cop spoke, listed the details
of the scene as he’d found it. She had been in a green dress, stretched out on her
front. Her feet had been near the door. One arm was up above her head, the fingers
pointing along the floor in the direction of the sink, the other by her side. Her head
had still been inside the stove.
The stove door was now closed: a thoughtful person, tidying up. Still, I took a
handkerchief out of my shirt pocket and covered my nose. The detective did the
same. The young pup braved it out; he wasn’t worried.
We moved about the room on tiptoes, stepping over the place where Nellie had
been and bumping against each other and excusing ourselves. The coppers nosed
about and took photographs with flash bulbs that popped like glass balloons. I wrote
some notes. I didn’t know how much of this I would remember, later. I even
sketched an image of Nell as described by the detective – I could see her, how she
looked lying there in the green-leaf dress she’d worn to the pictures.
I tried to make it special.
But in the photos the cops were taking, I knew, this kitchen would look just like
every other kitchen in the police files: grubby, dull. The green dress would be grey.
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You would notice a flash of white slip showing, maybe, and the fingernails that had
been made red by the gas would look black. These would be points of interest for
the eye in an otherwise drab picture – a housewife’s death.
It was no longer possible to breathe in that room. Outside, I remembered, there
was the clear day, the blue air.
I shook two meaty hands and walked out of the kitchen, through the living
room and out the door, down the stairs, through the foyer. I put my weight against
the heavy front door and pushed.
I breathed.
The air was clean and cold, the late afternoon light catching and inflaming
every particle of dust. I stood on the footpath and put my hat on, I took my
handkerchief from my top pocket and blew my nose and folded the handkerchief
and put it back in my pocket.
I made my plans while I walked down the hill, and they came easy. I’d walk
down the road, stop at the first pub I saw and have a drink. One, two at the most.
Then I’d go back to my uncle’s flat and pack my bag and lock the flat and get a taxi
to Central. The overnight train would carry me back to my little house, to my bees,
to Rose. I’d marry Rose. Get a solid job, have some kids, look after my bees and sell
this place in the city through an agent; no need to come back here at all.
I made plans enough to move me through the next hours, days, the months and
years – decades – that would probably follow. Carry me on through.
Feet, taxi, train, carry me away.
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Sophie

The name on the tombstone is Ellen Catherine Bourke, but the small plaque says,
NELLIE. And she is sure.
For a moment, she feels triumphant. But then she looks at the grave and the
feeling changes. The grave is broken. The rectangle of concrete and tiles that forms
the body of the grave is cracked right down the middle. The damage is extreme.
She looks around, at the other plots. All the nearby graves are intact; they wear
wreaths against their neatly inscribed headstones. There are silk carnations in vases,
bright plastic roses. Even a few small bundles of real lavender and rosemary, their
fragrance drawn out by the sun – these have been visited in recent days. By
relatives, children grown elderly, grandchildren now towing children of their own.
Of all the graves, Nellie’s is the only one that speaks of neglect, with its cavedin surface, its cracked and shattered tiles. There is long grass growing in the middle
of the grave among the pieces of concrete. Someone has thrown in a paper coffee
cup. Faded fake sunflowers, spilling from dirty jam jars at the corners of the grave,
add to the overall look of weather.
Then she sees that the grave, Nellie’s grave, doesn’t stand alone. It’s the righthand half of a double plot. The other half is in a slightly better state – though it has
no flowers, not even sad beaten-down ones like those on Nellie’s side. Sophie reads
the inscription. OLIVE FIELD. DIED 1960.
A short, dark-haired woman with big hips and breasts. Olive. The other woman
in the photograph. Her grandfather’s – what, mistress? And Nellie’s rival, the other
woman in the life of the mobster husband. Why they should be lying here, together,
Sophie doesn’t know. She reads Olive’s inscription again: just a name and a date of
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death. As if no one knew anything more about her, her birthdate, her parents’ names.
No Sadly missed by, no Beloved daughter of.
Somehow, though, it is comforting to see Olive’s name beside Nellie’s. Each of
them the end of a line, full stop. No new flowers on their graves, no one to stop them
from tumbling down or wearing away. But together, at least. Not alone.
Sophie divides one bunch of freesias in half and lays one half next to each
name. If the weather stays cool they might last a few days. She touches the chain at
her throat, the bullet, skin-warm, and thinks of Granddad Stephens, a long way from
here in a graveyard that’s just a flat dry square in a paddock on the edge of town. He
lies in a double plot of his own, beside Nanna Rose – he, too, with a hand to hold.
Sophie turns away. But she isn’t finished here, not yet.
The other grave is not a grave at all, just a square brass plaque on a curving
brick wall, In Memoriam. It shares the space with a hundred others, and beyond
them is another brick wall with a hundred more. Another beyond that.
Cremations. Because there was a choice made, not to lie in the cold ground and
be eaten away. Or because there was no choice, because there was nothing worth
putting in a coffin.
He had come to see her very late.
He was wearing his good suit and a grey felt hat, the one she had bought at the
markets for him years before that made him look like a poet, and he had knocked on
the door and she had stood behind it and wouldn’t open it and he had talked through
the wood and his voice had crumbled into nothing in the end and he had gone again.
Sophie sitting through the night with her phone in her hand, switched off.
And in the morning she turned it on and it rang, not him but his sister, and she
was not surprised.
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She has taught herself not to think of him that morning, gathered onto a slab in
a heap, something ruined by the Campbelltown train. She didn’t see him, they
wouldn’t let her and anyhow she wouldn’t have, couldn’t have done it. But she
knows how it must have been. Her imagination delivered it every night for her to
see, until she shut it down.
She has taught herself not to think of him at all. She has not come here since the
funeral.
But Ben had crooked teeth, and a wispy voice, and he lived with her for two
years in a house that grew mould in every corner. In winter they stayed in bed and
were late for work. In summer he played his guitar in the evenings while she
cooked, and then, afterwards, he washed the dishes. In the mornings she left the
door open when she showered and he brought the radio in so she could have music
in the shower and he watched her. He wore his grandfather’s old suits and ties and,
sometimes, his socks. He was afraid of snakes and had never seen the snow and she
wanted to take him, she was going to surprise him.
There is more. It will come, over the next weeks and months, all of it, in bits
and pieces. She’ll breathe it all in.
Now she puts the freesias in a pigeonhole designed for that purpose. She didn’t
know what to bring; Ben didn’t have a favourite flower. Freesias, then, because he
used to bring them to her. Because she loved them. She will buy more, for her
apartment, on the way home.
The plaque looks brand new, bright with sun, though it’s sixteen months old
now. In the bottom right-hand corner there is a picture, moulded in brass, of a guitar.
Others nearby are decorated with a motorbike, a pair of tennis racquets with the
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handles crossed, the seal of the Manly Sea Eagles rugby league team. This is who
they were, in a single symbol, for the benefit of strangers or the forgetful.
But she likes the words on Ben’s. They’re simple, no rhymes or godliness.

Benjamin James Fitzgerald
Born 12 August 1984. Died 6 November 2010.
Beloved son
In the darkest hour shall we meet again.

In her bed that night, in the darkest hour, Sophie will dream of a train curving
through the dark suburbs, every window alight and the passengers framed inside,
holding books or talking or staring out, and in the front carriage, close to the driver’s
compartment, a boy or a man in a grey felt hat will look out of his window and
she’ll know that this is the last Campbelltown train, running to schedule, and the
Campbelltown train will carry him away safely, it will carry him home.
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Jim

I drive the night trains. Not because I have to, it wasn’t forced upon me, though
there are a few who’re grateful I volunteered.
It suits me. Driving through black country with nothing but the track curving
out in the lights and the weight, the weight of steel and hardwood and coal behind
me. I like the company of the wireless and the sound of metal and the horn, a call I
can send crying through the fields, as a warning. I like the dark.
Rose didn’t want me to work nights. ‘You’ll have an accident,’ she said. ‘I can
feel it, love, truly. There’ll be a night you won’t come home.’ She gets these
feelings, my Rose.
I laughed and pinched her and chucked the baby up in the air. He loves to be
tossed about; he’s never been dropped and has no fear.
‘Never mind, Rosie. You’d be snapped up in no time. Find yourself a rich
doctor and live like a queen.’
She doesn’t like those kinds of jokes – she shook her head and left the room.
But she let me go, that first night, into the vague danger, the danger she’d dreamed
up for me.
Rose has never tried to save me.
Tonight the sky is clear and flushed with stars. The moon shines off the tracks
and frosts the fields where rabbits shoot through like mice, spotlit, easy targets for
the foxes. In my cabin, at the front of the hauling beast, the windows are fogged up
and the levers cold. The wireless clicks and wheezes and the deep voice of a country
singer comes through, burred soft by static.
Outside the darkness twitches and breathes.
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She said, Take me home, Jimmy, it’s getting dark.
We cut through tunnels and gullies, trees, flats of barley and cotton that glows
like dropped clouds, me and the old crooners, on and on into the night, red-eyed and
dry, singing of love gone or never found and of home, sweet home, wherever your
home may be.
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The Scarred City
Walking and writing in Razorhurst

All cities are geological; you cannot take three steps without
encountering ghosts bearing all the prestige of their legends.
- Ivan Chtecheglov, Formulary for a New Urbanism

My streets are my Ideas of Imagination.
- William Blake, Jerusalem
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Introduction

There is something about walking in cities.
There is something more about a woman walking at night and alone.

This exegesis examines the relationship between walking and writing, with particular
focus on the element of transgression – real or imagined, implicit or explicit –
present in both of these activities. Specifically, I explore the transgressive nature of
walking in cities at night, of walking alone as a woman, and of doing either or both
of these things as a person who writes. For the purposes of this discussion I consider
the implications of these activities when practiced within the boundaries of a section
of inner-east Sydney, the area comprising Kings Cross, Woolloomooloo, Potts Point,
Darlinghurst, Paddington and Surry Hills. East Sydney, once known as Razorhurst,
is a site with close conceptual links to writing and writers, walking, night, women –
and to transgression of all kinds and degrees.
I begin by exploring the context in which this discussion is located – the
complex and contested area of East Sydney – with reference to my personal history
of these neighbourhoods over the past ten years, as well as to the deeper history of
the place, particularly during the conflict-filled decades of the first half of the
twentieth century. What is it about this part of town? Why do painters, poets,
novelists, playwrights, filmmakers and actors congregate here in life and art? Why
has gentrification never succeeded in shaking off the ragged patches, the creeping
hints of the dark past, the living signs of other worlds, the roughness and the glamour
and the threat?
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In the second part of this discussion, I will consider what it means to be a
walker and a writer in an urban area like East Sydney. Is walking in a city
necessarily subversive or transgressive? Is writing? What is it about these seemingly
straightforward activities that sets them apart from ‘normal’ life? I will explore these
questions in the light of the long, fruitful history of walking and writing, with
particular attention to the question of what it means to be a woman engaged in these
things – and to be engaged in them, furthermore, in East Sydney, where the
transgressive nature of women walking – and of being a woman more generally – has
a long and complex history.
This work is not intended to be prescriptive; it does not aim to offer a
solution to the issues, hurdles and conflicts faced by a person who chooses to walk in
their own – or another’s – city, or to write about cities, or to do both at once. It is,
rather, my attempt to map out some of the linkages between a number of acts that
have been, and continue to be, considered transgressive – that of walking in cities,
that of writing, and that of being a woman (if we can call this an ‘act’) – in the
context of an area that has deep ties to each of these things. In sketching this map, I
am offering a reading of East Sydney that is as much personal as historical. It is,
more than anything, a desire to understand my own uneasy relationship with this
place that has guided me.
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Razorhurst

Traces
There is a pub in Liverpool Street, Darlinghurst, where the internal walls are scarred.
There are pockmarks in the plaster. They have been painted over, probably more
than once, but never filled in. You can touch them. They are rough nicks, small in
diameter but deep, and they are scattered across the wall haphazardly. There is no
symmetry in the individual scars or in the pattern of them as a group. They are not
decorative. But they have remained here – neglected or preserved, or maybe both –
since the 1920s, when this place went by another name. The scars are bullet marks.
The pub that is now the East Village was once the Tradesman’s Arms. You
can still see the ghost of the name in paint on the outer wall that fronts sloping
Liverpool Street – another detail that lingers thanks to neglect or diligence. As Delia
Falconer writes in her lyrical biography of the city Sydney (2010), ‘the city’s lack of
respect for the past had the counterintuitive affect of enhancing it’ (pp. 89-90). In
other words, the deep-seated impulse of Sydney’s inhabitants to ignore or deny the
landmarks of history may be what has allowed many of these landmarks to survive,
quietly, in the shadows.
Anyone who has spent time walking the streets of Darlinghurst will be
familiar with the experience of coming face to face with decaying monuments to the
past: a crumbling terrace, the single blemish in a string of immaculately restored
facades in heritage colours; a mould-stained sandstone stairway, cut by long-dead,
brutalised hands, now wedged between apartment buildings and covered in graffiti.
The sunken area of Surry Hills known as Frog Hollow, once a rat-riddled warren of
shanty huts and lean-tos where the city’s hardest criminals drank, plotted and hid
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from the law, is now a grassy slice of parkland. But just beyond its manicured
boundaries, an all-but windowless mud-coloured brick building still squats, built in
the 1930s to house the poor and now serving as a down-and-out laundrette.
Darlinghurst is full of this uneasy push-and-pull, the tension between the city of the
past, the city of the present and the city of the future. Property prices are
stratospheric, but in spite of this many of the people who live here, and the urban
landscape itself, resist the urge to gentrification – walking down certain streets in
certain kinds of weather, it’s possible to feel that nothing essential has changed here
in a hundred years.
This discussion will repeatedly return to the context of Darlinghurst and the
suburbs that border it, a densely populated rectangle of inner-eastern Sydney
stretching from Surry Hills at the south end, through Paddington, Darlinghurst, East
Sydney, Kings Cross, Potts Point, to Woolloomooloo in the north. I will refer to
these, collectively, as East Sydney: an area that is at once a world of its own and a
microcosm of the larger metropolis with all of its thriving conflicts and
contradictions. Nowhere else in the sprawling spread of Sydney does the past sit so
close to the present and, in the form of constant development, the future. Nowhere
else do the rich sit so close to the poor, the chic to the destitute, the healthy to the
sick. In its contradictions and its reversals, its ethnic and economic diversity, it is
Sydney in a shoebox.

Walking East Sydney: two versions
Since arriving in Sydney in 2003 at the age of eighteen, I have spent a lot of time
walking in East Sydney. I’ve been, at various times, a visitor, a worker and a local.
I’ve lived here twice. For a number of reasons, these residencies and the many walks
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that punctuated them have left deep impressions, vivid inscriptions on my memory of
a place that cannot be separated from my personal and emotional history.
My first stint in East Sydney began in 2004, when a friend and I rented an
apartment in Surry Hills for twelve months in a 1970s yellow-brick building on
concrete stilts. Our street, like most of Surry Hills and almost all of Paddington in
recent decades, was largely composed of restored terraces inhabited by wealthy
professionals. Our building, however, was cheaper in every sense and housed a
cocktail of transsexuals, middle-aged bachelors, backpackers and students. There
were loud parties in the building every night, break-ins, strange objects left on the
stairs. The narrow lane at the rear of the block was unlit and, by morning, littered
with condoms and syringes. The Salvation Army Oasis refuge was two blocks down,
and the car park that sat at ground level under our propped-up building was the
hangout of choice for groups of bong-smoking and heroin-injecting teenagers.
Coming home late from my job in a Darlinghurst restaurant meant crossing this dark
space as casually and as quickly as possible, though the teenagers under their hoodies
showed little interest in me or anything else.
2004 was my first year at university, though not my first in Sydney. I had
previously spent six months living in a terrace in Waterloo before travelling overseas
for a gap year. But 2004 was the beginning of my real life in the city; it was the year
in which I felt my migration become permanent, a self-willed severing from my rural
childhood. It was also the year in which I first fell in love. I mention this because it
coloured my experience of East Sydney profoundly; I was looking at the world not
so much through rose-tinted glasses as through a kaleidoscope. I have clear
memories of trekking up the hill from the Devonshire Street tunnel to Surry Hills in
the middle of summer, sweating and euphoric (only two years ago I saw in the news
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that the body of an elderly woman had been uncovered in one of the old terraces on
Kippax Street. She had been dead in the house for eight years. I walked past that
house every day, not long after she must have died, and it’s strange now to remember
the joy with which I unknowingly passed her by). This was a year of heightened
awareness, of great sensory sensitivity. I spent a lot of time walking the streets of
East Sydney over the course of that year, but I was rarely alone – increasingly, I was
accompanied by another person, part of the long tradition of what Rebecca Solnit
(2000) in her history of walking calls ‘walking out together’. Solnit writes,
Perhaps this delicate act of matching the rhythms of their strides aligns two
people emotionally and bodily; perhaps they first feel themselves a pair by
moving together through the evening, the street, the world. (p. 232)
Walking with another person is fundamentally different to walking alone. As Solnit
suggests, these walks showed me less of the city than of the person beside me; when
I saw the city I saw it through that other person, as if the other body was a lens. In
both a literal and a metaphorical sense, this body acted as a buffer against the sharper
edges of the East Sydney streets – I was aware, but untouchable. This is not to say
that what I experienced was a false version of a place, or even a polished one. Being
thrown headfirst into love is not without a sharp sense of danger, and there were
moments of deep unease and conflict in the relationship that mirrored the uneasy
atmosphere of Surry Hills by night. I could question, even now, the extent to which
my neighbourhood reflected or even shaped the deep vein of instability that would
run through that relationship from beginning to end. There is in East Sydney a
pervasive sense of place, what neo-Romantic writers have called genius loci
(Woodcock 2000), that can be deeply troubling, haunting. (This statement certainly
warrants further discussion, and I will return to it later.)
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My second residency was shorter, just eight weeks in 2008, an unplanned
stay with a friend from school. Unplanned because it followed the sudden collapse of
a relationship (with the person I had fallen in love with in 2004), and extended by
depression, a lack of motivation and a lack of funds. My friend’s apartment was on
the ground floor of a not-quite-art deco building at the corner of Liverpool Street and
Darlinghurst Road, a noisy junction. I slept in the living room on a foldout sofa that
sank into a well in the middle; between this and the noise, I slept badly. Temporary
insomnia sent me out into the Darlinghurst nights, on long walks through the narrow
twisting streets, alone. I walked through Darlinghurst, East Sydney, Surry Hills, and
Kings Cross, and these walks opened up to me the nocturnal life of East Sydney.
Walking alone in this part of the city was new to me; it was nothing like walking
with a lover. I had no buffer, no lens through which to see the streets but my own
eyes and my grief. That I was a woman, and young, added an element of unease to
these walks that was significant enough to warrant further exploration later. As it
was, I dressed in dark shapeless clothes, with hooded sweaters to cover my hair.
East Sydney is alive at all hours. I observed the stealthy missions of rats and
stray cats, watched the nocturnal trading between the street people (in sex, drugs,
alcohol) that never seemed to wind down, dodged groups of drunk teenagers and
people who talked to themselves in sympathy or rage. Possibly because of my own
sadness, what struck my most about the streets of East Sydney was the many and
varied expressions of sorrow I saw, in the faces of other solo night walkers I
encountered, the drunks, addicts, the homeless, the mentally ill, streetwalkers. All the
thin young men with pale faces in various states of collapse. It is this aspect of
Darlinghurst – its sadness – more than any other that has stuck in my memory.
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Some things can only be seen by an observer who passes them on foot. I
have, at other times, seen East Sydney from above, from an apartment at the top of a
high-rise block. From that height it’s a mess of buildings, all sharp edges, no sign of
human life but cars and trains that seem to move on their own. The narrowest streets
disappear. In The Practice of Everyday Life, Michel De Certeau (1988) distinguishes
between the street-level gaze of the walker and the elevated, distant gaze of the
voyeur, who looks down on the city from the height of its tallest buildings (Coverley
2006, p. 104). To walk, then, is to connect with the real human pulse of the city, its
emotional currents – to walk is democracy in action. Moving among the borderline
night people of East Sydney must be done on foot or it’s not worth doing at all. By
breaking my own boundaries, deliberately undermining my own sense of security, I
came close to those I had previously done my best to avoid. And I believe it was at
this time, amid the sorrow of the living ghosts of East Sydney, that I first began to
feel haunted by the traces of the past that spoke of another city beneath the surface of
this one – and another beneath that, and another beneath that, ad infinitum.

Troubled Ghosts
Through all my experience in East Sydney, both as resident and visitor, it was a
number of years before I learned anything concrete of the area’s history. Despite
being an avid reader and history student, I arrived in Sydney at the age of eighteen
with no inkling of the dark, deviant past of the harbour city that was buried so close
to the surface. I knew more of the city’s colonial origins and myths than of the much
more recent upheavals of the Pushes, the Razor Gangs and the general corruption and
vice that ruled inner Sydney during the 1920s, -30s and -40s. I was first exposed to
this historical dark side in 2005, at City of Shadows, an exhibition of police
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photographs from the first half of the twentieth century curated by crime writer Peter
Doyle. These photographs, mug shots and crime scenes ranging from the openly
grisly to the unsettlingly mundane, have since worked themselves into the collective
consciousness of the city. A hardcover book was published to accompany the
exhibition (Doyle 2005), and a second showing of the photographs has been
scheduled for 2013. For me, as for others, it was the combination of the strange
quotidian beauty of these photographs and their sinister subject matter that was most
captivating. Also, there was the startling fact that this history of Sydney, this recent
history, was entirely new to me. Only one of the names mentioned in the exhibition,
Tilly Devine, rang a distant bell. I started to read about Tilly – the most infamous and
outrageous of Sydney’s organised crime bosses – and, from there, was drawn deeply
into the history of the Razor Gangs, cocaine, sly grog, prostitution and gambling
rackets, all of which ran out of East Sydney from the mid-1920s. A great deal has
been written about this period in East Sydney, most notably by Larry Writer in his
comprehensive account Razor (2004). It is worth, however, giving a brief overview
of the history of this time and place, as its stories can often seem too violent, bizarre
or melodramatic to be true – but they are.
East Sydney had long been the bad end of town by the time Tilly and her
colleagues came to power. It was an area crammed with cheap housing in which the
poorest of the working class lived in cramped, damp terraces and tenements, close to
the factories where they worked. Despite the presence of a few grand houses, this
was a part of Sydney that held little charm for the well to do and had consistently
been a hive of criminal activity since settlement (Grabosky 1977). With the
expansion of Sydney’s public transport system in the first quarter of the twentieth
century, the sudden accessibility of the leafy suburbs in the north and south prompted
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a mass exodus from the inner city for those who could afford it, and East Sydney was
left to the crooks and the destitute. This, combined with the advent of a number of
stringent anti-vice laws that outlawed prostitution and off-course race betting,
restricted the licensing of handguns and the sale of liquor after 6pm, and cracked
down on the illegal trade in cocaine, to create the perfect conditions for organised
crime to grow and expand from its heartland (Writer 2004). The efforts of lawmakers
to wash the streets clean of vice simply, predictably, drove it underground and made
the vice trades both more dangerous and more lucrative for those involved. One
telling example of the incorrigibility of crime in East Sydney is the story of the
safety razor, which emerged as the weapon of choice among Sydney’s criminal
milieu when the penalties for carrying an unlicensed firearm were increased in the
mid-1920s (Grabosky 1977). Though statistically less deadly than guns, the cutthroat
razors wielded by gangsters were hugely effective as weapons of terror, and inspired
– via the more hysterical members of the press – the chilling sobriquet Razorhurst. If
East Sydney had always been the wrong end of town, the social and legal conditions
of the late 1920s made it the most fertile breeding ground for violent crime in the
country.
Certain streets and alleys were particularly notorious: Charlotte Lane, Kellet
Street, Kings Lane. These were the sites of the most publicised slashings and
shootings, the bloodiest gangland brawls. These days, Charlotte Lane looks much as
it must have when gang leader Norman Bruhn was gunned down in it: damp and
grubby, meagre. Kellet Street and Kings Lane have been refined somewhat, but
remain shadowy and isolated, uncomfortable places in which to find yourself after
dark. In the daylight they look harmless. But to know men died here, bled into these
gutters and screamed down these lanes, is to feel an icy current in the air even while
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walking under a blazing midday sun. Falconer (2010) writes of ‘eternal shadows
dogging Sydney’s beauty’ (p. 52). The shadows of East Sydney are more dogged
than most. I have often wondered, while walking down some incarnation of Kellet
Street, if the people who live in these expensive converted-warehouse apartments
know about the brutal things that happened here. If they knew, how would they feel?
Possibly proud. An archivist at the Western Sydney Records Centre once told me
how, until about the 1990s, amateur family historians were prone to vandalising
records. It seems that those who uncovered proof of convict ancestry were inclined to
literally destroy the evidence by ripping pages from the record books. These days,
she said, they’re more likely to request photocopies and wave them around. Perhaps
transgression can be forgiven, even celebrated, when it is viewed from the safe
distance created by a fair passage of time.
East Sydney, however, has never managed to distance itself from its bloody
past. There is a thread, a sense of continuity, in its cultural evolution. Though social,
legal and economic forces eventually succeeded in quashing the razor wars (Writer
2004), this area has never lost its reputation for seediness and violence. The legacy of
the embedding of organised crime in East Sydney during the first quarter of the
twentieth century can still be seen today in pockets of Darlinghurst, Woolloomooloo
and Surry Hills, and throughout most of Kings Cross – in spite of a dramatic increase
in property values over the last thirty years, the great wealth that now resides here,
these remain some of the most dangerous parts of the city (Jochelson 1997).
Gangsters and bikies still shoot at each other in the streets from time to time and
might catch a bystander in the crossfire; ice-and-heroin-addicted women and men
still prowl the streets selling sex; Saturday nights become hellish scenes coloured by
all kinds of excess. The story of Thomas Kelly, an eighteen-year-old boy who died
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after being king hit in an unprovoked attack in Kings Cross in July 2012, prompted
calls for a clean-up of the area and promises from local government (ABC News 24
2012), but there has been little noticeable change. Kings Cross in particular seems
not so far removed, today, from Ruth Park’s 1974 description in The Companion
Guide to Sydney:
…the air is full of barbaric yawping...it is a weird, electric place by night,
exorbitant, often as bent as a bicycle wheel... It swims out of the dusk like a
blob of spilled oil, all rainbows and reflections… (p. 399)
Razorhurst is still full of thrills and danger in equal parts; knowing its history only
makes its atmosphere seem more abiding, even eternal, as if it is the place itself that
shapes the behaviour of those who pass through it, rather than the other way around.
Falconer (2010) returns again and again to this theme, the eternal unrest of
Sydney which she refers to as its ghosting, the ‘wild undertow’ (p. 58) so beautifully
hinted at in Kenneth Slessor’s ‘Five Bells’:
Why do I think of you, dead man, why thieve
These profitless lodgings from the flukes of thought
Anchored in Time? You have gone from earth,
Gone even from the meaning of a name;
Yet something’s there, yet something forms its lips
And hits and cries against the ports of space,
Beating their sides to make its fury heard.
(Haskell 1991)
Slessor speaks to the ghost of his drowned friend Joe Lynch. But this poem abides,
lingers, rings out through time like the bells in its title because it also speaks to a
city, a country, a disquiet that is deeply human and very much at home in the harbour
city. Slessor returns to this conceit, of the harbour that echoes with swallowed
secrets, repeatedly, obsessively. In ‘Passenger by “Greycliffe”’, the ferry disaster of
1927 triggers the same searching, the questions that Slessor will never be answer:
Who is it rides beside you in still air?
Who sits between your fellow-travellers?
Who blows his frozen breath? Who’s there?
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Who’s there?
Who stirs?

(Haskell 1991, p. 53)

Ross Gibson (1996) has written of ‘this ghostly hubbub’ as the result of ‘the
quotidian histories – both indigenous and incursive – that have made Sydney
boisterous with contentions and communions’ (p. 2). For Gibson, Sydney is haunted
by an unruly, multicultural mob of spirits. Falconer similarly traces the ghosting of
Sydney back, beyond Slessor’s drowned citizens, to its genesis: ‘It may seem
obvious today that this ghostly absence, which throws even time itself out of whack,
is the lost world of the Eora people’ (p. 56). While traces of some of Gibson’s
multifarious voices remain, there is little left of the Eora, the original inhabitants of
this place, whose culture has been so utterly erased from the surface of the city that
only a vast silence lingers in their absence. Describing the Polish city of Lódź many
years after WWII, David M. Smith (2000) writes,
The most remarkable feature of the moral geography Lódź is, arguably… an
absence: the absence of the Jews. How can we describe an absence? Not a
case of nothing there, but of something gone. (p. 68)
For Falconer, it is the absence of signs or traces of Sydney’s pre-colonial inhabitants
that has created the deep unease that ‘makes everything insubstantial, yet gives it an
extra shadow’ (p. 57). She invokes the untranslated words of the Eora, as recorded
by First Fleet Lieutenant William Dawes, which she claims
…make ghosts of us, no matter how brightly we blaze in this city. Forming
their lips against the portals of space, they well up unanswered in every
corner of the city, perhaps when it is at its most sleek and modern. (p. 58)
Like the rest of the city, these absences, the erased history of a vanished people, are
the foundations upon which East Sydney was built. For many more years than it has
been called Potts Point, this edge of the harbour was Yarranabbe, and this misnamed
territory is the already shaken ground over which East Sydney lays its unique army
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of ghosts – every one of them seeming to strain against silence to make its fury
heard.

Bohemia
In spite of its hauntedness, or perhaps because of it, there have always been those
who have chosen to live in East Sydney, those for whom this is the real Sydney and
no other part will do. Alongside the long thread of criminality that runs through its
history, there is a second thread, just as prevalent, of art. As with the spike in illicit
activity, this cultural trend can be retraced to the inter-war period, when changing
social mores brought single young people – particularly women – streaming into the
city from rural areas (Blaikie 1980). It makes sense that in East Sydney, where the
vice trades prevailed in the face of increasingly stringent laws, a perceived spirit of
rebelliousness and insouciance would have attracted those who dreamed of a
bohemian escape from the restrictions of family, work, religion or social pressures.
Among these rebels were, naturally, many artists. Musicians, poets,
playwrights, filmmakers, painters, sculptors, dancers, actors – all have been well
represented in East Sydney since the 1920s and continue to be now, even in the face
of rabid gentrification. It’s not too great an exaggeration to say that of our most
venerated Sydney artists, a great number have lived, loved and worked in East
Sydney, and that many of the most memorable literary depictions of Sydney have
been of this corner of it: Ruth Park’s Surry Hills in The Harp in the South and A
Poor Man’s Orange, Kenneth Slessor’s Darlinghurst poems, Christina Stead’s
Woolloomooloo in Seven Poor Men of Sydney, Robin Eakin’s Kings Cross in Aunts
Up The Cross. When Falconer began to write Sydney (2010), it was Park, Slessor and
Patrick White – whose epic novel The Vivisector is largely set in East Sydney – who
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sprang to mind, as the writers ‘who took the city’s grimy pulse from its stained
footpaths and shabby terraces’ (p.5). Like certain pockets of the inner west (Balmain,
Newtown), East Sydney has fostered far more than its fair share of art and artists.
On the whole, Australian literary history reveals a long-running love affair
with the bush, interrupted in a resurgence of interest, from the second half of the 20th
century, in the urban landscapes in which 89 per cent of us currently live. Our city
stories may still hold a lesser status in popular mythology than our bush stories, but
urban Australian writing has nonetheless flourished: most notably in a rich vein of
Australian crime writing, always adept at exploring the darkest corners of our cities
and suburbs, but also in poetry, playwriting, screenwriting and novel-writing of all
kinds. One of the first to passionately embrace urban Australian landscapes was
Kenneth Slessor, among the most emblematic of Sydney writers – and the most
closely bound, in life and work, to the streets of East Sydney. Slessor, who spent a
great deal of time living in Darlinghurst and Kings Cross and walking their streets on
his way to and from the CBD offices of Smith’s Weekly, loved and defended his
neighbourhood. ‘People who ‘go to the Cross’ or ‘live at the Cross’,’ he said, ‘are
expressing a state of mind’ (Haskell 1991). It was a state of mind that must have
seemed to most Australians dangerously subversive, even mad. Slessor famously
wrote of looking out the window of his Elizabeth Bay apartment and seeing a
neighbour throw dinner plates out over the water to take shots at them with a rifle
(Falconer 2010; Haskell 1991). Slessor turned repeatedly to the streets of East
Sydney for inspiration, both for light verse like Choker’s Lane where he describes
The green and watery gaslight world
Where girls have faces white as zinc
(Haskell 1991, p. 56)
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- and for his ‘proper’ poems. In William Street he speaks directly to the moral and
aesthetic squeamishness of conventional, middle-class Sydney
Smells rich and rasping, smoke and fat and fish
And puffs of paraffin that crimp the nose,
Or grease that blesses onions with a hiss;
You find this ugly, I find it lovely.
The dips and molls, with flip and shiny gaze
(Death at their elbows, hunger at their heels)
Ranging the pavements of their pasturage;
You find this ugly, I find it lovely.
(Haskell 1991 pp. 42-3)
As the final verse here suggests, even crime itself can appeal to a certain kind
of artistic temperament, and East Sydney’s brand of crime has always had a kind of
theatricality to it, a kind of macabre flair missing from the standard suburban
slayings and rural robberies. When I was employed at an East Sydney restaurant in
2005, a young woman leapt, or was pushed, from the tenth floor of the same building
(the restaurant was on the ground floor). Thankfully, I was not at work that day. But
reports came later, from the waiters and kitchen staff, that she had been wearing only
high heels and lingerie or, in one version, a white robe that blew open like wings as
she fell. The image has stayed with me so vividly I sometimes forget I didn’t see it
happen. The night this story was told to me, I got home from work late, and wrote in
my journal before bed. I can return to that page and read a brief description of the
death, and a single question:
What kind of place is this?
The following year I would ask myself this question again, when I read in a
newspaper that the badly decomposed body of a 59-year-old woman had been found
in the bathroom of a nearby Darlinghurst flat, buried under a pile of blankets and
clothing. On top of the pile, over the woman’s chest, were perched a blue plastic foot
spa and a builder’s hardhat. Her dress had been pulled up to her shoulders, a clothes
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peg had been attached to her genitals, and the cord of an electric iron was wrapped
around her neck. A toaster was hung from the shower rail over her head, and
someone had smeared pink lipstick all over the sink, tiles and the woman’s body
(Kontominas 2008). There were four suspects: a neighbour called ‘Kiwi John’,
another neighbour who was a self-confessed sado-masochist and fetishist, a local
prostitute known as ‘Angel’, and an ice addict. Cause of death was never determined,
and none of the suspects was ever charged (Coopes 2008). The grotesque, multicoloured chaos of the scene painted by local journalists brought to mind, for me, the
frantic scramble of certain Brett Whiteley paintings, in particular his Christie Series
works, depicting the murder of several women by John Christie in 1940s and 50s
London. It was a scene I was sure would have spoken to Whiteley’s dark genius, his
fascination with sexuality and the surreal.
Whiteley had strong ties to East Sydney. He was one of fifteen men and
women who lived and worked in the famous Yellow House artists’ collective in Potts
Point from 1970-1973. The house, established by artist Martin Sharp, was a work of
art in and of itself, a multi-dimensional canvas. Filmmaker Albie Thoms, another
Yellow House resident artist, described the playful subversiveness that characterised
the space: ‘It’s in a constant state of non-control. Therefore, anything can happen any
moment of the day - you'll always be surprised in the Yellow House’ (‘Yellow
House’ 2003). Whiteley, whose work had always courted controversy by refusing to
adhere to any set of rules or boundaries, embraced the spirit of fearless transgression
that defined the House and might also be said to have defined Kings Cross in the
1970s (Falconer 2010). He also – along with many of his Yellow House peers –
embraced the heavy drinking and hard drugs that would eventually bring about his
death from a heroin overdose at the age of 53. In this, too, he was part of a long line
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of East Sydney artists to die prematurely from causes related to drug and alcohol
abuse. Perhaps the most striking and tragic of these was the poet Vicki Viidikas,
described by journalist William John Stapleton (2013) as ‘Perhaps Kings Cross’s
most notorious junky’ (chapter 34, para. 2) and, almost in the same breath, as ‘one of
the leading lights’ (chapter 34, para. 21) in Australian writing. Viidikas died six
years after Whiteley, in 1998, at the age of 50. Hers was the death of an anonymous
junky, mourned only by the community of Sydney poets who understood her gift.
Viidikas recorded her own descent into addiction and despair in her poetry and prose,
and it provides one of the most heart-rending testaments to the way in which the
brave, freewheeling spirit of an artist who refuses to bow to conventional standards
risks being consumed by the transgressive life they have chosen (Viidikas 2010). The
last time Stapleton (2013) saw her, Viidikas was in bad shape. ‘Stoned to the
eyeballs, she would read out extracts as if doing so would lift her above the street
wreck of criminality, addiction and fading hopes her life had become’ (chapter 34,
para. 20).
Not all East Sydney artists descend into this kind of darkness. Slessor
survived, as did most of the Yellow House artists, including Martin Sharp and
filmmaker Peter Weir. Writers Mandy Sayer and Louis Nowra, possibly the most
recognisable and flamboyant artistic ambassadors for East Sydney today, have lived
and worked in Kings Cross for many years and seem to embody something of the
joyful, noisy insouciance of the place, famously parading through ‘the Cross’ behind
a jazz band on their wedding day in 2003 (ABC Local: Conversations with Richard
Fidler 2006). Both have lamented the gentrification of their neighbourhood, Nowra
(‘Our Cross to bare’ 2003) once remarking that soon ‘It'll just be filled with pencilthin couples dressed in black with metal furniture’ (para. 19). At the same time, both
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have expressed their faith in the endurance of the East Sydney ‘state of mind’. As
Anne Summers (2003) said, when launching an anthology edited by Sayer and
Nowra titled In the Gutter… Looking at the Stars: A Literary Adventure Through
King’s Cross:
It is a place of risks, full of gamblers who seldom win much and who often
lose everything, including their lives. Sometimes this can become depressing,
but it sure beats the sounds of the suburbs.
You will never hear a lawn mower in Kings Cross and that, for many of us, is
entirely a sufficient reason to live here. Give me sirens any days [sic]. That is
what attracts those of us who live here and who have written about it. That
won’t change, even though the Cross will, as it always has, continue to
evolve, to take on new looks and, at times, whole new identities.
(pp. 2-3)
If, as Joyce Carol Oates (2003) assures us, ‘any form of art is a species of exploration
and transgression’ (p. 33), it makes sense that the most socially and culturally
transgressive borough of Sydney should attract artists in droves. That these East
Sydney artists, particularly the writers among them, have also been East Sydney
walkers is no coincidence. As we shall see, the city, writing and walking are
inextricably intertwined.
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Walking and writing

Into the wild
The history of walking and the history of writing are, in many ways, inseparable.
‘Writers and poets,’ writes Joyce Carol Oates (2003), ‘are famous for loving to be in
motion’ (p. 30). She traces this tradition to the English Romantic poets (Shelley,
Wordsworth) and the New England Transcendentalists (Henry David Thoreau), all of
whom were dedicated, even obsessive, walkers. We could safely assume that the
relationship between walking and writing extends even further back than this, to the
point where writing begins. Stories rarely unfold in a vacuum: places are necessary
to ground them. At the most basic level, it is easier to write about a place one has
seen and memorised, and the easiest way to see a place up close is to be a pedestrian.
Writers throughout history have described further benefits of walking for the creative
process, and for their own sanity more generally. Rebecca Solnit, in her expansive
history of walking Wanderlust (2000) summarises:
Walking, ideally, is a state in which the mind, the body, and the world are
aligned, as though they were three characters finally in conversation with
each other, three notes suddenly making a chord…things happen in the mind,
and this is what makes walking ambiguous and endlessly fertile: it is both
means and end, travel and destination. (pp. 5-6)
Solnit is adamant that ‘a desk is no place to think on a large scale’ (p. 4). Oates
agrees: in running, a variation of walking, ‘the mind flies with the body’ (p. 29). On
the other hand, she says, on days when running is not possible
I don’t feel “myself” and whoever the “self” is I do feel, I don’t like nearly so
much as the other. And the writing remains snared in endless revisions (p.
30).
There is something about unconscious physical movement that fosters the free
movement of the mind through its own strange landscapes: ‘The history of both
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urban and rural walking is a history of freedom’ (Solnit 2000, p. 174). Freedom, in
this case, is psychological freedom – the freeing of the mind from quotidian
concerns. Henry David Thoreau (2008), in his seminal essay ‘Walking’ (written in
1861, a year before his death), declared ‘I cannot preserve my health and spirits,
unless I spend four hours a day at least…sauntering through the woods’ (para. 6).
Thoreau hints here (as does Oates with her ‘other self’) at a recurring theme
in the history of writers who walk: the need to escape from ‘one’s self whom you
have known all the morning’ (para. 7). Psychologists have explored this idea at
length, finding that to walk a few miles of city streets is an effective form of therapy
for a variety of neuroses (Canter 1977; Savio Hooke & Akhtar 2007). Psychologist
Wilfred Gallagher (1993) explains his interpretation of this phenomenon:
I’ve found that exposure to larger systems of physical organization,
preferably while working the body, almost invariably brings glimmers of
hope and purpose. (p. 21)
When Gallagher refers to ‘larger systems of organization’, he means larger than the
self, than one’s own body. The city, that complex organism, is the ideal system in
which to lose one’s self. The home, on the other hand, is restrictive in its connection
to the person who dwells in it. The self is reflected and represented by the dwelling,
caged within the four walls that make a domestic space. Virginia Woolf (1984)
explores this form of entrapment in her brilliant essay ‘Street Haunting: A London
Adventure’. At home, she writes,
…we sit surrounded by objects which perpetually express the oddity of our
own temperaments and enforce the memories of our own experience… But
when the door shuts on us, all that vanishes. The shell-like covering which
our souls have excreted to house themselves, to make for themselves a shape
distinct from others, is broken, and there is left of all these wrinkles and
roughness a central oyster of perceptiveness, an enormous eye. How beautiful
a street is in winter! (pp. 247-8)
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The tragic postscript here, of course, is that Woolf would ultimately seek a more
complete escape from the self that plagued and thwarted her. Walking, in the end,
would not be enough – but it would nonetheless provide some of the most joyful
moments of clarity and creativity of her short life (Wright 2011). It would open up
the world, and she would write what she saw and felt in profound detail, bringing
London’s streets to life, again, on the page.
Thoreau and Woolf’s essays on walking – written seventy years apart – are
aligned in their dreams of escape, but are greatly at odds in other ways. For Thoreau,
as for most of the New England Transcendentalists among whom he was a leading
voice, as well as most of the great Romantic poets (including Shelley, Coleridge,
Wordsworth and Keats), walking to escape one’s self and thus write freely required
immersion in a distinctly rural environment (Oates 2003). ‘When we walk,’ Thoreau
writes, ‘we naturally go to the fields and woods. What would become of us, if we
walked only in a garden or a mall?’ (para. 13). Thoreau’s aversion to ‘civilisation’
extends not just to cities but also to villages; he traces the word village to its Latin
stem from which we also derive the words vile and villain, which he claims ‘suggests
what kind of degeneracy villagers are liable to’ (para. 17). It is purity, communion
with nature, he seeks: ‘I believe in the forest, and in the meadow, and in the night in
which the corn grows’ (para. 37). The absence of all traces of human activity is
considered a prerequisite for free thought and peaceful observation of the world.
Thoreau, like many writers of the Romantic and Late-Romantic periods, was
foregrounding nature in his writing as a means to resist what he saw as the
brutalising influence of industrialisation and rationalism (Encyclopædia Britannica
2013). By the 1850s, however, Romanticism was all but over. Thoreau’s death in
1862 could be seen as marking the final end of the Romantic era. Already, new
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writers were coming to the fore – those who embraced the city in all its thriving
complexity.

The city, nighttime
1861, the year in which Thoreau published ‘Walking’, was the same year that
Charles Dickens published The Uncommercial Traveller, a collection of essays,
including several on the subject of walking. For Dickens (1997), however, walking
was not to be confined to forests and moors:
I am always wandering here and there from my rooms in Covent-garden,
London—now about the city streets: now, about the country by-roads—
seeing many little things, and some great things, which, because they interest
me, I think may interest others. (chapter 1, para. 3)
The important distinction, for Dickens, was not between rural walking and urban
walking, but between practical and non-practical walking. The former state is to
walk ‘straight on end to a definite goal at a round pace’, the latter to walk ‘objectless,
loitering, and purely vagabond’ (chapter 10, para 2). It is the latter state from which
the greatest pleasure flows, and from which many of the stories that make up The
Uncommercial Traveller are gleaned. In this state, Dickens writes, ‘no gipsy on earth
is a greater vagabond than myself; it is so natural to me, and strong with me, that I
think I must be the descendant, at no great distance, of some irreclaimable tramp’
(chapter 10, para. 2). Solnit (2000) makes a similar distinction, with particular
reference to walking in built-up urban environments; New York, like London, is ‘a
city of people walking for practical purposes, pouring up and down subway stairs,
across intersections – but musers and nocturnal strollers move to a different tempo’
(p. 188). The writer moves among the purposeful striders, but is not one of them; the
writer walks freely but with eyes wide open.
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Though neither town nor country walking is given greater weight than the
other in The Uncommercial Traveller, its most enduring and vivid essay is ‘Night
Walks’, in which Dickens describes his nocturnal wanderings through London in the
grip of insomnia (chapter 13, para. 1). Like Woolf’s, seventy years later, Dickens’s
London is alive with human activity and is atmospherically complex, thrilling to all
senses. Like Thoreau and Woolf, the Dickens who walks seeks escape from mental
anguish – in this case, an unshakable restlessness that rages against domestic
confinement. It is by way of observing, and empathising with, the other people he
encounters on these walks that he is ultimately able to conquer his insomnia:
In the course of those nights, I finished my education in a fair amateur
experience of houselessness. My principal object being to get through the
night, the pursuit of it brought me into sympathetic relations with people who
have no other object every night in the year. (chapter 13, para. 2)
The term ‘houselessness’, here, refers to what we now know as homelessness (a
word that hadn’t yet gained currency in 1861). By way of his nocturnal strolling,
Dickens discovered, as had Thomas De Quincey before him, the streets as ‘a place
for those who had no place, a site to measure sorrow and loneliness in the length of
walks’ (Solnit 2000, p. 183). Certainly a sense of melancholy pervades ‘Night
Walks’ that is entirely missing from Thoreau’s ‘Walking’. The city is not a place for
peaceful contemplation of the good life, and this seems to be connected to the fact
that accounts of walking which take urban spaces as their setting rarely give us
daytime, sunlit scenes. In urban writing, Solnit tells us,
…great accounts of walking have to do not with the cheerful and open
display of ordinary life and desires but with nocturnal scenes, crimes,
sufferings, outcasts, and the darker side of the imagination. (p. 180)
Solnit explains this tendency in aesthetic terms, describing the way in which the
‘artificial lights and natural darkness of nightwalks’ reveal, in cities, ‘a theatre of
tableaux, vignettes, set pieces’ (p. 175). Dicken’s London is always a nocturnal city
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– even by day, it seems always to be emerging from the night or sliding back into it.
Artificial darkness pervades his daytime streets in the twists and turns of alleys, the
black mud and fog, the overshadowing hulking buildings. In this sense, Dickens’
writing utterly captures the world of the urban wanderer.
There is another sense in which Dickens is typical of city walkers/writers: he
is unswervingly fascinated with class, characters and relationships. Every one of his
novels offers a plethora of characters from all walks of life, all of whom are thrown
by the turnings of fate into unexpected contact with each other, which in turn creates
complex narratives structured around the resulting conflicts and confluences. Only
on a city street is such a mingling of disparate types possible, and only by walking is
it observable – to a writer, or any other curator of social knowledge. That there is an
inherent inequality in the relationship between writer as observer and those for whom
street life is not a choice but a necessary compromise – including, as Solnit (2000)
points out, those who are ‘in flight from the traumas that happen inside houses’ (p.
193) – is undeniable. The power exerted by the writer, as the outsider within the
streetscape, is immensely complex and would make a fascinating study in its own
right. This powerplay, however, does not detract from the illumination of urban life
and human relationships offered by city walkers/writers like De Quincey, Dickens,
and Robert Louis Stevenson, whose eerie re-mapping of London’s streets in The
Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde ‘exposes a double life of privilege and
despair’ (Coverley 2006, p. 45) that is always at work, on some level, in every city in
the world.
In my case, nocturnal walking in East Sydney has greatly impacted my
creative life. Though I’ve lived for a number of years in the inner west of the city, in
a quiet suburb, it is to the streets of Darlinghurst and Surry Hills that I constantly
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return in my writing. The reason for this now seems clear: it is this part of the city
(the ‘real’ Sydney for me, as for Falconer) that is most alive with the sounds, sights,
and smells of human beings, the place where the bones of human relationships are
laid bare. ‘I travel for the great house of Human Interest Brothers,’ wrote Dickens
(chapter 1, para. 3). The writers of East Sydney, like the writers of downtown
London, Paris and New York, are humanists: their study is not the delicate structures
of flowers or the activities of honey bees, but the deep and strange workings of
human minds and hearts. The image of writer Peter Robb tramping the streets of
Kings Cross (as I have seen him doing) is inextricably linked in my mind to a
searching quality, a hesitant but insistent empathy, in his work.
It is largely because of its inherent connection to human relationships,
psychology, and class that realistic urban writing – particularly the writing of urban
walkers – has been naturally inclined to the political. Writing can be seen as a
transgressive activity: writers are forever crossing boundaries without permission.
Those who are also city walkers must, then, be the worst of a bad lot. Partly, of
course, the transgression lies in the nature of the street itself: as we have seen,
walking brings one into contact with people of all kinds and classes, and this is
bound to have repercussions for the way one thinks and writes about the world. As
we have also seen, writing itself – particularly fiction writing – is often perceived as
fundamentally subversive. As Oates (2003) concedes,
To write is to invade another’s space, if only to memorialise it; to write is to
invite angry censure from those who don’t write, or who don’t write in quite
the way you do, for whom you may seem a threat. Art by its nature is a
transgressive act, and artists must accept being punished for it. (p. 33)
Finally, there is a presumed subversiveness inherent in the act of walking in cities.
Though urban writing has continued to flourish since Dickens’s time (albeit in some
places, and within certain genres, more than others), urban walking continues to be
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seen as ‘a shadier business…easily turning into soliciting, cruising, promenading,
sulking, loitering, and other activities that, however enjoyable, hardly have the high
moral tone of nature appreciation’ (Solnit 2000, p. 174). Walking in a city is never
just that – it is a loaded gesture, burdened by clinging associations to social, moral
and sexual transgression.

Trespass
For women, of course, there is an added element of transgression in urban walking.
As Solnit (2000) points out,
Even the English language is rife with words and phrases that sexualise
women’s walking. Among the terms for prostitutes are streetwalkers, women
of the streets, women on the town, and public women (and of course phrases
such as public man, man about town, or man of the streets mean very
different things…). A woman who has violated sexual convention can be said
to be strolling, roaming, wandering, straying – all terms that imply that
women’s travel is inevitably sexual or that their sexuality is transgressive
when it travels. (p. 234)
The term flâneur – that solitary stroller and observer of the streets – is masculine; it
is telling that the closest feminine equivalent, flâneuse, refers specifically to the
street prostitute rather than to some female incarnation of the ‘real’ male flâneur
(Coverley, p. 72). And while versions of the flâneuse like Moll Flanders and Fanny
Hill have been represented in fiction throughout literary history (Coverley 2006),
these women have generally been ‘creations of male authors whose work was at least
partly speculative’ (Solnit, pp. 181-2). Streetwalkers themselves have had greater
access and freedom of movement through our cities, but prostitutes, writes Solnit,
‘have left us almost no records of their experience’ (pp. 181-2). Though this has
changed in recent years, with the publication of numerous memoirs by prostitutes
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and ex-prostitutes, women continue to be underrepresented among the writers of the
street.
There are two reasons for this. Firstly, there is the difficulty of being
‘invisible’ as a woman on the street. Anonymity is vital to be able to successfully
observe others, but it is often impossible for women to blend into a crowd in the way
men are naturally able to. In her journal, Sylvia Plath (quoted in Gardner 1995)
wrote,
Being born a woman is my awful tragedy. Yes, my consuming desire…to be
part of a scene, anonymous, listening, recording – all is spoiled by the fact
that I am a girl. (p. 26)
Plath expresses her frustration at being unable to observe the activities of men
without having her interest misconstrued as flirtation. ‘Of course’ writes Solnit
(2000), ‘women’s walking is often construed as performance rather than transport,
with the implication that women walk…not for their own experience but for that of a
male audience, which means that they are asking for whatever attention they receive’
(p. 234). With a writer’s instinctive desire for expansive experience, Plath describes
her yearning for the freedom to move through landscapes with a piercing
plaintiveness:
Yes, God, I want to talk to everybody I can as deeply as I can. I want to be
able to sleep in an open field, to travel west, to walk freely at night. (Gardner
1995, p. 26).
Plath’s lament hints at the second reason there have been so few female
walker-writers in literary history: the threat of violence. However much she might
wish to walk freely at night, she can’t, because she is ‘a female always in danger of
assault or battery’ (p. 26). Of course, women are not the only group of people to have
had their freedom of mobility restricted. In East Sydney, for example, hate crimes
against gay men and women (especially those seen to be ‘cruising’ the streets) have a
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long and violent history (ACON 2010; Feneley 2013). But, as Solnit (2000) points
out, ‘limitations based on race, class, religion, ethnicity, and sexual orientation are
local and variable compared to those placed on women’ (p. 234). In other words,
women’s walking is always a problem, everywhere. Coverley (2006) acknowledges
that prostitutes have been so well represented in the literature of the streets simply
because they are the only group of women prepared to break the invisible curfews
imposed by violence against women. The point of difference between men and
women, then, lies in the matter of choice: the flâneuses walk the streets not for
pleasure but as a form of labour, while the male literary strollers represent the
freedom of men (of a certain class) to seek pleasure wherever they choose. In
Dickens’s terms, the prostitute is the embodiment of practical walking, the lesser
cousin to his dreaming, vagabond wanderer. Women can, and do, choose to walk in
cities in spite of the risks, but the fact remains that, while men are almost never raped
or killed by women while walking home at night, women have frequently been
subjected to such violence by men. Women, writes Solnit (2000),
…are the primary targets of sexualized violence…. and the possibility of such
violence is implicit in the more insulting and aggressive propositions,
comments, leers and intimidations that are part of ordinary life for women in
public places. Fear of rape puts many women in their place – indoors,
intimidated, dependent yet again on material barriers and protectors rather
than their own will to safeguard their sexuality. (p. 240)
To escape some awareness of the possibility of falling victim to male aggressors, as a
woman walking alone at night, is impossible.
Judith Allen, in her 1990 feminist history of crimes involving Australian
women, traces a heightening of women’s fear of sexualised violence to the inter-war
period from 1920 to 1939, when social turmoil and the psychological and political
aftermath of a traumatic war led to a sharp increase in rates of rape and violence
against women. ‘Australian women,’ she writes, ‘were enjoined to stay inside safe
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under supervision, listening to the radio. This unofficial...after-dark curfew
encouraged respectable women to restrict their mobility and independence’ (p.155).
She goes on to say that women who failed to adhere to unofficial curfews were
considered to be ‘fair game’ for male predators. Though these levels of fear among
women may seem extreme, Solnit points to recent polls indicating that two-thirds of
American women and half of British women are afraid to go out alone after dark,
with large proportions of these women listing fear of rape as a major concern (p.
240). Clearly, women in contemporary cities are no less fearful of sexualised
violence than were women living three quarters of a century ago.
Australia is no exception. The brutal rape and murder of 29-year-old Jill
Meagher in Melbourne’s Brunswick last year sent shockwaves through the country
and caused many young women to reconsider how they move around urban spaces.
In the numerous aftermath stories published in newspapers in recent months, young
women have spoken of their changed habits in relation to transport – one will no
longer take the train to work, another now drives from her house to the next block to
go to the gym in the early mornings (Lambert 2013). Like my friends – the young,
female friends who live or work in the city – I was shaken by the Meagher case. This
woman was my age, working in a similar field, living in the kind of neighbourhood I
have usually chosen (urban, eclectic, well-peopled). And on the night she was
abducted, raped and murdered she was walking the less than two blocks between a
local bar and her home. I would have done the same – there are three blocks between
my local train station and my apartment, and I’ve walked that stretch many times
after dark. The inevitable thought, then: It could have been me. There is a sense
among Australian women that things have changed since Meagher’s death; not that
our cities have changed in any material way, but that our perception of them, and of
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ourselves in them, has been shattered and remade. Maybe safety was illusory, our
confidence always misplaced; we have simply been lucky. The image of Jill
Meagher’s smiling face, printed everywhere in the months following her death,
reminded us that luck was all it was. Meagher’s slaying was not the first act of
violence to have this kind of impact. Falconer (2010) writes of her own reaction to
the much-publicised rape and murder of Anita Cobby in Blacktown in 1986:
I was nineteen when Cobby was murdered, and my walk home…took me
down a poorly lit street that ran along the edge of the train lines… Most
Sydney women knew the feeling of freedom that came from their own
company on nights when the air was like silk on the skin, when it was
possible to smell cooling bricks and sprinklers hissing on suburban lawns.
Yet we also had an image, at the back of our minds, of this dark alternate
destination… (p.150)
One needs only to have been a young woman in any large city to understand
the repressive weight of the threat of sexualised violence: Solnit’s experience of
walking after dark in San Francisco has yielded numerous stories of being followed,
propositioned and harassed, and my own experience of Sydney is littered with
similar incidents. Working in a restaurant in East Sydney in my early twenties, I was
often taken for a prostitute – in spite of my conservative clothes – when walking on
the street. On most of these occasions I had only been walking a short distance in
search of a taxi, as I would have considered it foolhardy to attempt to walk home to
Surry Hills that late at night, but it was enough to be on the street at all, alone. These
incidents were overtly sexual and were not without an element of aggression. East
Sydney is not the only part of the city in which I have experienced this kind of
unwanted attention from men, but it’s certainly the area in which it has occurred
most frequently, almost as a matter of course. This is no doubt related to the longrunning status of East Sydney – and of Kings Cross and Darlinghurst in particular –
as a red light district. This is the area of Sydney in which women’s walking is most
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likely to be misread simply because it is more likely to be performative here than in
other places; to choose to walk here as a woman who is not soliciting is to knowingly
cross the boundaries of what is expected, and understood, by both men and women.
In this sense East Sydney represents not a departure from social mores but a
heightening of them. It is no coincidence that the women novelists who have written
most memorably of East Sydney have created female protagonists who, if not
streetwalkers, are certainly rule-breakers. In Fiona McGregor’s Indelible Ink, an
ageing Mosman divorcee has lunch in East Sydney – and then finds herself in a
tattoo parlour where she has a flower permanently printed on her back:
The feeling of transgression, of liberation from the narrow world she has
inhabited, thrills her; the pain is an exquisite reminder of a return to
sovereignty over her flesh. (Williamson 2010, para. 4)
And in Mandy Sayer’s The Cross, a fictionalised version of flamboyant activist,
publisher and heiress Juanita Neilson stands up to corrupt property developers in
Kings Cross – a crusade that leads her to a sticky end, as it did for the real Neilson in
1975. Both Sayer’s and McGregor’s protagonists come to East Sydney from other,
more refined places, and both find in it new paths that lead them to subvert
expectations and social etiquette for the sake of liberty.
Women, of course, have not always accepted or internalised the pressure to
‘stay inside safe under supervision…to restrict their mobility and independence’
(Allen 1990, p. 155). Since the women’s suffrage movements of the United States
and Britain in the twentieth century, women have many times taken to the streets and
reclaimed public spaces in protest against sexism and violence – both personal and
institutionalised – often in the face of extreme repressive measures by authorities
(Solnit 2000, p. 239). Since the 1970s, movements like Take Back the Night and,
more controversially, the recent SlutWalk protests have specifically denounced
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sexualised violence and the ‘rape culture’ that propagates it (Craig 2011). The
internationalisation and high public profile of these events have raised community
awareness in the hope of providing a preventive measure against future violence
(Take Back the Night Foundation 2013). But, though things may be improving and
though women have found great freedom in their communal, revolutionary
reclaiming of public spaces, there is a long way to go. Walking shoulder-to-shoulder
with other women in an act of protest is one kind of freedom; walking alone without
fear is another. For writers, as we have seen, the streets have long provided ‘the
encounters and experiences that inspired their work, as well as the space in which to
imagine it’ (Solnit 2000, p. 245). Female writers, however, have had to confine their
subjects to the domestic, or to dress in men’s clothing as did George Sand, or to take
risks, or to wait like Virginia Woolf until middle age when the ‘education in the
limits of one’s life’ provided by harassment in youth has taught one to ‘think like
prey’ in order to successfully avoid predators (Solnit 2000, pp. 241-2). All of these
are poor alternatives to real freedom and it is worth considering, as we continue with
the history of writers walking, Solnit’s question of ‘what would have become of
many of the great male minds had they been unable to move at will through the
world’ (p. 245).

Visionaries
Though city walking is charged with political and sexual tensions for women, it has
often been considered a subversive activity, even for men. This may be truer today
than at any other point in history, as our cities become less and less encouraging of
foot-travellers, more and more tailored to the motorist at the expense of the
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pedestrian. In such urban contexts, walkers are unwittingly made rebels – to choose
to walk, when you could drive, is to invite suspicion. Michel De Certeau, with his
division between the street-level walker and the elevated voyeur, revealed another
way in which city walking is essentially subversive: to walk is to resist ‘the
systematic and totalising perspective…of those who view the city from above’
(Coverley 2006, p. 105). Electing to experience the city from its streets was a
political choice: walking was a democratic act performed in an increasingly stratified
society.
De Certeau was not the first to advocate a return to city streets as a means of
subverting modern structures of power. Some movements in the history of walking
and writing have been explicitly political, even revolutionary – and of these, none
has been so closely tied to revolutionary ideas than that of psychogeography. The
term was first coined around 1950 by members the Paris based avant-garde
Situationist International, a loose grouping of theorists arising from the earlier
Dadaist and surrealist movements which had set themselves the goal of
‘transforming our experience of everyday life and replacing our mundane existence
with an appreciation of the marvellous’ (Coverley 2006, p. 73). Most prominent
among the Situationists was Guy Debord, who defined psychogeography in 1955 as
‘the study of the precise laws and specific effects of the geographical environment,
consciously organised or not, on the emotions and behaviour of individuals’ (Baker
2003, p. 323). Debord also stated that the term psychogeographical retained ‘a rather
pleasing vagueness’ – possibly because Debord himself was unclear on what
psychogeographical practice would actually look like – and could be applied to ‘any
situation or conduct that seems to reflect the same spirit of discovery’ (Debord 1981,
p. 5). It is no doubt due to the vagueness of Debord’s definition that such a diverse
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array of movements and disciplines have adopted the name – everybody from
photographers to philosophers to town planners have called themselves
psychogeographers at one time. For the Situationists, however, the defining features
of psychogeography were: an emotional engagement with the city, made while
travelling the streets on foot (in the ‘state of aimless drift and detached observation’
(Coverley 2006, p. 42) that would allow optimum receptivity); an attempt to create
emotional and ambient ‘maps’ of the city showing the ‘division of a city into zones
of distinct psychic atmospheres’ (Debord 1981, pp. 6-7); and the construction, based
on the findings reached by the former techniques, of ‘a new urban environment that
both reflects and facilitates the desires of the inhabitants’ (Coverley 2006, p. 89). The
Situationists’ revolutionary political project failed, in part, because it proved
untenable in practical terms. Though Debord and his colleagues wrote a great deal
about the theory of psychogeography, they made few attempts to put their theories
into practice – and those who did produced accounts of Paris that were so highly
subjective as to be virtually inaccessible to others. De Certeau (1988) later
acknowledged, in his own theory of walking, the limitations of
…all systematic theoretical systems in accurately capturing the relationship
between the city and the individual. These frameworks cut across the city,
separating communities with artificial categorisations, and disrupting what is
essentially an ongoing narrative, a story that has a cast of millions and whose
plot is unknown. (Coverley 2006, p. 107)
More recent interpretations of psychogeography have tended to acknowledge this
and to place greater emphasis on personal, individual responses to places. As Barnes
and Duncan (1992) assert, ‘writing about worlds reveals as much about ourselves as
it does about the worlds represented’. It is easy to see how this view undermines the
consensus-based political aims of the Situationists, and how psychogeography has
come to be seen by many of its self-proclaimed practitioners as little more than a
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form of emotional therapy – Will Self’s (2007) psychogeography is a good example
of this. Baker (2003) summarises the position in which psychogeography has found
itself today:
…its recent fetishization has accompanied a post-consensus, post-societal
sense that society as a whole (famously declared not to exist in 1987) offers
no salvation, only one’s own routes and places… People want to inscribe
marks and find traces in the city, like the stories they used to tell about the
stars and constellations, in order to feel more at home in an indifferent
universe. (p. 326)
In literary terms, the most influential aspect of psychogeography – and, indeed, the
aspect that predates Situationists’ use of the word itself by more than a hundred years
– is its objective of seeing the city through new eyes. In this, as in the method by
which new perspectives are achieved, walking, there is a link between
psychogeography and the recurring literary figure of the flâneur.
Few literary concepts have gained greater currency, in recent decades, than
that of the flâneur. Though the term appears in French literature from the 17th
century, it was not until the 19th century that the flâneur was defined as more than
just an idler and time-waster, a dandy wandering the streets for pleasure alone. It is
in the work of Victor Fournel and Charles Baudelaire in the 1860s that the flâneur is
finally given a sense of purpose – for Fournel, flânerie becomes the primary means
of investigating and understanding the new complexity of the modern city.
Baudelaire takes up and expands this definition to place the emphasis of the flâneur’s
investigation on people (rather than on objects or architecture), and specifically on
crowds – crowds being a recent phenomenon in the 19th century (Solnit 2000). The
flâneur’s ‘passion and his profession is to merge with the crowd’ (Baudelaire 1972,
p. 399), but he is, at the same time, aloof from it, an individual first and foremost.
This may be why the figure of the flâneur has appealed so strongly to writers – like a
writer, the flâneur is always detached, both of the world and apart from it, coolly
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observing. At the same time, he is an embedded, active participant in the life of the
city: he is a pedestrian. With the destruction of his natural environment – the covered
arcades of Paris – in the late 19th century, the flâneur became unwittingly politicised,
an emblem of leisure and individualism set against the increasingly brutalised
cityscapes of capitalism (Coverley 2006).
It was Walter Benjamin’s analysis of the work of Baudelaire that brought the
figure of the flâneur, so omnipresent in 19th century Paris, back into popular usage in
the late 20th century. Though written in the 1930s, Benjamin’s works were not
rediscovered until the 1960s in Germany, and were published in English later.
Benjamin argued that the flâneur dominated the French imagination during the 19th
century simply because Paris had, by that time, become such a large and unwieldy
metropolis as to require reinterpretation by its residents, who could suddenly find
themselves lost in their own city (Solnit 2000). The flâneur, as both leisurely stroller
and intrepid investigator, was perfectly positioned to learn to navigate the city anew.
Furthermore, Benjamin claims, when the flâneur chose not just to walk for pleasure
but to actively read the signs of the city, to collect data and build a repository of
knowledge, he became the first in a long line of fictional detectives (Frisby 1994).
This link is not surprising when we consider that Baudelaire and Benjamin both
traced the inspiration for the flâneur to Edgar Allen Poe’s 1840 story The Man of the
Crowd (Coverley 2006), and that Poe is widely considered to be the inventor of the
detective fiction genre. It is possible to see every fictional detective who has walked
the city streets, searching for clues, as a direct descendant of the flâneur. This is just
one of the guises in which the flâneur has continually reappeared in fiction. In
contemporary incarnations, his role is sometimes to observe and record his
observations, sometimes to protest the banalisation of his urban surroundings, and
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sometimes to provide himself with a kind of emotional therapy that only aimless
walking can offer (Will Self’s brand of psychogeographical flânerie is a good
example).
While Paris writers were celebrating the flâneur, their contemporaries in
England were developing their own ways of reimagining the city – and, like their
French counterparts, walking was an integral part of this process. Coverley (2006)
and Woodcock (2000) both trace a psychogeographical or ‘visionary’ tradition in
English literature back to the early works of Daniel Defoe. Defoe’s character of
Robinson Crusoe is a kind of mental flâneur whose solitary travels take place
entirely in his imagination, and who has been continually reincarnated through
literary history. And in his subsequent A Journal of the Plague Year, Defoe is the
first to re-map the city of London on his own terms, providing ‘an imaginative
reworking of the city in which the familiar layout…is seen to be transformed’ by
disease and terror (Coverley 2006, p. 37). It is William Blake, however, in 18th and
early-19th century London, who first saw in London ‘a transcendent image of the
eternal city’ (Coverley 2006, p. 40). Blake’s London was one of heavenly visions
and ancient vibrations that could be felt ‘by anyone who shed the dust from the
mundane world’ (Woodcock 2000, p. 6). This idea of an eternal city beneath the
surface of the streets, accessible to the solitary walker if he simply knows what to
look for, is one that has continued to manifest in English literature, from Thomas De
Quincey’s hallucinatory Confessions of an Opium Eater (1821), to Robert Louis
Stevenson’s The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde (1886), all the way through
to the recent novels of JG Ballard, Iain Sinclair, and Peter Ackroyd (Solnit 2000). In
the fiction of each of these writers, the stroller seeks to ‘read’ the city through traces
of the past both tangible and intangible, to find the ‘essence of place obscured by the
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flux of the everyday’ (Coverley 2006, p. 34). As with writers in the flânerie tradition,
the London visionary writers have seen the city ‘as a site of mystery’ (Coverley
2006, p. 13), and have consistently challenged conventional topography. In recent
years, both Sinclair (1998) and Ackroyd’s (1986) writing has delved into the dark
recesses of London’s history, drawing antiquarian maps of the city that have to do
with the occult, neglected or hidden local histories, and deviant human behavior.
Ackroyd in particular has developed ‘a kind of gothic psychogeography that
explores…the most extreme forms of behavioral response provoked by the city’
(Coverley 2006, p. 124-5) – and it is the city’s past as much as its current
configuration that he sees as providing the provocation.
It is easy to see how this visionary tradition could be applied to Sydney, and
to East Sydney, with its unique and shady history, in particular. Why then have we
not seen the emergence of a similar vein of psychogeographical Australian fiction?
There is a suggestion of the city as a character in its own right in certain examples of
Australian crime writing (Peter Corris’s Sydney is a treacherous dame, Peter
Temple’s Melbourne is a grizzled old man). There have certainly been numerous
portrayals, both in fiction and nonfiction, of Sydney as a place that encourages
deviant behavior, both criminal and sexual – but we do not see the harbour city
reimagined as having an eternal spirit that endures, and manifests in different ways,
throughout its history. Some writers have made inroads: Ross Gibson’s (2008) The
Summer Exercises, a strange blend of history, fiction and commentary, comes close –
although its narrative does not attempt to cross from the past into the present, there
are moments when it seems to transcend history. An extract from a poem about a
gaol could be applied more broadly – perhaps to East Sydney, with all the unease its
illicit history has leant it:
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This place, it’s built for retribution. If there are prisoners
in the cells, maintain all your vigilance. There’ll be
spit and semen on the floor. There’ll be capering.
Subterfuge. Watch how they’re watching you.
(p. 38)
Another of Gibson’s works, Seven Versions of an Australian Badland (2002), goes a
long way toward offering an explanation of how landscapes can ‘goad us into
thinking more boldly about how the past produces the present’ (p. 2), though this
book takes as its subject the ‘Horror Stretch’ of the Central Queensland hinterland, a
long way removed from the clatter of Sydney. The most visionary literary portrayal
of Sydney might be that of a New Zealander, Martin Edmond (2011), whose book
Dark Night: Walking with McCahon describes a journey through Sydney, taken on
foot, to recreate the ‘lost journey’ of New Zealand painter McCahon (who
disappeared in the Botanic Gardens while in Sydney for an exhibition in 1984 and
was found again the next morning, several kilometres away in Centennial Park, with
no memory of how he had passed the night). Edmond’s journey combines fact,
fiction and Catholic mysticism (as he attempts to find equivalents of the 14 Stations
of the Cross, a prevalent motif in McCahon’s paintings, in Sydney’s parks, pubs and
public toilets) to offer an entirely new way to read the city.
It has only been in recent years that Sydney’s past, as a source of turmoil in
the present, has begun to be excavated. Perhaps this is because Sydney, like De
Certeau’s (1988) New York and unlike London and Paris, ‘has never learned the art
of growing old by playing on all its pasts’ (p. 91). Falconer (2010) touches on this,
the spirit of renewal or destructiveness (depending on your point of view) that has
given us a city in which traces of the past are either erased or ignored. When
Falconer writes of the haunting of the city by its absences, its relentless ghosting and
the unease of this when juxtaposed with the image of the bright, sparkling harbour,
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she comes closest to the psychogeographical tradition that ‘contrasts a horizontal
movement across the topography of the city with a vertical descent through its past’
(Coverley 2006, p. 14). Because, of course, there are those for whom every part of
Sydney does possess an eternal spirit, a true genius loci rich with meaning and
spiritual value: the descendants of the original inhabitants of the land upon which the
scarred city rests, for whom place is never only place. No wonder that sense of place
is, in Australia, an uncomfortable subject. Perhaps it is understandable, in a city built
upon a history of exploitation and violence still largely unknown or unacknowledged
by many of its inhabitants, if our stories stick close to the surface of our streets.
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Conclusion

Writing and walking are activities people have engaged in, in some way, at every
point in human history. In their different ways, both are as natural to us as breathing:
we were born to move through the world unassisted; we were born to tell stories.
And yet there is something about these pursuits that has continually aroused the
suspicion of those who choose not to walk or not to write – they are activities that
may lead a person to cross boundaries, either real or imagined, and they must
therefore be flagged as potentially transgressive. When acted out against the
backdrop of the city, where all forms of transgression converge, the risks inherent in
walking and writing can only be heightened.
Some urban settings are more dangerous than others. In East Sydney, a
troubled and troubling history can infiltrate the most innocent of strolls and impress
the stroller with a sense of place both stimulating and suffocating. It is a genius loci
constructed not only of traces of the past, but of its echoing absences, its repressed
but ultimately irrepressible dead. For the artists who have been drawn to this gritty
pocket of the city like moths to a flame, the ghosting of East Sydney and its
continuing love affair with transgressive behaviour have acted as muse for some,
torment for others. It is an unsafe place but a free one, and it is freedom – from
artistic, moral and social constraints – that has made it irresistible to those who
choose to live on the edge, in the tricky margins of society.
In the same way, walking and writing have continually tempted those for
whom boundaries are just an invitation to trespass. ‘The history of…walking is a
history of freedom’ writes Solnit (2000, p. 174). She uses the example of
streetwalkers who, compared to brothel workers, are free and unrestricted in their
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movement around cities, but at the cost of social acceptability and personal safety.
This applies not just to prostitutes but to all urban walkers: ‘The same refrains –
freedom, democracy, danger – come up in this as in other ways of occupying the
streets’ (Solnit 2000, p. 182). The same might be said for writing: freedom and
transgression go hand in hand in the creative process, and choosing this path often
means rejecting social, financial – and sometimes personal – security. Joyce Carol
Oates (2003) is matter-of-fact about this when she writes, ‘Art by its nature is a
transgressive act, and artists must accept being punished for it’ (p. 33).
For women, of course, there is an added element of subversion, a flouting of
danger and social conventions, involved in escaping the confines of domesticity and
writing from the street. The history of women writing, like the history of women
walking, is a history fraught with ideological and sexual tensions. For a woman to
move freely through the world, and to record what she experiences, is to undermine a
social order that has sought to keep women safe and contained in domestic spaces
throughout history. The threat of sexualised violence has been, and continues to be,
the most powerful tool for restricting women’s personal freedom. Those who refuse
to bow to common fears, for the sake of life or art, do so at their own risk.
It is no coincidence, then, that urban walking has inspired stories that are
concerned with the depths of human psychology, with crime and deviancy, suffering
and sex. Nothing is off limits. Whether attempting to chart the emotional life of a
city or simply to forge some personal connection with urban spaces through links
with the past, writers have traversed the surface of every metropolis in an attempt to
excavate the ‘real’ city, the meaning beneath the concrete. It is a search that often
flies in the face of a prevailing ignorance or denial of the past. This is certainly the
case in Sydney – where the past is at best disquieting, at worst shameful. Our writers
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have embraced the transgressive nature of the streets and urban experience, but there
remains a depth of meaning to be sought in our cities by tracing the signs of the past
and by tracing the absence of signs. In East Sydney, there is a sense of place – of a
haunted geography – that endures in spite of all the social, economic and
architectural changes this neighbourhood has seen, and which recalls William
Blake’s vision of the eternal, unchanging city. East Sydney is ready to tell its secrets
and have them told. If such a psychogeographical expedition into the past is
attempted, it will be our urban walker-writers, the gamblers and vagabonds of
literature, who lead the way across this shaky ground.
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